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Abstract
This thesis analyses social media text to identify which events and concerns are
associated with changes between phases of rising and falling cryptoasset prices.
A new cryptoasset classification system, based on token functionality, highlights Bitcoin as the largest example of a ‘crypto-transaction’ system and Ethereum
as the largest example of a ‘crypto-fuel’ system. The price of ether is only weakly
correlated with that of bitcoin (Spearman’s rho 0.3849).
Both bitcoin and ether show distinct phases of rising or falling prices and have
a large, dedicated social media forum on Reddit. A process is developed to extract events and concerns discussed on social media associated with these different
phases of price movement. This innovative data-driven approach circumvents the
need to pre-judge social media metrics.
First, a new, non-parametric Data-Driven Phasic Word Identification methodology is developed to find words associated with the phase of declining bitcoin prices
in 2017-18. This approach is further developed to find the context of these words,
from which topics are inferred. Then, neural networks (word2vec) are applied to
evolve analysis from extracting words to extracting topics. Finally, this work enables the development of a framework for identifying which events and concerns
are plausible causes of changes between different phases in the ether and bitcoin
price series.
Consistent with Bitcoin providing a form of money and Ethereum providing a
platform for developing applications, these results show the one-off effect of regulatory bans on bitcoin, and the recurring effects of rival innovations on ether price.
The results also suggest the influence of technical traders, captured through mar-
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ket price discourse, on both cryptoassets. This thesis demonstrates the value of a
quantamental approach to the analysis of cryptoasset prices.

Impact Statement
The first benefit of this research is to develop a user-friendly cryptoasset classification system based on token functionality. This has been published in the peerreviewed journal Ledger [40], and formed part of the written evidence submitted to
the UK Parliament Digital Currencies Inquiry to inform public policy on cryptoassets, in conjunction with Eversheds Sutherland (International) LLP [100].
The second impact is to quantitatively assess social media discussion forums
to identify what events and concerns are associated with major shifts between different phases of price. The benefit of this is that it necessitated the development of
new methodologies that recognise the need for non-parametric analyses to quantitatively examine discussion forums. This moves the debate from previous analyses
of volume and sentiment to associating changes in price with specific events and
concerns. This starts with Data-Driven Phasic Word Identification (DDPWI; see
Chapter 5), and then uses word2vec neural networks to evolve from finding ‘price
dynamic words’ to topics (see Chapter 6). It demonstrates the benefits of data derived from social media discussion forums over alternative sources such as web
search or Twitter data used in previous studies. Rather than pre-judging potential
causes of movement that are then tested, these data-driven approaches discover relevant events and concerns from social media text. These methodologies could be
applied to other cryptoassets and more generally to other research areas where there
is a time series and a relevant social media text source.
Outside academia the emphasis has been on developing trading algorithms to
predict cryptoasset price. These have used prejudged metrics and ignored the inherently phasic nature of the price series, with the possibility that causal effects may
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vary over time. The impact of this research is that it identifies the limitation of this
approach by showing that there are both recurring events and unanticipated, oneoff, ‘black swan’ events associated with phasic shifts in price. The results differ
between Bitcoin and Ethereum, with the exception of speculation (see Chapter 7),
which is consistent with their different token functionality (see Chapter 4).
The impact of the research has been brought about through publications and
conference proceedings to international academics at SIGIR and to the FinTech
industry (see Section 1.5). This included three peer-reviewed, open-access articles [40,45,46]. The correlation analyses presented at the Cryptocurrency Research
Conference 2018 has been cited 9 times [39]. The article on cryptoasset classification has been downloaded 3,024 times [40], DDPWI [45] 776 times and the
word2vec topic modelling technique [43] 132 times (all by 22nd January 2020).
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Table 1: Abbreviations used in Thesis
Abbreviation
AODE:
ARDL:
ARIMA:
ARIMAX:
EC:
ECM/VECM:
EEMD:
ENET:
EWMA:
GBT:
GDA:
GLM:
GP:
HMM:
ICO:
LASSO:
LDA:
QDA:
LIWC:
LR/WLR:
PCA:
RF:
STR:
STRX:
SVM/SVR:
VADER:
VAR:
XGT:
RMSE:
MAE:
MAPE:
FEVD:
PMCC:
SR:
KT:
VIF:
BNN:
CNN:
FFN:
GASEN:
GRU:
LSTM:
RNN:
EEMD-ELMAN:
RRL:
ARCH:
GARCH:
EGARCH:
AR-GARCH:
AR-CGARCH:
BEGARCH:

CFTC:
EBA:
ESMA:
FCA:
FINMA:
SEC:

Text
Averaged One-dependence Estimators
Autoregressive Distributed Lag
Auto-Regressive Moving Average
Extended version of ARIMA that includes other predictors.
Empirical Conditional Model
Error Correction Model / Vector Error Correction Model
Ensemble Empirical Mode Decomposition method
Elastic-Net regularized regression method
Exponential Weighted Moving Average
Gradient Boosted Tree
Gaussian Discriminant Analysis
Generalised Linear Model
Gaussian process based regression
Hidden Markov Model
Initial Coin Offering
Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection
Linear Discriminant Analysis
Quadratic Discriminant Analysis
Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count framework
Logistic Regression / Weighted Logistic Regression
Principal Component Analysis
Random Forest
Structured Time Series Model
STR plus regression terms on external features similar to ARIMAX
Support Vector Machine / Support Vector Regression
Valence Aware Dictionary for sEntiment Reasoning
Vector Autoregression
Extreme gradient boosting
Evaluation Metrics
Root Mean Square Error
Mean Absolute Error
Mean Absolute Percentage Error
Forecast-Error Variance Decomposition
Correlation Metrics
Pearson’s Product Moment Correlation Coefficient
Spearman’s Rho
Kendall’s Tau
Variance Inflation Factor
Neural Networks
Bayesian Neural Networks
Convolutional Neural Network
Feedforward Neural Network
Genetic Algorithm based Selective Neural Network Ensemble
Gated Recurrent Unit
Long Short-Term Memory
Recurrent Neural Network
applies EEMD then RNN
Recurrent Reinforcement Learning
Variants on ARCH
Auto-Regressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity
Generalized Auto-Regressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity
Exponential GARCH
Asymmetric Power GARCH
Asymmetric Power Component GARCH
GARCH but lets conditional log-transformed volatility be dependent on past
values of a t-distribution score
Regulatory Bodies
Commodity Futures Trading Commission
European Banking Authority
European Securities and Markets Authority
Financial Conduct Authority
Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority
United States Securities and Exchange Commission
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Research Background and Context

In less than a decade, a single bitcoin token rose from having no price to becoming worth 19,498.68 US Dollars (from launch in 2008 to 16 December 2017) [26].
This increase in value came with an escalating belief in what cryptoassets could
achieve; an evolution in purpose encapsulated by the arrival of platforms that facilitate blockchain-supported application development, such as Ethereum [97].
Whilst Bitcoin removed intermediaries to decentralise online payments [211],
so as to create ‘The Best Money in the World’ [53], the remit of blockchain technology has subsequently broadened with its impact being compared with the internet [48]. Specific use-cases that have been explored include those in file storage [178], online voting [82], shareholder rights management [170, 247] and even
decentralising the organisation of entire firms [97]. Blockchain technology has been
advocated as enabling the automation of regulatory work flows in the movement
of physical goods [190], and as providing a means of reducing the administrative
burden, raising transparency and enabling automation in shareholder rights management [170, 247].
Enthusiasts attracted to the rising price and potential of cryptoassets face, however, a typically volatile price. There are phases of optimism where prices can rise
to a multiple of the initial value and phases of pessimism where prices can fall to
less than half the initial value. Figure 1.1 shows how ether prices rose 170-fold in
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just over a year (1 January 2017 to 13 January 2018) and fell 73% in a few months
(13 January to 6 April 2018) [98]. Bitcoin prices rose twenty-fold in less than a
year (1 January to 16 December 2017) and fell 65% in just under two months (16
December 2017 to 5 February 2018) [26].
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Figure 1.1: US Dollar ether and bitcoin Price from 1 January 2017 to 14 May 2019. Bitcoin series is in blue and the price is given by the left axis. Ether series is in
light green and the price is given by the right axis. The horizontal line represents identified support or resistance price levels which were 400 US Dollars
for ether and 6000 US Dollars for bitcoin. The labelled dates on the x-axis are
dates where there was a bitcoin or ether local maxima or minima, or where the
horizontal line was breached. Bitcoin prices sourced from Blockchain Luxembourg S.A. [26] and ether prices from Etherscan [98]

Regulators are concerned that investors may lack information for avoiding the
large losses associated with this volatility [102]. The typically decentralised structure of cryptoassets (such as with Bitcoin and Ethereum) means a lack of a welldefined management structure which could be held to account and deficiency of
well-balanced reports being issued that are audited by regulated entities. A survey commissioned by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) found that, before
purchasing, although 50% consumers performed general research on a cryptoasset,
only 3% consumers discussed their investment with a financial advisor [101].
By comparison, a retail investor considering purchasing shares in a public company has access to detailed information on the company’s financial and operational
performance which directors are legally obliged to report on a regular basis. Share-
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holders can directly ask questions to a well-defined management and can hold this
management to account, typically through Annual General Meetings and Extraordinary General Meetings. Investors can make an informed decision often with the
help of a qualified financial advisor and analysts’ notes. Even in the case of internet start-up companies, where financial statements have been found to explain
only about a third of the variation in price/sales ratio [42], there are still financial
advisors, analyst notes and the capacity to question a well-defined management.
The problem is compounded by cryptoassets being a ‘new asset class’ [48]
where what drives the price dynamics and so what information might be relevant
could be unique. Baur et al [16] showed that not only were Bitcoin returns uncorrelated with traditional asset classes (such as currencies, stocks, bond, commodities)
but that no other asset exhibited such weak correlations with other assets across the
board. Both Liu and Tsyvinski [183] as well as Burniske and Tatar [48] corroborate this existence of a low correlation between cryptoasset prices and other asset
classes.
The main information sources available to the cryptoasset investor are those
online. These include sources provided by the cryptoasset’s developers such as
the cryptoasset’s website and whitepapers published to explain the cryptoasset,
as well as any third-party explanations or reviews (such as those available on
www.coindesk.com or blockgeeks.com). Whilst these may help to build
an understanding of the cryptoasset, investors will also need regular updates as to
key events that may affect the cryptoasset price. An FCA-commissioned survey
found social media to be the most popular such source of news and information.
In-depth interviews revealed how this was motivated by a distrust of mainstream
media, which was perceived as having an ‘agenda’ due to its link with the ‘establishment’ [241]. Social media forums both contain updated posts on the cryptoasset
and also enable the investor to post questions to the wider community when a concern arises or to help further improve the investor’s understanding of the cryptoasset.
Hence, the investor in cryptoassets is presented with a variety of sources providing information, of which only a portion of this information might be directly
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relevant to the price. Of the daily submissions being posted on social media, only
a few, if any, may actually influence traders to buy or sell. There is thus a need
to filter the information available to extract those insights that are most relevant to
informing cryptoassets investors in avoiding large losses.
One approach would be to train a model to predict the future change in the
cryptoasset price. This would require data on the historic price and other variables that are felt to be predictive of the future price. Data could be extracted from
providers such as Blockchain Luxembourg S.A. [26] and Etherscan [99]. A modelling framework would then be selected to link the predictors with the future price
such as a neural network or random forest. The parameters of the model could then
be tuned to minimise the forecast error. Holders of cryptoassets could then seek to
avoid large losses by selling their holdings whenever a drop in the cryptoasset price
is predicted.
The problem with such an approach is the key assumption that the future is like
the past [271]. The tuning of the parameter values in the model would have to be
conducted using historic data, and so the future data would have to be similar to the
historic data for the trained model to be reliable going forward. This would not be
the case if a variable that drove price in the historic data no longer had an effect on
price or, more generally, if the relationships between the predictors and price had
substantially changed across time.
This suggests that any reliable predictive modelling of price would need an
understanding of what features had a robust association with price and the nature
of such associations. Bengio et al [20] determined that this meant finding what
are the true cause-effect relationships. This could potentially guide the creation of
forecasting models that are more accurate when presented with new data or, at least,
provide information as to the limitations forecasting models face when applied to
cryptoassets. Knowing what events or concerns are relevant to price may also help
investors in deciding whether the occurrence of an event, possibly reported on social
media, is something that can be safely ignored or is of a nature as to justify a concern
for imminent losses.
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Hence, this thesis explores what causes the prices of cryptoassets to change
across time. The thesis first considers the theoretical attributes of the cryptoasset
token that provide a justification for the token’s non-zero value – what this thesis
terms the ‘fundamentals’ of the asset. For assets such as bonds and equity, holding
the asset generates a cash return which can be used to price the asset by calculating
the net present value of the expected returns [124]. Cryptoassets typically lack such
returns and so there is a need to look for more non-conventional fundamentals. This
involves developing a classification of different cryptoasset types and then deriving
what benefits a participant receives from holding each type of cryptoasset other than
profit from an increase in price.
Changes in the fundamentals present a theoretical cause of observed price fluctuations across time. However, what in theory might affect price may not have an
effect in practice, particularly when the influence of fundamentals on price might be
small compared with that of speculation (discussed further in Section 4.5). Hence,
there is a need for quantitative analysis to find events and concerns that occurred
in association with changes in the price movement. These provide empiricallysupported potential causes of price movement that help to check the relevance of
the identified, theoretical fundamentals.
The quantitative analyses applied evolve from finding words associated with
a phase in the bitcoin price to extracting plausible causes of bitcoin and ether
price movements. This evolution uses word2vec neural networks to change from
identifying words to topics, and criteria derived from healthcare epidemiology
literature to develop a framework for considering causality. These analyses explore the role of social media forums as a data-source.

Social media is the

most popular source of news and information on cryptoassets [241], with text
available from large Reddit subreddits that are dedicated to specific cryptoassets. These include a subreddit on Bitcoin with over one million subscribers
(https://reddit.com/r/bitcoin) and a subreddit on Ethereum with over
400,000 subscribers (https://www.reddit.com/r/ethereum) (see Section 2.3.6 in Chapter 2).
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Following epidemiology literature, observational data can provide evidence
that favours a causal link between two variables over other plausible types of relationship [223, 251], but observational data cannot prove a causal connect between
two variables. For example, a variable and price may be found to move together
across time but this could be because a third, unknown factor varied across the
dataset causing both the variable and the price to change in a way that generated the
observed co-movement [223]. Hence, whilst quantitative analyses help to evaluate the practical relevance of identified fundamentals, knowing what the theoretical
fundamentals are also helps in evaluating if the results identified by the quantitative
analyses ‘make sense’ [10] and are ‘plausible’ [35].
Hence, overall, this thesis pursues a ‘quantamental’ strategy that applies quantitative analyses to social media data (‘quant-’), considers the theoretical fundamentals underpinning price (‘-amental’) and compares the results. This improves our
understanding of what were the most plausible causes of cryptoasset price variation
across 2017-18. The terminology ‘quantamental’ follows that used in the equity
investing literature [10, 38] which recommends [10] a ‘quantamental’ approach in
combining the best insights from both an analysis of the data (quantitative analysis)
and a consideration of the fundamentals.

1.2. Cryptoasset or Cryptocurrency?
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Cryptoasset or Cryptocurrency?

This thesis examines tokens that are: an entirely digital store of value, publicly
available and supported by a blockchain. Historically such assets have been referred
to as ‘cryptocurrencies’ [48], as these systems typically sought to provide a form
of currency [65, 211]. There has recently been a shift to describing such assets as
‘cryptoassets’ instead. Burniske and Tatar criticised the term ‘cryptocurrency’ for
failing to capture the potential of these assets. In their view, ‘currency’ captures only
one use out of a spectrum of applications being examined, with some blockchainsupported assets being launched that are not intended for use as a currency [48].
Central banks have also criticised the term ‘cryptocurrency’ for exaggerating the
potential of blockchain-supported assets, as, in their view, assets such as bitcoin
function poorly as a form of money [52]. Both view-points agree that the term
‘cryptoasset’ is less misleading than ‘cryptocurrency’ as terminology, and so this
thesis will use the term ‘cryptoasset’ throughout.
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Research Objective

This is to increase our knowledge of what determines the value of cryptoassets
across time. This thesis meets this research objective by asking a series of research
questions.

1.3.1

Delineating the System to be Analysed

1. Should cryptoasset price series be analysed individually or in aggregate?
2. Which cryptoassets are to be analysed?

1.3.2

Characterising the Dataset and Methodology for the
Quantitative Analysis

3. What social media data are to be used?
4. What analytic approach is to be applied?

1.3.3

Fundamental Analysis

5. What benefit does a participant receive from holding a cryptoasset token and
how might this influence the value of the token?

1.3.4

Quantitative Analysis of Social Media

6. What words were associated with the phase of volatile but overall falling
bitcoin prices 2017-18?
7. How can we evolve the results from words associated with phases to topics
associated with phasic shifts in the bitcoin price?
8. How can we evolve the analysis to find potential causes of phasic shifts in the
bitcoin and ether price?

1.3.5

Comparative Analysis

9. How do the results for Bitcoin and Ethereum compare? Are the insights for
each cryptoasset shared or unique?

1.4. Thesis Outline
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Thesis Outline

This section summarises what content is in which chapter of the thesis, and explains
which sections answer the different research questions delineated in Section 1.3.
Chapter 2 reviews the related literature and justifies the selection of Bitcoin
and Ethereum for analysis:
• In Section 2.1, previous studies that explored cryptoasset heterogeneity from
a quantitative and qualitative perspective (relevant to research question 1) are
first examined, with the identified gaps in this literature being addressed in
Chapters 3 and 4:
– Section 2.1.1 examines quantitative heterogeneity, reviewing previous
studies that examined the association between different cryptoasset
prices.
– Section 2.1.2 examines the qualitative heterogeneity, detailing previous
classifications of cryptoassets.
• Section 2.2 justifies why Bitcoin and Ethereum are selected for the quantitative analyses (research question 2). Such analyses require a dataset and a
methodology.
• Section 2.3 critically reviews the literature on different internet metrics that
have been used to understand cryptoasset price variation. The dataset to be
analysed is then specified (research question 3).
• Section 2.4 reviews the different methodologies that could be applied in the
quantitative analyses. This examines the utility of forecasting models and
considers the different causal inference methodologies that have been applied
to cryptoasset price data and in other research areas, such as equity markets.
This is used to justify the characteristics of the quantitative analytic methodologies applied (research question 4).
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The next two chapters continue the preparation process, meeting those deficiencies identified in the literature in answering whether cryptoassets should be
analysed as a group or separately (research question 1):
• Chapter 3 analyses the correlations between cryptoasset prices that supports
cryptoassets being heterogeneous in the movement of prices across time. This
also supports comparing Bitcoin with Ethereum.
• Chapter 4 develops a cryptoasset classification that further supports heterogeneity among cryptoassets and, in particular, a distinctiveness between Bitcoin and Ethereum.
Chapter 4 also provides an assessment framework based on the cryptoasset
classification. This explains the implications of the classification regarding which
variables may affect the prices of different types of cryptoasset, based on the benefit
from holding cryptoasset tokens (research question 5). These are the fundamentals
against which the results of the quantitative analyses are compared.
The next chapters detail separate studies that quantitatively analyse the link
between social media discussions and the cryptoasset price:
• Chapter 5 examines what words were associated with the phase of volatile
but overall falling bitcoin prices 2017-18 (research question 6).
• Chapter 6 evolves analysing words into analysing topics (research question 7).
• Chapter 7 builds on these publications to establish the potential causes of
phasic shifts in the bitcoin and ether price (research question 8). This finds:
– plausible causes of a single phasic shift in price
– plausible causes of rising prices
– plausible causes of falling prices
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Chapter 8 provides the comparative analysis that connects the results of the
quantitative analyses with the theoretical fundamentals to determine what are the
plausible causes of phasic shifts in cryptoasset prices, comparing Bitcoin with
Ethereum (research question 9).
Chapter 9 concludes by describing how the thesis addresses each of the research questions and future work.

1.5. Contributions

1.5
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Contributions
Publications

1. Andrew Burnie, James Burnie, and Andrew Henderson. Developing a
Cryptocurrency Assessment Framework: Function over Form. Ledger,
3, July 2018. Available at: https://doi.org/10.5195/ledger.
2018.121.
• A new cryptoasset classification is developed that splits different cryptoassets into three types (‘crypto-transaction’, ‘crypto-fuel’ and ‘cryptovoucher’) where the constituent cryptoassets for each type have tokens
that share common functionality.
• The functionality of a type of token implies benefits that the holder receives from owning that type of token. Hence, this publication also
specifies an assessment framework that details what the implied benefits are so that the fundamentals underpinning the prices of different
types of cryptoasset can be delineated.
• This publication is discussed further in Chapter 4.
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2. Andrew Burnie. Exploring the Interconnectedness of Cryptocurrencies
using Correlation Networks. In Cryptocurrency Research Conference
2018. Anglia Ruskin University, Cambridge, UK, 24 May 2018. Available at: https://arxiv.org/abs/1806.06632.
• The co-movement in cryptoasset prices is examined and displayed as
a correlation network, suggesting differences in the price movement
across different cryptoassets.
• This publication is discussed further in Chapter 3.
3. Andrew Burnie, Andrew Henderson, and James Burnie. Putting Names
to Things: Reconciling Cryptocurrency Heterogeneity and Regulatory
Continuity. Journal of International Banking and Financial Law (JIBFL),
33(2): 83-86, February 2018.
• One of the criteria used in motivating the selection of Bitcoin and
Ethereum for analysis is that the cryptoasset is not ‘entity-dependent’.
This publication defines this concept.
• This is discussed in Section 2.2.2
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4. Andrew Burnie and Emine Yilmaz. Social media and Bitcoin Metrics:
Which Words Matter. Royal Society Open Science, 6, 2019. Available at:
https://doi.org/10.1098/rsos.191068.
• The new Data-Driven Phasic Word Identification methodology is proposed and applied in a non-parametric, statistical analysis of social media discussions. This extracts what words are associated with the phase
in 2017-18 bitcoin price time series when prices were falling overall but
also particularly volatile.
• New approaches are also developed to determine the context of the extracted words, by identifying the words used with that word as well as
sentiment.
• This requires a new word frequency dataset that is publicly available [44].
• This publication is discussed further in Chapter 5.
5. Andrew Burnie and Emine Yilmaz. An Analysis of the Change in Discussions on Social Media with Bitcoin Price. In 42nd International ACM
SIGIR Conference on Research and Development in Information Retrieval.
Paris, France, 21-25 July 2019. Available at: https://doi.org/10.
1145/3331184.3331304.
• A topic modelling methodology is developed based on neural networks
(word2vec). This enables finding topics associated with phasic shifts in
the bitcoin price.
• This publication is discussed further in Chapter 6.
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6. Andrew Burnie, Emine Yilmaz, and Tomaso Aste. Analysing Social Media Forums to Discover Potential Causes of Phasic Shifts in Cryptocurrency Price Series. Frontiers in Blockchain, 3:1, 2020. Available at:
https://doi.org/10.3389/fbloc.2020.00001
• A new causality framework is developed that discovers potential causes
of rising prices, falling prices and a major phasic shift in the cryptoasset
price movement.
• The results for Bitcoin are compared with Ethereum to answer whether
the insights for one cryptoasset are unique to that system or shared
across cryptoassets.
• This requires a new topic frequency dataset that is publicly available [47].
• This publication is discussed further in Chapter 7.
7. Eversheds Sutherland (International) LLP. Eversheds Sutherland
(International) LLP - written evidence.

UK Parliament Treasury

Committee Digital Currencies Inquiry, May 2018, DGC0020, Available at:

http://data.parliament.uk/writtenevidence/

committeeevidence.svc/evidencedocument/treasurycommittee/digital-currencies/written/81375.pdf.
• The cryptoasset classification described in the Ledger publication was
included as part of submitted evidence to the UK Parliament Treasury
Committee’s Digital Currencies Inquiry.
• The classification is presented in Chapter 4.
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Other Contributions

1. Andrew Burnie, Andrew Henderson and James Burnie. ICOs and Cryptocurrency. In 3rd annual Eversheds Sutherland Digital Financial Services and Fintech Conference. London, UK, 21 November 2017.
• Andrew Burnie discussed the history of cryptoassets, the rationale for
holding cryptoassets Bitcoin and Ethereum and why cryptoassets are
launched by Initial Coin Offering (ICO).
• The research for this talk helped to inform the cryptoasset classification
discussed in Chapter 4.
2. The literature review covering studies associating measures of online activity
with variations in bitcoin and ether prices (see Section 2.3)
3. The literature review of causal inference methodologies (see Section 2.4).
4. The comparison of results from quantitative and fundamental analyses in
identifying events that are best supported as causing phasic shifts in the cryptoasset price movement (see Chapter 8).

Chapter 2

Literature Review
The Literature Review examines the extent the existing literature can be used to address the research questions stated in Section 1.3. This describes the state of the art,
its limitations and the opportunities for research that this thesis will subsequently
examine.
The insights generated are of relevance to all the research questions presented
in Section 1.3 but are of greatest relevance to research questions 1 to 4. The literature is used to directly answer research questions 2, 3 and 4 and contributes to
addressing research question 1, which requires further studies, detailed in Chapters 3 and 4. Determining the dataset and analytic approach (questions 3 and 4) informs the quantitative analyses detailed in Chapters 5 to 7 (addressing questions 6
to 8). The new classification created to address research question 1 also informs
the fundamental analyses used to address question 5. The fundamental and quantitative analyses results together inform the comparative analyses in Chapter 8 that
examines question 9.
The layout of the current chapter is subsequently detailed, relating each section
to the specific research question being addressed.
As there were 1350 cryptoassets [66] on 18 December 2017, research question 1 was whether to analyse cryptoassets together as a single unit or to analyse
each cryptoasset individually. This question is approached in Section 2.1 from a
quantitative and qualitative perspective. Section 2.1.1 reviews studies on the comovement between different cryptoasset prices which provides the quantitative per-
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spective. Section 2.1.2 examines the qualitative perspective by reviewing the different classification systems that have been proposed. These reviews inform two
subsequent studies conducted in this thesis: Section 2.1.1 influences how the correlations between cryptoasset prices are analysed in Chapter 3 while Section 2.1.2
substantiates the need for the new cryptoasset classification developed in Chapter 4.
These studies supported the finding that cryptoassets largely acted as heterogenous entities and this raised the question of which cryptoassets to select for further
analysis (research question 2). Section 2.2 uses four criteria for selection. Applying
these criteria to the literature supports studying Bitcoin and Ethereum further. The
subsequent literature review focusses on these two cryptoassets.
Research question 3 asked what data should be used and question 4 what
methodology should be applied to the data. This thesis innovates in two areas: in
the choice of internet metrics and in the choice of methodology in linking changes
in these metrics with variations in the cryptoasset price. Literature reviews are thus
conducted examining the dataset and methodology separately.
Section 2.3 examines previous literature to understand what internet metrics
have been used to analyse the cryptoasset price. This starts with relatively simple metrics, specifically the volume of internet activity (Section 2.3.1) which includes measures such as number of Google searches and Wikipedia page views
relevant to a cryptoasset. The evolution in the literature is then followed towards
the more involved considerations of sentiment (Section 2.3.2) and topic popularity (Section 2.3.3). The limitations of these studies is that they provide limited
information and often rely on personal judgement (Sections 2.3.1.5 and 2.3.2). Section 2.3.6 explains the choice of a Reddit submissions dataset and what information
is extracted from this text (answering research question 3). This is followed by
Tables 2.3 to 2.17 that summarise the associated literature.
Section 2.4 takes a different perspective – examining the methodologies that
could be applied to the dataset (addressing research question 4). This begins with
forecast models (Section 2.4.1), providing examples in the cryptoasset literature
which are then summarised in Tables 2.18 to 2.21. Forecast models are insufficient
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in elucidating what is associated with the cryptoasset price. A broad perspective
is then applied in reviewing causal inference methodologies. This includes papers
from areas such as Earth Sciences [254] and equity market research [27, 28, 195].
The published literature is focussed on testing rather than extracting features that
potentially caused subsequent fluctuations in an analysed variable.
Having considered the limitations in existing methodologies detailed in the
literature, Section 2.4.3 explains the analytic approach applied in this thesis. This
thesis will extract words and groups of similar-meaning words from social media
data associated with the different phases in the cryptoasset price movement, and
will then explore causality.

2.1

Cryptoasset Heterogeneity

2.1.1

Price Co-Movement

This section examines cryptoasset heterogeneity from a quantitative perspective –
reviewing studies that have analysed the extent the prices of different cryptoassets
move together across time.
Past studies frequently tested for linear associations between cryptoasset
prices [17, 61] or left unspecified whether the ‘correlation’ metric used was nonparametric [94, 111]. The most extensive of these studies [61], studying data from
2013-16, found, using time-series analyses, that the Bitcoin-altcoin price relationship was significantly stronger in the short-run than the long-run; in the long-run,
macro-financial indicators (oil price, gold price, NASDAQ Composite and the 10Year Treasury Constant Maturity Rate) determined the altcoin price more than Bitcoin did. The authors make the point that given the dominant position of Bitcoin, it
would be expected that it would be both the preferred medium of exchange and the
preferred investment asset [61]. The emergence of this ‘winner-take-all’ dynamic
was also observed by Gandal and Halaburda as the market matured between 2013
and 2014 [111].
An alternative approach is to use transfer entropy to measure the association
between cryptoasset prices. Transfer entropy is ‘model-free’ in the types of re-
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lationship tested [195]. Whilst entropy measures the uncertainty in cryptoasset
prices [224], transfer entropy evaluates whether one cryptoasset price depends on
another [256].
Dimpfl and Peter developed a ‘group transfer entropy’ [84] approach to evaluate whether cryptoasset prices were dependent on the other cryptoasset prices in a
group. Simulation data supported that group transfer entropy had value over linear
modelling in capturing non-linear relationships and in being more robust to extreme
outliers [84]. Applying group transfer entropy to cryptoasset price data suggested
that all cryptoasset prices were inter-related, a result that could not be replicated
through linear modelling. This result was robust to removing outlier data around
the dates of Bitcoin forks. Applying transfer entropy to the residuals of the linear models supported the relationships existing between different cryptoasset prices
being non-linear. Hence, the results of Dimpfl and Peter suggested a non-linear
relationship between cryptoasset prices. The strength of the associations was left
unclear.
In Chapter 3, Spearman’s Rho (SR) and Kendall’s Tau (KT) will be applied
as non-parametric correlation measures capable of measuring the strength of the
monotonic relationship between different cryptoasset prices [299]. The use of correlation metrics has a further advantage over transfer entropy in not requiring the
data to be discretised into bins of a few different possible values [256].
The sample of cryptoassets analysed in Chapter 3 includes only the most financially important cryptoassets. This compares with Osterrieder et al [219] who
excluded Ethereum from their sample and Aste [9] who applied KT correlation to
compare price series across 1944 cryptoassets. Aste [9] found an average correlation value of 0.4 and, on average, a cryptoasset was significantly correlated with
300.7 other cryptoassets. Focussing the sample of cryptoassets on only the most
important and displaying the results in a correlation network both help in enabling a
more detailed comparison of the correlation values between the different cryptoasset
prices. This correlation data will be used to justify whether to analyse cryptoassets
separately or in aggregate (research question 1).

2.1. Cryptoasset Heterogeneity
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Classification

This section analyses cryptoasset heterogeneity from a qualitative perspective by
reviewing previous cryptoasset classifications that have been proposed.
One approach is to adopt an existing regulatory framework, such as those provided by the European Banking Authority (EBA), European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA), Financial Conduct Authority (FCA), Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA) or the United States Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC). Such frameworks match cryptoassets against existing regulation to determine which systems should be subject to varying degrees of regulator oversight. Those tokens deemed subject to more regulatory oversight have
been referred to as ‘investment’ (ESMA and EBA), ‘security’ (FCA and SEC) or
‘asset’ (FINMA) tokens, compared with the less regulatory oversight applicable
to ‘utility’ tokens (SEC, ESMA, EBA and FCA) and ‘exchange’ (FCA) or ‘payment’ (ESMA, EBA and FINMA) tokens, which provide a ‘means of exchange’
(FCA) [73, 92, 102, 107, 257].
Applying a regulatory framework faces the practical issue of deciding which
regulatory body’s framework to use.

The EBA, ESMA, FCA, FINMA and

SEC approaches varied both in the terms used and in how to define the investment/security/asset token [92, 102, 107, 257]. Even within the one country different
regulators may exist who propose different classifications. For example, in the US,
the SEC split cryptoassets between lightly regulated ‘utility’ tokens and ‘security’
tokens, where there was a ‘reasonable expectation of profits to be derived from the
entrepreneurial or managerial efforts of others’ [73]. The US Commodity Futures
Trading Commission’s (CFTC) instead split all virtual tokens into commodities or
derivatives [136].
This thesis is primarily interested in cryptoasset heterogeneity from the perspective of whether what causes the price to change is the same or fundamentally
different across cryptoassets. Those considerations that are important from a regulation perspective may not match price-relevant issues. For example, the FCA
grouped ether with bitcoin as exchange tokens as both face similar regulatory treat-
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ment [102]. That Ethereum was designed for more than payments [97], unlike
Bitcoin [211], was not relevant to determining the comparative regulatory treatment
of these cryptoassets. This is similarly an issue for the subset of classifications designed to guide developers seeking to optimally use distributed ledger technology;
a review of such classifications is provided by Ballandies et al [13].
Numerous conflicting cryptoasset classifications have been proposed as alternatives to a regulatory framework. An early approach was the ‘ontological’ classification proposed by Herbert and Stabauer [133] in 2016. This was substantiated by actual cryptoassets, but was disadvantaged in not allowing for the proliferation of new token types since that study [24] and recent developments fundamental to most new financially significant cryptoassets, e.g. the use of ICOs.
Only three (Bitcoin, Ethereum and Ripple) of the cryptoassets covered remained
in the top ten financially important by 2018. The more recently proposed classifications are typically limited in not clearly detailing how the classification was
developed [48, 50, 80, 128, 184, 263, 270, 284], and/or how investors might use the
classification [48, 50, 80, 196, 263, 270].
A particularly influential ‘taxonomy’ intended for investors was that of Burniske and Tatar who popularised the word ‘cryptoasset’ [48]. It was cited by CryptoCompare [196] in their classification, which considered a breadth of attributes
across regulation, industry classification, rationales for holding tokens and ‘economic value drivers.’ Burniske and Tatar differentiated cryptoasset types according
to what was being provisioned, using the taxonomy to illustrate how cryptoassets
had diversified from ‘cryptocurrencies’ that did not provide a resource (including
Bitcoin) to a universe of ‘cryptoassets’ that provided ‘raw digital resources’ (‘cryptocommodities’) or finished products (‘cryptotokens’) [48]. This taxonomy relies
on subjectivity on the part of the user to differentiate between whether the digital resource was closer to a raw resource or finished good/service. Furthermore,
the taxonomy was not based on the intrinsic characteristics of the token and so the
relative benefit for the investor of owning different cryptoasset types is unclear.
A new classification is developed in this thesis that compares cryptoas-
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sets with each other reflecting the uniqueness of cryptoassets as a ‘new asset
class’ [16, 48, 183]. This defines three different categories to which a cryptoasset can belong rather than just specifying important issues that cryptoasset investors
should consider [128, 280]. The classification focusses on the characteristics of
the tokens being bought or sold which is particularly relevant to buyers or sellers
of the cryptoasset. This compares with prior considerations of regulatory treatment [73, 92, 102, 107, 257], the digital resource provisioned [48], the market sold
to [171] or the technology stack [13]. This classification will be generated by comparing a defined group of cryptoassets using specified criteria. The results will be
contrasted against both the classifications from Burniske and Tatar and CryptoCompare to assist in understanding the value and distinctiveness of the new system (see
Chapter 4).
The characteristics of a token implies benefits for the holder of that token that
may vary across time and so which may affect the price. The classification is thus
used to inform an analysis of the fundamentals for each cryptoasset type that specifies the theoretical causes of price variation.
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Cryptoasset Selection

Chapters 3 and 4 support variation in movement of different cryptoasset prices
across time (Chapter 3) and variation in the characteristics of the tokens of different
cryptoassets (Chapter 4). Cryptoassets are thus selected to be analysed individually.
The final choice of which cryptoasset should be examined was made on the basis of four criteria using information derived initially from the review of published
literature, websites and cryptoasset whitepapers and supplemented by the analyses
performed in Chapter 4. The criteria are:
1. Consistently in the top ten by market capitalisation and liquidity (see Section
2.2.1).
2. Entity-independent (see Section 2.2.2).
3. There exists a sufficiently large, publicly available database during the time
period examined to make statistical analyses feasible (see Section 2.2.3).
4. The tokens are of a different type (see Section 2.2.4 and Chapter 4).

2.2.1

Highest market capitalisation and liquidity

Three metrics for comparing the size of cryptoassets are widely available publicly:
price, market capitalisation, circulating supply and liquidity [63, 64, 67–69, 105,
106]. Comparing cryptoassets according to price can be misleading because if the
supply of cryptoasset tokens is low, buyers may offer a high price for tokens even
if the actual use of the cryptoasset is limited. Instead of price, market capitalisation
and liquidity are used to compare cryptoassets.
Market capitalisation is the price of a token multiplied by the circulating supply
of tokens. Circulating supply deducts from total supply publicly unavailable tokens.
This metric is used because it directly measures the value of investments held by the
general public in the cryptoasset, and so focusses analyses on the most financially
significant cryptoassets.
For some cryptoassets, a proportion of once publicly accessible tokens may
have become, in practice, inaccessible. This could happen if owners lose access to
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their wallets or if the tokens of the cryptoasset are being hoarded [282]. This could
lead to market capitalisation giving a misleading impression of the true amount
being invested in a cryptoasset.
Liquidity is thus also considered, as measured by transaction volume over the
last 24 hours. Low liquidity is used to indicate that token inaccessibility was more
of an issue. The fewer tokens that are for sale, the lower the transaction volume is
likely to be. Liquidity is further important because a lack of liquidity implies that
traders can only buy and sell the cryptoasset slowly and at great cost, inhibiting
adoption [282, 296].
Analyses focus on the cryptoassets with the highest market capitalisation and
liquidity. This is because the prices of smaller cryptoassets are likely to be more
volatile and shaped by random noise.
The price of a cryptoasset with a smaller market capitalisation is more susceptible to price manipulation [48]. As more of the cryptoasset can be bought at a lower
price, less money is required to buy a large proportion of the cryptoasset. A price
manipulator could combine such a purchase with hype on social media to generate the illusion of enthusiasm for the asset. This may cause others to buy, pushing
the price up further, at which point the price manipulator sells at a profit. Such
pump-and-dump schemes have been described as ‘common’ [48] among smaller
cryptoassets and may act as a source of unpredictable, random noise.
A small userbase also suggests fewer buyers and sellers at any given point in
time. This means that buyers will likely need to increase prices more to induce
sufficient supply and sellers will need to reduce prices more to encourage sufficient
demand. This induces greater price volatility over time.
A smaller cryptoasset is further likely to be listed on fewer exchanges. Exchanges have a lower incentive to offer a cryptoasset for purchase if only a small
number of tokens are bought or sold at any one time. This suggests that smaller
cryptoassets will be more dependent on specific exchanges, and so the price of
the cryptoasset will be more influenced by difficulties faced by a single exchange.
This could include that exchange being hacked, going into administration or trading
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ceasing because of technological difficulties faced by the exchange.
Three websites were examined at multiple timepoints to obtain data on market
capitalisation and liquidity: coinmarketcap.com at 14:27 on 4 October 2017 [68],
15:48 on 30 October 2017 [69], and 10:27 on 18 December 2017 [67]; coincap.io at 15:58 on 30 October 2017 [63] and 10:28 on 18 December 2017 [64];
and onchainfx.com at 15:58 on 30 October 2017 [105] and 10:28 on 18 December
2017 [106]. The websites coincap.io and onchainfx.com were corroborated by coinmarketcap.com except onchainfx.com excluded Tether from its rankings. The rankings were then updated at 20:40 on 17 January 2019, using coinmarketcap.com [70].
Where rankings were inconsistent, only cryptoassets in both lists were considered.
This identified the following five cryptoassets which consistently had the
largest market capitalisations and liquidity: Bitcoin, Ethereum, Bitcoin Cash, Ripple and Litecoin. Considering data sourced at 10:27 on 18 December 2017 from
coinmarketcap.com [67], Bitcoin had over half of the market share of cryptoassets
(about 54%) and Ethereum had the second largest market share (about 12%), which
is over twice as high as that of Bitcoin Cash (about 5%). Bitcoin had the highest
liquidity in terms of transaction volume (over 13 billion US Dollars) with Ethereum
coming second (over 2 billion US Dollars), which was substantially higher than
Litecoin (1.2 billion US Dollars).

2.2.2

Entity-independent

Entity-dependence relates to when a cryptoasset system is reliant on a small number
of operators to function [41]. Because the price of tokens in such systems is likely to
depend on the entities the system depends on, these price series are likely to behave
distinctively and so this thesis avoids systems with a clear entity-dependence.
The US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) saw entity-dependence as
important from the perspective that it would not be ‘meaningful’ [139] to determine
that a specific entity should issue disclosures if a network were truly decentralised,
and so the tokens in such systems should not be labelled as securities [139]. The
SEC specified that both Bitcoin and Ethereum were examples of decentralised networks, with Bitcoin having been so ‘perhaps from inception’ [139]. Bitcoin, the
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classical cryptoasset, was launched as an entity independent form of currency: a
‘peer-to-peer version of electronic cash’ that would enable online payments without the need for intermediates or the oversight of a central bank [211].
Ripple is excluded from analysis because Ripple is entity-dependent on Ripple
Labs [294]. Of all ripple, 61% is owned by Ripple Labs [294]. This has been placed
under escrow, but Ripple Labs still receives 1% of total ripple per month, over which
it has full discretion [294]. If Ripple Labs decides to sell its accumulated supply,
this could skew the price of ripple significantly. Such discrete decisions to sell are
likely to be difficult to model.
This dependence of Ripple on Ripple Labs has led to concerns as to whether
Ripple is fact a security. The SEC has cautioned that exchanges could face penalties
for listing unregistered securities. As a result, the major exchanges (Coinbase and
Gemini) do not list Ripple [197]. Hence, Ripple was also excluded because its
tokens are not as publicly available as Bitcoin and Ethereum.

2.2.3

Sufficiently large, publicly available database

Bitcoin, Ethereum, Litecoin and Bitcoin Cash have large associated discussion forums that could be used in social media analysis. Table 2.1 shows that these include
subreddit forums on Reddit that have thousands of subscribers.
Table 2.1: Number of subscribers for Reddit subreddits dedicated to a cryptoasset, as taken
from the subreddit website at 11:11 (GMT) 15 January 2020. The subreddit
can be found by appending the provided subreddit name to the end of the URL
https://reddit.com/.

Bitcoin
Ethereum
Litecoin
Ripple
Bitcoin Cash

subreddit
r/bitcoin
r/ethereum
r/litecoin
r/Ripple
r/Bitcoincash

Number of Subscribers
1,248,690
449,569
210,340
208,575
47,723
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Tokens are of a different type

Both Litecoin and Bitcoin Cash were created as forks of the Bitcoin codebase [286],
resulting in similarities in these cryptoassets that are reflected in classifications
grouping these three cryptoassets into the one type. CrytoCompare described all
three systems as having ‘payment’ tokens [196], whilst Burniske and Tatar saw
Bitcoin and Litecoin as both examples of true ‘cryptocurrencies’ [48]. The classification developed in Chapter 4 specifically finds the functionality of the tokens of
these three cryptoassets to be sufficiently similar to justify referring to them all as
‘crypto-transaction’ systems.
In contrast, Ethereum was not launched as a fork of Bitcoin [286] so as to enable extensions to the functionality of the ether token [97]. This results in ether
tokens being seen as distinct from Bitcoin, Litecoin and Bitcoin Cash, with ether
tokens being labelled alternatively as ‘crypto-fuel’ (Chapter 4), ‘utility’ (CryptoCompare [196]) or ‘cryptocommodity’ (Burniske and Tatar [48]) tokens.
Hence, Ethereum is selected for comparison with Bitcoin on the basis of the
distinctiveness of its tokens. How Ethereum and other ‘crypto-fuel’ systems differ
from ‘crypto-transaction’ systems such as Bitcoin, Litecoin and Bitcoin Cash is
discussed further in Chapter 4.

2.2.5

Selection of Bitcoin and Ethereum

The conclusion from a review of the literature, websites and whitepapers was that
this thesis will examine the features associated with the valuations of bitcoin and
ether (Ethereum’s token).
The thesis will initially focus on Bitcoin (the largest cryptoasset) to develop
and refine the methodologies. Bitcoin had 4.5 times the market capitalisation and
6 times the liquidity of the next largest cryptoasset (Table 2.2). The bitcoin price
series also followed three distinct phases of movement across 2017-18 that enabled
comparison of the central phase of overall falling, but volatile, prices with before
and after (discussed further in Section 5.1).
Ethereum is then used as a comparator to understand the extent identified potential causes of phasic shifts in cryptoasset prices are shared across different cryp-
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toassets. Ethereum has tokens with a distinct functionality compared with Bitcoin.
The market capitalisation and liquidity for Ethereum is also second to Bitcoin and
about twice that of the next largest cryptoasset (Table 2.2). Ethereum has also been
found to be entity-independent (see Section 2.2.2) and has at least one social media
forum on Reddit with hundreds of thousands of subscribers (Table 2.1).
Table 2.2: Summary of why Bitcoin and Ethereum are selected for analysis. The cryptoassets shown are consistently important cryptoassets by market capitalisation
and liquidity (see Section 2.2.1 for details). Market capitalisations and liquidity were sourced at 10:27 on 18 December 2017 from coinmarketcap.com [67].
Market capitalisations are stated in US Dollars and as percentage of all cryptoassets (‘Market Share’). Liquidity is US Dollar transaction volume over the
last 24 hours. Ripple is excluded from analysis because it is not found to be
entity-independent (Section 2.2.2), whilst Bitcoin Cash, Ripple and Litecoin are
excluded because the function of the token is not sufficiently distinctive compared with Bitcoin (Section 2.2.4).

Market Market Liquidity EntityCapitalisation
Share
Independent
Bitcoin
318.6 bn 53.87%
13.1 bn yes
Ethereum
69.6 bn 11.79%
2.1 bn yes
31.5 bn 5.34%
0.9 bn yes
Bitcoin Cash
28.8 bn 4.87%
1.1 bn no
Ripple
17.3 bn 2.93%
1.2 bn yes
Litecoin

Distinct
Function
yes
no
no
no
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Datasets

The literature review considers the datasets available by subdividing these into those
dependent on the volume of internet activity, sentiment, topics and words. The
preference for Reddit data is then considered in detail.

2.3.1

Internet Activity Volume

2.3.1.1

Google Search

For traditional asset classes, such as equity, internet activity (measured by Google
search volumes) has been used as a proxy for public interest and matched with
changes in market behaviour.

A correlation has been found between Google

searches [121] and cumulative weekly stock transaction volume [234] and between
searches and stock market moves [233]. This use of Google searches as a proxy for
public interest has subsequently been extended to Bitcoin (see Tables 2.3 to 2.17).
Typically, a positive correlation was identified between Google search volumes
and bitcoin price returns, which suggested that a higher Google search volume
for ‘Bitcoin’ tended to occur with larger bitcoin price rises. This was supported
by results from linear regression [167, 168, 173, 183, 230], cross-correlation analysis [198], Pearson’s Product Moment Correlation Coefficient (PMCC) testing [2],
Spearman’s Rho (SR) testing [83, 86] and Copula-based Granger Causality in Distribution testing [79]. Cai et al [49] applied fixed-effects panel regression across 268
cryptoassets and found a positive correlation between Google search volumes and
price across cryptoassets. Applying Multifractal Detrended Cross-correlation Analysis [304] and three different machine learning feature selection algorithms [57]
supported the existence of an association between bitcoin price and Google search
volumes.
There was disagreement on whether the association between Google searches
and price occurred over a short or long time frame. Bouoiyour and Selmi found
Google searches to be predictive in the short-run but not in the long-run [29]. Sovbetov [266] found that Google searches had only a long-term association with the
price of bitcoin and ether at the 1% significance level. Rebane et al [242] com-
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pared different predictors in forecasting the bitcoin price with seq2seq RNN models; Google search volumes enhanced long-term forecasts but were detrimental to
forecasts in the short-term.
The association discovered between Google search and price depended on the
dates examined. Kristoufek [173] found evidence to suggest that the positive correlation relied on including days in the dataset when the price was high and positive
news events common. Wavelet analysis [174] suggested that prices led searches up
to June 2012 whilst from January to April 2013 the relationship was reversed. Panagiotidis et al identified that higher Google search volumes preceded higher bitcoin
returns when Google search volumes were above the 7-day moving average in a
shorter dataset (18 July 2010 to 30 September 2016) and below the moving average
in an extended dataset (18 July 2010 to 31 August 2018) [221]. Li and Wang [182]
found limited evidence for Google search volumes having a short-term impact on
price (p-value less than 10%) in an earlier dataset (1 January 2011 to 31 December
2013) but not in a later dataset (1 July 2013 to 31 December 2014). Poyser [232]
discovered evidence to suggest that the nature of the association varied both across
time and according to which country’s Google search volume was analysed.
In some studies the correlation between Google search volumes and price was
negative. Two studies established that higher Google search volumes tended to occur with lower bitcoin returns [113, 177]. Garcia et al [113] established this using
a linear model, and also identified that three of the four largest daily drops in price
were preceded by large increases in Google search volume. This study was corroborated by Büşra et al [177], who examined US Google search data. Subramaniam
and Chakraborty [272] applied quantile regression methodology to Ethereum and
Bitcoin data which supported Google searches leading to lower price returns when
price returns were low whilst Google search volumes preceded higher prices returns when price returns were high. Smuts [265] corroborated, with strong, positive
correlations observed when prices rose in 2017 and negative correlations reported
when prices fell in 2018.
In five studies [1, 25, 114, 164, 287] there was no association between Google
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Figá-Talamanca and Patacca [104] found Google

searches were unpredictive of the mean bitcoin price return, but Google search data
were predictive of the variance in bitcoin price returns and so may help in improving
the accuracy of forecast models. In a later study, Figá-Talamanca and Patacca [103]
found that the predictiveness of Google search data towards price volatility was
not robust to splitting the dataset into sub-samples. Including dummy variables to
reflect ‘important’ events led the effect to ‘almost vanish’ [103].
Bouri and Gupta [32] switched examining Google searches for the cryptoasset
to examining Google searches relevant to measures of economic policy uncertainty
in the US. Bouri and Gupta found such Google search volumes to rise with higher
bitcoin prices. This variable was also found to be more predictive of price than a
similar measure based on newspaper articles [32].

2.3.1.2

Wikipedia

Quantifying Wikipedia usage has been advocated as an alternative source of data
[206] for anticipating stock market moves. Whilst Wikipedia data can be examined
in terms of the number of views or edits [206], the cryptoasset literature focussed
on views of the ‘Bitcoin’ page. Studies with data before 2016 found evidence for an
association with price [30, 31, 60, 113, 114, 173, 174], with the exception of Glaser
et al [116], and later studies typically found Wikipedia views not to be of predictive
value [59, 221, 227]. ElBahrawy et al [93] considered 17 cryptoassets (timespan
was 1 July 2015 to 23 January 2019) and found that with only five did Grangercausality tests support Wikipedia views as predictive of price; this included Bitcoin
but excluded Ethereum. Dickerson examined contemporaneous associations, rather
than whether Wikipedia data were predictive, and analysed a comparatively recent
dataset (1 July 2015 to 3 March 2018). Positive SR correlations between views of
Wikipedia pages on ‘Bitcoin’, ‘Cryptocurrency’ and ‘Blockchain’ and price were
found [83].
Wikipedia page views have been found to be of less predictive value than both
Google search volumes (when examining LASSO regression results [220,222]) and
Reddit data (comparing wavelet analysis results for Bitcoin and Ethereum [227]).
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A trading strategy based on Wikipedia views was less profitable than buying and
holding the cryptoasset from February 2017 to January 2019 [93].

2.3.1.3

Social Media

An alternative measure of internet activity volume was activity on social media.
Some studies included social media with Google search or Wikipedia views measures. Abraham et al. [2] input both Google search volumes and tweet volumes in
a multiple linear regression model to predict the bitcoin price, having found that
both variables had a significant, positive correlation with the bitcoin price. Garcia
et al. [113] found that both more bitcoin-related tweets and more Facebook page reshares preceded higher prices. Ciaian et al. [59, 60] included number of new members and posts on bitcointalk.org with Wikipedia views. Only the number
of new posts was found to be statistically significant when splitting the dataset into
two different time periods [59]. Other studies examined just the volume of social
media activity. A trading strategy informed by just Reddit activity outperformed
buying and holding a cryptoasset and became less profitable when the trading volume was included [226]. Multifractal Detrended Fluctuation Analysis provided
evidence for an association between Facebook likes of Bitcoin-related communities
and price [188]. Laskowski and Kim [181] found Tweets to have a weak, negative correlation with price; this compared with a positive correlation for the Internet
Relay Chat channel ‘#bitcoin-pricetalk’.

2.3.1.4

Other Sources

Only two studies examined the price-predictiveness of traffic to the cryptoasset’s
website. Mai et al [192] found website traffic not to be predictive of price [192].
Wang and Vergne [290] combined traffic with Bing search volumes to develop a
‘public interest’ metric that tended to rise before falls in price.
Different internet activity measures have been combined into a single metric
designed to capture a specific characteristic. Wang and Vergne [290] combined
Reddit, Facebook and Twitter data into a ‘community interest’ metric negatively associated with prices across a panel of Bitcoin, Litecoin, Peercoin, Ripple and Stellar.
Goczek and Skliarov [118] combined Google search volumes with new posts, topics
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and members on bitcointalk.org with Bitcoin client downloads to create an
‘attractiveness’ metric positively associated with the bitcoin price. The limitation
of such an approach is that it obfuscated which components of the combined metric
contributed to or detracted from the observed correlation between the overall metric
and price. Such an approach thus provided only limited information as to what was
associated with the cryptoasset price.

2.3.1.5

Limitations

The results in the literature conflict regarding how the volume of internet activity
and price are correlated. Even focussing on Google search volumes, in response to
increases in internet activity, prices have been found to rise [2, 79, 83, 86, 167, 168,
173, 183, 198, 230], to fall [113, 177] and not to be associated [1, 25, 114, 164, 287].
This could be because different types of news event predominated in the different datasets examined which influenced the observed correlation between internet
activity and price. Suppose mainly positive news events occurred across a dataset.
A positive correlation between higher Google search volumes and higher increases
in price might then be observed because when positive news events occur people
both search on the internet to find out more and buy the cryptoasset [173, 183]. Using a different range of dates when negative news events were more common, news
events might also drive people to search on the internet but instead sell the cryptoasset – resulting in a negative correlation being observed between Google search
volumes and changes in price.
This explanation is consistent with the correlation between Google search volumes and price returns changing from positive to negative when moving from high
price returns to low [265,272]. Positive news was likely to have been more common
during higher price returns and negative news more common with lower returns. Liu
and Tsyvinski established a positive association between volumes of Google search
for ‘bitcoin’ and bitcoin price, but this correlation became negative when examining
Google searches for ‘bitcoin hack’, and so upon altering the motivation for Google
searched to be a negative news event [183].
Internet activity volume measures (Google searches, Wikipedia page views
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and social media activity) are typically analysed as predictors of price because they
reflect the amount of interest in the cryptoasset [29, 31, 113, 114, 118, 168, 173, 174,
183]. Such metrics provide limited information on the positive or negative news
events that caused this interest in the cryptoasset and so are the root causes of price
variation.
The limited significance of finding an association between price and the volume of internet activity extends to other studies where the volume of internet activity across time is replaced by some other variable. This variable could be energy commodity prices [33, 153], transaction data [175], the cryptoasset’s trading
volume [12], macroeconomic variables and proxies for bitcoin demand and supply [59, 60]. Just as with Google search volumes, we may find that the value of a
given metric moves closely with price within a certain range of dates, but, without
knowing why the metric changed, we cannot be certain whether this association
will persist with future data. For this reason, this thesis focusses on finding the root
causes of price variation.

2.3.2

Sentiment

To answer why internet activity varied across time, a popular approach has been to
consider the emotions (‘sentiment’) behind this internet activity.

2.3.2.1

Twitter

Twitter has been a popular social media source for sentiment analysis [2, 3, 9, 112,
114, 156, 164, 192, 198, 225, 231, 268, 269]. This text is converted into one or more
sentiment metrics to measure the different aspects of the emotion in tweets. This
typically involved the use of the Valence Aware Dictionary for sEntiment Reasoning
(VADER) [142] (Tables 2.3 to 2.17) which provides scores on the proportion of text
that is positive (expressing pleasure), negative (expressing displeasure) or neutral,
or which can be used to generate an overall weighted average score.
Literature analysing tweets across earlier time periods typically determined
that there was an association between Twitter sentiment and cryptoasset prices. This
was found for data covering periods before 2015 [112,114,198] or within 2017 [268,
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269]. Tweets expressing a positive sentiment were found to be predictive of the
bitcoin price in the short-run [114, 198], whilst Garcia and Schweitzer found that
more pleasure being expressed in tweets preceded greater polarisation which, in
turn, occurred before rises in price [112].
Stenqvist and Lönnö [269] focussed on creating a predictive model using
VADER sentiment metrics. The 79% accuracy of the model was used to justify the
value of using sentiment metrics. The data was limited to a date range between 11
May to 11 June 2017. Rather than training a model for prediction, thresholds were
applied to link aggregated Twitter sentiment changes over periods ranging from 5
minutes to 4 hours to bitcoin price fluctuations.
Steinert and Herff extended Twitter sentiment analysis to all cryptoassets
where data were available except Bitcoin [268]. Using linear regression, Twitter
activity and VADER sentiment were found to be predictive of cryptoasset returns,
with Ethereum being in the top five cryptoassets ranked according to the mean coefficient of determination on the train data across all time lags. Evidence for an
association remained upon applying the model to test data. The relative predictive value of the number of tweets compared to the value of positive, neutral and
negative sentiment metrics was not evaluated. The results were also unstable with
Twitter predictive of ether returns three hours after using the train data and 24 hours
after on the test data. The coefficient of determination, although statistically significant, suggested that Twitter activity could explain only 2.5% of the variation
in price returns, with test data. Data were limited to 45 days for the train dataset,
extending from 21 March to 5 May 2017, and 26 days for the test dataset, from 9
May to 4 June 2017. This dataset occurred during a period of predominantly rising
prices and terminated just before a 61% reduction in price from 12 June 2017 to 16
July 2017 (Figure 1.1).
Not all studies supported an association between Twitter sentiment and price.
Two studies, using data mostly within 2014, found no association: Kaminski [156]
(23 November 2013 to 7 March 2014); and Mai et al [192] (16 September 2014 to 16
December 2014). Perry-Carrera found a positive, statistically significant relation-
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ship between VADER sentiment metrics and price, but this existed only at the 5%
level and was dependent on optimal lag selection (examining data across December
2017) [225]. Mai et al [191] recognised that hourly, but not daily, tweet sentiment
was predictive of price (with data from 18 April 2014 to 18 August 2014) [191]. A
common limitation of these studies was the small size of the dataset, comprising of
one [225] or 3-4 months [156, 191, 192] of data. Furthermore, instead of VADER,
Kaminski [156] used a more limited list of words to select emotional tweets.
Abraham et al [2] claimed that these previous studies were flawed in being conducted across earlier time periods when prices were continually going up. Abraham
et al analysed a more recent dataset (4 March to 3 June 2018) examining Bitcoin and
Ethereum, and found that information gained from sentiment analysis of tweets was
of limited predictive value – particularly when prices were falling – because sentiment remained positive overall regardless of the direction of price. For Bitcoin, only
one day saw tweet sentiment drop below zero, despite 11 out of 19 days showing
price decreases. There was not a single day when tweet sentiment about Ethereum
dropped below zero despite price fluctuations. Abraham et al [2] proposed that
people who tweet about cryptoassets in a falling market are predominantly those
who have a special interest in cryptoasset attributes and technology rather than their
monetary value. The limited predictive value of the more recent Twitter sentiment
data was also supported by Kim and Lee [164] (examining Korean tweets from
November 2017 to April 2018) and Valencia et al [288] (who found forecasts based
on Twitter data performed worse than a random classifier on 2018 data). Powell [231] was an exception, but this study examined the overall cryptoasset market
capitalisation and was based on only 11 days of data.
In summary, the literature suggests two issues with using Twitter data. The
first is the practical difficulty of extracting sufficient tweets from the Twitter API
for reliable analysis, with the limited size of the Twitter dataset being a common
problem across studies [2, 114, 156, 191, 192, 198, 225, 268, 269]. The second problem is that there does not seem to be sufficient evidence to support an association
between Twitter sentiment and price when examining more recent data when prices
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fell.
Mai et al [192] attributed the lack of an association between Twitter sentiment
and price to inherent flaws with Twitter data that limited the information provided by
tweets. Tweets face length restrictions that both directly reduce the amount of content that can be placed in a tweet and encourage abbreviations that make tweets less
interpretable. The information propagation model in Twitter discourages detailed
discussions; tweets are sent from senders to followers with followers receiving little
publicity in replying to these tweets. Tweets may also have a much shorter-term
influence on price because finding older posts requires greater effort on Twitter than
on discussion forums [192]. This may explain the finding of Abraham et al that only
about half the tweets collected on any given day had an objective VADER score, the
rest were strictly neutral [2].
Another limitation of Twitter is how to differentiate reliably between relevant
and irrelevant tweets. Zheludev et al [305] found that Twitter sentiment was predictive in only a ‘narrow range of assets’ among UK and US foreign exchange and
stock market markets. The main problem identified was how to isolate those tweets
that captured an opinion on the financial asset’s future performance from all tweets
that simply mentioned that financial asset [305]. Resolving this problem is complicated by the presence of fake accounts tweeting fake opinions. Ten million likely
fake accounts have been created per week to tweet artificial opinions [210]. These
Twitter bots have been found to skew measures of the popularity of different types
of content [115]. The risk in cryptoassets is that traders ‘pump and dump’ [145], set
up bots to post positive tweets to raise prices before selling.

2.3.2.2

Non-Linear Analysis

Proponents of transfer entropy [9, 84, 161] have criticised the tendency in the above
literature to look for specifically linear associations between measures of internet
activity and price. The problem has been illustrated with simulated, synthetic data
that showed how linear models were less capable of capturing non-linear relationships than transfer entropy [84, 161] and more sensitive to extreme outliers [84].
Applying a non-parametric approach to evaluating the association between
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sentiment and price led to mixed results [9, 161], when measuring the sentiment
of combined Twitter and StockTwits text. Aste [9] found a statistically significant
positive KT correlation between the daily price and sentiment for both bitcoin (data
from 1 September 2014 to 14 June 2018) and ether (data from 7 August 2015 to
14 June 2018). However, the transfer entropy values were statistically insignificant,
perhaps due to difficulties in reliably measuring the transfer entropy value [9]. Keskin and Aste [161] applied transfer entropy to examine the association between the
hourly price and sentiment for each cryptoasset across different 24-month windows
of data. In the case of bitcoin, this supported a link that held regardless of the window examined (across August 2016 – 2018). By comparison, the evidence for a
link between ether price and sentiment was weak when examining windows ending
around January 2018.
In light of this criticism, this thesis selects non-parametric statistics that minimise the assumptions required. Hence, SR and KT are used to measure correlation
rather than PMCC, in Chapter 3, and Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Tests are applied instead
of t-tests to compare word frequencies across different time periods, in Chapters 5
to 7.

2.3.2.3

Discussion Forums

Discussion forums have been advocated as an alternative to Twitter as they are not
subject to the same issues that constrain the informativeness of posts. Discussion
forums lack tight length restrictions, encourage detailed discussion and make it easier to access older posts [192]. Furthermore, it is easier to facilitate the relevance
of discussion forum data by selecting forums that are dedicated to the cryptoasset
analysed and that have moderators to enforce this focus.
Choosing discussion forum data for analysis is supported empirically by
studies finding that the sentiment of text on the discussion forum website
bitcointalk.org is predictive of future changes in the bitcoin price. This
has been established both by examining the linear associations between changes to
sentiment and price within a dataset [160, 191, 192] and by examining the contribution from sentiment metrics to out-of-sample forecasting performance [192].
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Kim et al [165] extended analysis to cryptoassets other than Bitcoin. This compared forum.ethereum.org activity with the ether price and bitcointalk.
org activity with the bitcoin price, with VADER used to derive sentiment metrics
from the text. The number of positive and very positive comments and positive
replies were found to be predictive of the bitcoin price, and negative and very negative comments and positive user replies were found to be predictive of the ether
price.
Xie et al [297] used more recent data from after 2016 (from 1 December 2012
to 30 June 2017). They applied sentiment analysis to messages from the ‘Speculation’ board of bitcointalk.org, because of its focus on bitcoin price movements. Xie et al [297] collected 12,441 threads and used thresholds to remove thread
networks receiving few messages since these were less likely to be value-relevant.
They quantified sentiment by the percentage of negative words in the messages, using a published list of words with negative implications in a financial context; topic
modelling was only used as a control variable. They found that ‘broadcasts’ (standalone messages which were posted without quoting other existing messages) had
a stronger association than ‘discussion’ messages. They found that the predictive
power for bitcoin price movement was improved when the discussion network was
less cohesive – meaning fewer authors quoted each other in the discussion network.
A common limitation of these analyses of discussion forum sentiment was a
lack of recent data. Even Xie et al [297] ceased data collection on 30 June 2017,
just before a period of unprecedented growth and decline (Figure 1.1). Although
bitcointalk.org may have been a particularly large discussion forum before
2018, larger discussion forums may have arisen since. This issue is returned to in
selecting the final dataset in Section 2.3.6.

2.3.3

Topic Modelling

Kim et al [166] criticised previous studies that used sentiment metrics (Section
2.3.2) for considering only one aspect of the information provided by a corpus of
text – the conveyed emotion. Topic modelling was seen as an improvement on
sentiment analysis as topics measure a wider variety of themes. Examining topic
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occurrence also removes the reliance on measures of sentiment to accurately capture the emotions behind social media text posted. Abraham et al [2] identified that
a post’s subject matter may appear neutral, when it may not be; for example, the
current US Dollar price of a single bitcoin is a fact which does not itself carry sentiment. Two studies [166, 228] applied topic modelling to measure the popularity
of different themes across time, with the association between topic occurrence and
changes in price then evaluated.
The topics of Kim et al [166] were centred on ‘keywords’. These ‘keywords’
were found by combining the most representative words from each topic generated
by non-negative matrix factorisation with those found through the application of kmeans to word embedding vectors, and by applying judgement to expand this set of
keywords. The relevance of a social media post was to a topic defined by keywords
was calculated by Kernel Density Estimation. Granger-causality testing provided
the means of evaluating if a topic was predictive of the bitcoin price. Kim et al used
data from bitcointalk.org [166]. This study was limited in that, of the topics
created, only the concept ‘China’ was found to be predictive of the bitcoin price.
Phillips and Gorse [228] applied dynamic topic modelling. This provided a
topic distribution for each social media post and a word distribution for each topic.
The topic distribution for each post was used to track a topic’s popularity across
time. What a topic represented was determined by examining what the most probable words were in the word distribution for that topic. As the topic modelling was
dynamic, the word distribution for each topic varied across time. This meant, to
‘manually’ label each topic, Phillips and Gorse relied on the ‘gist of the topic’ that
was perceived to vary little across time [228]. Applying dynamic topic modelling
also required assuming a set process by which documents were generated [228].
Having found the popularity of each topic across time, the association between topic
prevalence and price was evaluated through a Hawkes model. This detects processes
whereby a past event increases the probability of future events in an effect that is
both additive over past events and that exponentially decays with time [202].
Other differences between Phillips and Gorse [228] and Kim et al [166] were
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that Phillips and Gorse analysed more recent data (from 30 August 2016 to 30 August 2017 compared with from 1 December 2013 to 21 September 2016), replaced
bitcointalk.org data with Reddit submissions and examined both Bitcoin
and Ethereum data. The results did not match. Phillips and Gorse specified ‘China
/ announcements’ as one of the Bitcoin topics, but this was not found to be predictive of price. Instead, price-relevant discussions centred on price (Bitcoin and
Ethereum), trading (Bitcoin) and app development (Ethereum) [228].

2.3.4

Limitations to Examining Sentiment and Topics

A common limitation of studies that used metrics based on sentiment or topic occurrence was a reliance on subjective judgements to decide how to construct these
metrics. This extended to measures of both ‘perceived sentiment’ [179] and topic
occurrence [166, 228]. Kim et al [166] relied on subjectivity in expanding the list
of words within each topic whilst Phillips and Gorse [228] had to manually apply
labels based on a ‘gist’ of what words were most probable across time.
In engineering these metrics, price information was not used and so further
analyses were required in order to determine whether these constructed metrics
were price-relevant. This involved evaluating the association between each metric and price across a single dataset. Although an association might be found in
one dataset across one time period, this conveyed no information as to whether
this might persist upon examining other datasets covering other periods in time –
an issue previously discussed in Section 2.3.1.5. Not all studies supported Twitter sentiment as predictive of price (see Section 2.3.2) whilst the topics identified
as predictive of price differed when comparing Kim et al [166] with Phillips and
Gorse [228].
Any identified associations also provided only limited information regarding
what specific events or concerns caused price variation. Knowing that more positive
(or more negative) sentiment posts preceded price rises (or falls) conveyed little as
to why posts were positive or negative and so as to the specific events that happened
with the price volatility.
This problem with ambiguity extended to the topic modelling approaches. Kim
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et al [166] found ‘China’ to be important. This topic was based on the keywords
‘china’, ‘chinese’ and ‘baidu’, and so it was ambiguous whether ‘China’ related to
the importance of Chinese regulation, the Chinese economy, Chinese speculation or
the Chinese adoption of cryptoassets. Phillips and Gorse [228] found ‘mainstream
adoption/app development’ to predict higher ether prices. The most probable words
found for this topic provided limited detail on what this topic represented: ‘hope’,
‘private’, ‘key’, ‘site’, ‘Google’, ‘Amazon’, ‘bittrex’, ‘code’, ‘trust’, ‘app’.
In summary, studies evaluating measures of sentiment or topic occurrence were
flawed in requiring judgement to decide how best to extract information from the
text and in leaving unclear whether an identified association might persist across
time. They tended to generate results that lacked interpretability.

2.3.5

Words

Lamon et al [179] alternatively analysed individual words. They developed a predictive modelling approach that converted individual words into continuous, numeric vectors (using word2vec), passed these through a bi-direction Long ShortTerm Memory neural network (LSTM) and then used a linear activation function to
predict the change in bitcoin price 1 to 24 hours after. The highest prediction accuracy attained was 54.5%, which was obtained through using Reddit data, which was
an improvement over news headlines and tweets. They did not seek to find potential
causes of cryptoasset price variation, providing limited information on which events
or concerns were likely causes of price movement.

2.3.6

Selection of Reddit Data

This thesis selects a dataset of Reddit submissions because of the relatively high
number and activity of its users compared with alternatives [169]. Prior analyses of
discussion forum text extracted data from bitcointalk.org, but such studies
were typically conducted on data before the 2017-18 period examined by this thesis
(see Section 2.3.2.3). The number of online users at 17:40 and 18:08 on 25 September 2018 (GMT) was, respectively, 1758 and 1643 on bitcointalk.org [23]
and 8100 and 8300 on the Reddit subreddit ‘r/Bitcoin’ [240]. This supports that the
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activity on the Reddit subreddit had overtaken bitcointalk.org.
Examining Reddit data also meant that separate subreddits from the same website (reddit.com) could be selected for Bitcoin and Ethereum. This meant that
any differences in the results for Bitcoin and Ethereum could not be attributed exclusively to differences in the website used. Just as Bitcoin had a large dedicated subreddit, so did Ethereum. The subreddit ‘r/Bitcoin’ had over 1.1 million subscribers
as of 18:54 (GMT) on 23 August 2019 [240], whilst ‘r/ethereum’ had 436,000 subscribers on 14 May 2019 [245]. This was an advantage over other social media
platforms where the data available on Ethereum was limited (such as with Telegram [265]).
Prior studies support Reddit as a price-predictive source of information. Reddit
data have been found to outperform Wikipedia page views [227], news headlines
and tweets [179] in predicting price. Phillips and Gorse [228] also used Reddit
submissions to find topic occurrences associated with price.
Reddit forums (or ‘subreddits’) detail what the purpose of each post in the
subreddit should be focussed on by providing a subreddit description, rules and
guidelines. This purpose is enforced through the existence of moderators who can
remove off-topic posts and ban spammers [243]. Moderators thus have significant
power to block fake accounts and to ensure that the text remains relevant to the
purpose of the subreddit. For example, in the ‘Bitcoin’ subreddit, moderators act to
ensure that the ‘primary topic is Bitcoin’ [240].
Reddit text was publicly accessible through the Pushshift API [15]. For this
thesis, Bitcoin analyses used text from ‘r/Bitcoin’ whilst Ethereum analyses combined several subreddits. The largest [72] Ethereum subreddit was ‘r/ethereum’,
which was also moderated by Vitalik Buterin, the ‘Creator of Ethereum’ [7].
Following this forum’s guidelines [245], its text was combined with that from
‘r/ethtrader’ and ‘r/EtherMining’. Together, these had the most submissions containing the term ‘ether’ or ‘eth’ among Ethereum-specific subreddits [15] and have
collectively been described as the most important subreddits [72]. Submissions
data were selected over comments because the latter were prone to deviate onto ar-
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guments on bitcoin-irrelevant topics, such as religion, non-specific insults and different date formats (https://www.reddit.com/r/Bitcoin/comments/
9svjcp/10_years_ago_today_2008_oct_31/).
Section 2.3.4 details how previously analysed sentiment-based or topic-based
metrics were created without price information and generated results that lacked interpretability. In this thesis, price data are used to inform the criteria that are applied
to extract words or topics associated with price from the Reddit submissions text,
with the exact criteria varying across the different quantitative analyses (Chapters 5
to 7). To aid interpretation, where topics are analysed, these are specified such that
the constituent and non-constituent words are clearly defined. The context in which
the delineated words and topics are used is also determined to facilitate connecting the delineated words and topics with specific events and concerns that could be
associated with price.

Kaminski
2014
[156]

Glaser et
al 2014
[116]
Garcia et
al 2014
[113]

23/11/13–
7/3/14

9/1/09–
31/10/13

Twitter,
Wikipedia
Views,
Facebook,
Google Trends
and
Bitcoin
blockchain

Twitter

1/1/11–
8/10/13

1/5/11–
30/6/13

Timescale

Wikipedia
Views

Data
Source
(Daily)
Kristoufek Google Trends
2013
(weekly),
[173]
Wikipedia
Views

Author

6,827,894
tweets;
6,330,676
Wikipedia
Views; 2,461
Facebook
Reshares;
4,717,713
Bitcoin Users
Twitter 1,612
tweets/day on
average

Number of
Data Points
(where stated)
Google:
113
weeks;
Wikipedia:
788 days

Linear regression; PMCC;
emotional
tweets selected
with list of
words

Linear (VAR)

Linear
(ARCH)

Linear
(VAR/VECM)

Analytic
Tools

Sum of total emotions and uncertainty sentiment had a strong Yes
positive correlate with trading volume on Bitstamp. Drop in
price correlated with negative sentiment. Granger-causality
testing did not confirm sentiment predictive.

Four-tiered dataset composed of exchange data, social media No
activity, search trends and user adoption. Spikes in Google
search volume and Wikipedia page views precede price declines. Three of the four largest daily drops in price preceded
by first, fourth and eighth largest increases in Google Search
volume. More bitcoin-related tweets or Facebook page reshares precede higher prices.

No

No

No

Yes

Sentiment Cycle
Analysis Analysis

Google: when price above trend price, increasing search No
queries correlates with higher price; but no association when
below. Wikipedia views: no overall correlate unless separated into positive and negative phases, then higher interest
leads to higher prices in positive phase and lower prices in
negative phase
Wikipedia page views did not influence bitcoin returns
No

Results

Table 2.3: Internet Activity Literature Review 2013 – 2014.
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BT:
22/11/09–
18/8/14;
TW:
18/4/14–
18/8/14

Bitcointalk.org
(BT);
Twitter
(TW) (daily and
hourly)

1/2/11–
1/12/14

5/12/10–
14/6/14

Google Trends

Trends,

December
2010–
June 2014

1/4/11–
1/3/14

14/9/11–
28/2/14

Timescale

Wikipedia Views

Garcia
Google
and
Twitter
Schweitzer
2015
[112]

Bouoiyour
et
al
2014,2015
[30, 31]
Bouoiyour
and
Selmi
2015 [29]
Mai
et
al 2015
[191]

Data
Source
(Daily)
Kristoufek Google
Trends,
2015
Wikipedia Views
[174]
Polasik et Google
Trends
al 2015 (monthly), Nexis
[230]
(monthly)

Author

19,578,671
Bitcoin-related
tweets

BT: 119,847
posts
and
51,269 topics;
TW: 3,348,965
unique tweets
from 339,295
users

Number of
Data Points
(where stated)

Results

Google search has significant, positive impact in shortrun but not long-run

Daily data: more bullish forum posts precedes higher bitcoin returns; more bearish forum posts precedes lower
returns. Daily Twitter variables have negligible predictive power. Hourly data: more bullish tweets precedes
higher returns with effect stronger if limited to opinion
leaders’ tweets. More bearish opinion leader’s tweets
precede lower returns. Hourly forum sentiment negligible predictive power.
Linear (VAR); lexicon tech- More pleasure being expressed in tweets preceded
nique for sentiment
greater polarisation and exchange volumes which, in
turn, occurred before rises in price. These results informed a profitable trading strategy.

Linear ARDL bounds testing
method, VEC Granger causality test and an innovative accounting approach
Linear (VAR/VECM); finance
sentiment dictionary

Prices led Google searches up to June 2012 whilst from
January to April 2013 the relationship was reversed.
Wikipedia similar. China had an influence.
Linear regression
1% increase in Nexis articles with higher returns of 3136 basis points. 1% rise in Google searches with 5362 basis point increase. Articles undermining Bitcoin’s
reputation associated with lower price.
Frequency domain Granger Evidence supports Wikipedia views as causing price at
causality tests on linear mod- short- and long-run frequencies.
els

Wavelet analysis

Analytic
Tools

Table 2.4: Internet Activity Literature Review 2015 part 1 (datasets ending in 2014).

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Sentiment Cycle
Analysis Analysis
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Matta et
al 2015
[198]
Dokic
et
al
2015 [86]

Georgoula
et al 2015
[114]

Author

Data
Source
(Daily)
Google
Trends, Twitter, Wikipedia
Views
Google
Trends, Twitter
Google Trends
(monthly)
1,924,891
tweets

1/1/15–
31/3/15

January
2011–
April
2015

27/10/14–
12/1/15

Number of
Data Points
(where stated)
2,125,243
tweets

Timescale

Results

SR to test associations be- Strong correlation (0.85– 0.95) except Albania, Montenegro No
tween price and search vol- and Kosovo perhaps due to lack of data
ume for different South-East
Europe region countries

No

No

No

Sentiment Cycle
Analysis Analysis

Linear regression; Twitter Higher bitcoin prices preceded by more Wikipedia search Yes
sentiment by Support Vector queries and higher Twitter sentiment ratio in short-run. A
Machines
significant association was not found for Google Trends and
Tweet volumes data.
Cross-correlation;
Sen- Positive mood predicts Bitcoin’s price rise in 3-4 days. Yes
tiStrength for sentiment
Higher Google Trends predicts higher price with zero lag.

Analytic
Tools

Table 2.5: Internet Activity Literature Review 2015 part 2 (datasets ending in 2015).
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Data
Source
(Daily)
Wikipedia Views,
Bitcointalk.org
(new members and
posts)
Wikipedia Views,
Bitcointalk.org
(new members and
posts)

1/11/09–
31/5/15
(1/11/09–
30/9/13 &
1/10/13–
31/5/15)
Twitter:
1/6/15–
31/12/15;
IRC:
1/6/15–
12/12/15

2009–
2014

Timescale

Kim et bitcointalk.org and Bitcoin:
al 2016 forum.ethereum.org 1/12/13–
[165]
1/2/16;
Ethereum:
7/8/15–
8/2/16

Laskowski Twitter and Inand Kim ternet Relay Chat
2016
(IRC)
[181]

Ciaian
et
al
2016 [59]

Ciaian
et
al
2016 [60]

Author

Twitter:
12,105,833;
IRC
64,712
(#bitcoinpricetalk) to
1,113,243
(#dogecoin)
messages
Bitcoin:
13360 threads;
Ethereum:
1449 threads

Number of
Data Points
(where stated)

Linear
(Grangercausality);
VADER
sentiment;
Forecasts
based on AODE

PMCC

Bitcoin price associated with number of topics posted, pos- Yes
itive/very positive comments and positive replies; 79.57%
highest prediction accuracy with 6-day lag. Ether price associated with negative/very negative comments and positive
replies; 71.823% highest accuracy with 6-day lag. Trading
based on predictions raises investment by 35.09% compared
with 19.29% price rise.

Price has weak, negative correlation with tweets (-0.0191), No
positive correlation with IRC channel #bitcoin-pricetalk
(0.5715) and negative correlations with #dogecoin (-0.3333)
and #bitcoin-assets (-0.2991)

First period: investment attractiveness (new posts, new No
members on bitcointalk.org; Wikipedia views) had statistically significant, short-run predictive association with bitcoin price. Second period: new members and views became
statistically insignificant; new posts remained significant.

Linear (VAR/VECM)

No

No

No

Yes

No

Sentiment Cycle
Analysis Analysis

Wikipedia views and new posts rise before higher bitcoin
prices; new members rise before falling prices.

Results

Linear (VAR/VECM)

Analytic
Tools

Table 2.6: Internet Activity Literature Review 2016.
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250 observations

Bitcointalk.org:
17,381
articles,
627,122 user comments; Google and
Wikipedia:
1,026
observations

September
2014– August
2015

1/12/13–
21/9/16

Wang
and
Vergne
2017
[290]

Number of new Reddit April 2015–
posts, subscribers and September
authors that post.
2016 except
Ethereum:
August 2015–
September
2016
Trends 2011-16
Büşra et Google
al 2017 (weekly)
[177]

Phillips
and
Gorse
2017
[226]

Weekly ‘public interest’ combines: Bing
searches, Alexa website traffic; ‘community interest’: Reddit,
Facebook, Twitter
Kim et Bitcointalk.org (disal 2017 cussion
section),
[166]
Google
Trends,
Wikipedia Views

Number of
Data Points
(where stated)

Data
Timescale
Source
(Daily)
Li
and Google Trends, Twit- 1/1/11–
Wang
ter
31/12/13
2017
&
1/7/13–
[182]
31/12/14

Author

(VECM

and

Results

Linear (ARIMA and least
squares regression)

Linear Granger-causality
tests on topics used on
Bitcointalk.org;
FFN
prediction model used
10 topics, Google and
Wikipedia data.
Back-tested trading strategy involving Bitcoin,
Litecoin, Ethereum and
Monero and informed
by
epidemic-detecting
HMMs

When US Google search volumes increase,
bitcoin prices fall in a statistically significant association compared with a statistically
insignificant association for Turkey Google
search volumes.

Trading strategy based on Reddit activity resulted in higher returns, Sharpe ratio and
Sortino ratio and lower percentage drawdown
over shorter period than buy and hold. Excluding trading volume and basing trades on
unanimous HMM agreement raises profit.

Ten topics identified of which ‘China’ statistically significant (p-value < 5%) predictor of
bitcoin price. Most accurate (80.39%) predictive model was three-layer FFN with a previous 12-day learning period.

Short-term positive impact from Google
search and negative impact from tweets seen
in earlier but not later dataset. Google search
appears to have long-term, positive impact on
bitcoin price while tweets do not.
Linear (fixed effects Both public interest and community interest
panel regression and have negative association with price, examGARCH-in-mean)
ining a panel of Bitcoin, Litecoin, Peercoin,
Ripple and Stellar. GARCH-in-mean model
supports investor aversion to volatility.

Linear
ARDL)

Analytic
Tools

Table 2.7: Internet Activity Literature Review 2017 part 1 (datasets ending before 2017).

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Sentiment Cycle
Analysis Analysis
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Data
Source
(Daily)
Twitter

Lyudmyla Facebook
et al 2017
[188]

Stenqvist
and
Lönnö
2017
[269]

Author

October
2016–
July 2017

11/5/17–
11/6/17

Timescale

Number of
Data Points
(where stated)
2,271,815
tweets
Thresholding
aggregated
Twitter sentiment change
over periods ranging from 5
minutes to 4 hours to predict
bitcoin price fluctuations;
VADER sentiment
Multifractal Detrended Fluctuation Analysis

Analytic
Tools

Likes of community ‘Bitcoin Product/service’ strongly cor- No
related with price whilst number of likes in community
‘Blockchain’ weakly correlated with a lag.

No

No

Sentiment Cycle
Analysis Analysis

Aggregating tweet sentiments over a 30 minutes period with Yes
4 shifts forward and applying a threshold of 2.2% to the sentiment change yielded a 79% accuracy. Number of predictions very low.

Results

Table 2.8: Internet Activity Literature Review 2017 part 2 (datasets ending in 2017).
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Zhang et
al 2018
[304]
Kjærland
et al 2018
[168]
Lamon et
al 2018
[179]

1/6/11–
1/2/17

1/9/11–
5/2/17

1/1/17–
6/3/17

Google Trends
(weekly)

Coindesk
news, Twitter,
Reddit

Data over
year 2015

BT:
1/1/12–
31/12/14;
TW:
16/9/14–
16/12/14

Timescale

Google Trends

Data
Source
(Daily)
Mai
et Bitcointalk.org
al 2018 discus[192]
sion
board
(BT), Twitter
(TW), Google
Trends, Bitcoin.org web
traffic, TRNA
Bitcoin news
sentiment
Kennis
Bitcointalk.org;
2018
Reddit; Inter[160]
net Relay Chat
(IRC)

Author

Results

Linear (ARDL)

Granger-causality tests; sentiment found using classifiers
trained on a random sample
labelled by crowd-sourcing
(Mechanical Turk)
Multifractal Detrended Crosscorrelation Analysis

Google Trends and bitcoin price returns are significantly No
cross-correlated. Rolling window analysis suggests this
cross-correlation diminished over time.
Significant positive relationship between Google searches No
and price. Negative news drives price down significantly.

Negative bitcointalk.org and news sentiment predictive of Yes
price whilst price predictive of Reddit sentiment.

No

No

Yes

No

No

Sentiment Cycle
Analysis Analysis

Linear (VECM, Granger- More positive sentiment before higher bitcoin prices and Yes
causality); finance sentiment more negative sentiment before lower prices. Predictive:
dictionary; FEVD
sentiment of Bitcointalk.org messages and Google search
volumes. Not predictive: tweet sentiment, TRNA Bitcoin
news sentiment and Bitcoin.org web traffic. Social media
improves out-of-sample forecasts across 3-month test period.
FEVD supports social media sentiment explanatory power.

Analytic
Tools

Approximately Word2vec with LSTM predic- Overall accuracy of prediction was highest (54.5%) when No
4,000
news tive model
predicting 12 hours in the future using a model trained on
items, 100,000
Reddit posts.
tweets
and
100,000 posts

Google
279
observations

Number of
Data Points
(where stated)
BT: 343,769
posts
and
15,420 topics
from 17,215
users;
TW:
3,348,965
tweets
from
339,295 users

Table 2.9: Internet Activity Literature Review 2018 part 1 (datasets ending before May 2017).
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Bitcoin:
10/9/10–
31/5/17;
Ether:
8/8/15–
31/5/17

Timescale

Xie
et Bitcointalk.org
al 2018
[297]

1/12/12–
30/6/17

Train:
21/3/17–
5/5/17;
Test:
9/5/17–
4/6/17
Panagiotidis Google Trends, 17/6/10–
et al 2018 Wikipedia Views 23/6/17
[220]

Steinert
Twitter
(threeand Herff hour intervals)
2018
[268]

Data
Source
(Daily)
Phillips
Reddit (posts per
and Gorse day, subscribers,
2018
authors), Google
[227]
Trends
(daily
and
weekly),
Wikipedia Views

Author

12,441
threads

2,533 daily
observations

426,520
tweets for 181
cryptoassets
(excluding
Bitcoin)

Number of
Data Points
(where stated)

Results

In predicting the bitcoin price, positive coefficients for abovetrend internet volumes (Google and Wikipedia) and negative coefficients for below trend. Compared with Wikipedia: abovetrend Google search has a larger positive coefficient; belowtrend Google search has a larger negative coefficient.
Linear regression; senti- Demonstrated importance of broadcasts; predictive power imment measured by % of proved when network less cohesive; simulation supports profnegative words; trading itability of trading based on cohesion-weighted sentiment.
simulation

Linear (LASSO ‘glmnet’ and ‘lars’ packages); ADF Breakpoint
unit root test

Short term: erratic and sparse periods where price falls lead
higher online activity but not the reverse. Medium term: patches
of strong relationship separated by long periods of no relationship. Long term: Reddit derived factors more predictive than
Wikipedia. Google Trends has periods where unclear whether
Google Trends or price leads. Bitcoin and Litecoin positively
correlated in the medium and long term.
Bonferroni-corrected
Number and sentiment of Tweets can predict altcoin returns (intests of R2 based on lin- cluding Ethereum and excluding Bitcoin from analysis).
ear regression; VADER
sentiment

Wavelet analysis

Analytic
Tools

Table 2.10: Internet Activity Literature Review 2018 part 2 (datasets ending in May or June 2017).
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Yes

No

Yes
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Twitter

PerryCarrera
2018
[225]

Timescale

1/12/17–
31/12/17

Urquhart
1/8/10 –
2018
31/7/17
[287]
Phillips
Technical
and 30/8/16–
and Gorse trading
Reddit 30/8/17
2018
submissions
[228]

Data
Source
(Daily)
Google Trends

Author

Greater than
500,000
tweets

Number of
Data Points
(where stated)

Linear (VAR); VADER
sentiment

Hawkes model applied
to occurrence of topics
found by dynamic topic
modelling

Linear (VAR)

Analytic
Tools

Google search volumes not predictive of returns, volatility and
volume but these features are predictive of Google searches.
This holds for data after 27 October 2013 but not before.
Manually-labelled topics ‘downward price movement’ and
‘risk/investment vs trading’ indicates bitcoin price falls; ‘substantial price movements’ indicate bitcoin volatility; and ‘fundamental cryptocurrency value’ and ‘mainstream adoption/app
development’ indicate ether price rises.
Difficult to show relationship with sentiment except at 5% confidence with maximum lag criterion and optimal lag selection.

Results

Table 2.11: Internet Activity Literature Review 2018 part 3 (datasets ending after June 2017 and before 2018).
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No
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4/9/17–
3/3/18

25/8/15–
4/4/18
(Train
data up to
23/1/17)

Rebane
Google Trends
et al 2018
[242]

181
days

trading

SR to test associations. Trad- SR between bitcoin price and different Wikipedia keywords No
ing strategy based on change and between price and different Google keywords all over
in median search volume.
0.85 indicating very strong relationship. The search term
‘Bitcoin’ had lowest correlation with price but resulted in
trading strategy with highest returns
Linear fixed-effects panel re- Google search volumes for all three days prior positively as- No
gression across 268 cryptoas- sociated with the subsequent cryptoasset price with the highsets
est coefficient being for one day prior.
Comparison of different All seq2seq RNNs outperform ARIMA in forecasting the No
ARIMA and seq2seq RNN bitcoin price. Including Google search volumes for ‘Bitcoin’
models
across
various and ‘Ethereum’ provided the best performance for long-term
datasets of predictors.
forecasts but reduced performance of short-term forecasts.
Seq2seq RNNs showed poor performance in predicting after
16 December bitcoin price crash.

No

No

No

No

Sentiment Cycle
Analysis Analysis

Higher publicity measured in Google Trends associated with No
higher price

Results

1/7/15–
3/3/18

Analytic
Tools
Linear (ARDL and GARCH)

Number of
Data Points
(where stated)

1/1/13–
20/2/18

Timescale

Cai et al Google Trends
2018 [49]

Data
Source
(Daily)
Kjærland Google Trends
et al 2018 (weekly)
[167]
Dickerson Google
2018 [83] Trends,
Wikipedia
Views

Author

Table 2.12: Internet Activity Literature Review 2018 part 4 (datasets ending in 2018 and before May 2018).
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Sovbetov
2018
[266]

Google Trends
(weekly)

Abraham Google
et
al Trends, Twit2018 [2] ter

Data
Source
(Daily)
Liu and Google
TsyvinTrends; Twitski 2018 ter (weekly)
[183]

Author

Number of
Data Points
(where stated)
Linear regression

Analytic
Tools

Sentiment
30,420,063
VADER
sentiment;
data: 4/3/18– tweets
PMCC; linear regression
3/6/18; PMCC
tests:
April
2014–
June
2018
2010-2018
126 – 390 Linear (ARDL/ECM)
weeks
(depending
on
analysis)

Bitcoin:
1/1/11–
31/5/18;
Ethereum:
7/8/15–
31/5/18

Timescale

Google search has long-term but not short-term association
with bitcoin and ether price at 1% significance level.

No

No

No

No

Sentiment Cycle
Analysis Analysis

When weekly searches rose by a standard deviation the Yes
weekly price return increased by 1.84% (at 1 week) and 2.5%
(at 2 weeks) for Bitcoin; and 4.36% (at 1 week), 3.45% (at 3
weeks) and 3.65% (at 6 weeks) for Ethereum. Tweet counts
also have positive association with bitcoin returns. The ratio
of ‘Bitcoin hack’ to ‘Bitcoin’ (proxy to negative sentiment)
negatively and significantly predicted 1-5-week bitcoin price
returns.
Sentiment of tweets not a reliable indicator of falling price. Yes
Google Trend and Twitter volume were highly, positively
correlated with price. Regression model with Google and
Twitter data accurately reflected price fluctuations.

Results

Table 2.13: Internet Activity Literature Review 2018 part 5 (datasets ending in May 2018 and after).
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Trends

Trends

‘Attractiveness’
combines: Google
Trends;
new
posts, topics and
members on Bitcointalk.org; Bitcoin client downloads (monthly and
daily)
Google Trends

Dastgir
Google
et
al (weekly)
2019 [79]

FigáTalamanca
and
Patacca
2019 [104]

Goczek
and
Skliarov
2019 [118]

Poyser
Google
2019 [232] (weekly)

Data
Source
(Daily)
Aalborg
Google
Trends
et
al (Weekly and Daily)
2019 [1]

Author

1/1/13– 31/12/17
(1/1/13– 11/8/13 &
12/8/13– 31/12/17)

1/1/12– 31/12/17
(1/1/12– 31/12/14
&
1/1/15–
31/12/17)

July 2010– December 2017

January 2013– May
2017

1/3/12– 19/3/17

Timescale

Number of
Data Points
(where stated)

ARMA
with
GARCH
and
EGARCH. Forecast
model
compared
with observed values
using out-of-sample
data.
Copula-based
Granger Causality in
Distribution test

PCA and Factor augmented VECM

Univariate
and
multivariate linear
regression
with
robust
standard
errors
Bayesian Structural
Time Series with
Spike and Slab

Analytic
Tools

Positive association between Google search volumes
and price. Overall and in second sample: causal relationship in extreme quantiles; first sample: Google
search predictive of price in central quantiles.

Google search affects variance but not the mean bitcoin
return; trading volume affect both variance and mean.
Forecast models enhanced by including Google search
or trading volume measure.

Google search volume correlation with price varied in
strength and sign across countries and time. 13/44 countries with correlation supported. US overall positive association 2013-17 but negative in 2014. Nigeria negative correlation, fading since 2013.
Impulse response to increase in ‘attractiveness’ is positive, a result robust to using daily frequency and transforming variables into logarithmic form.

Google trends statistically insignificant examining:
weekly and daily data; univariate and multivariate regressions; and contemporaneous Google trends and
Google trends in the past day or week.

Results

Table 2.14: Internet Activity Literature Review 2019-20 part 1 (datasets ending in 2017).
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No

No

No
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Yes

No

Yes

No
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Google
Trend;
Twitter
(Korean
data)
Twitter
and
StockTwits

Kim and Lee
2019 [164]

Smuts
2019 [265]

Aste 2019 [9]

November
2017–
April
2018

January
2013–
March
2018
16/2/18–
21/4/18

Timescale

154,783 tweets
(100,120 after
removing
noise)

20,789,572
tweets

Number of
Data Points
(where stated)

Bitcoin:
1/9/14–
14/6/18;
Ether:
7/8/15–
14/6/18
Google
1/12/17–
5,088 hours
Trends
30/6/18;
and Tele- validation
gram
data: May
(hourly)
2018; test
data: June
2018

Subramaniam
and
Chakraborty
2020 [272]
Valencia et al Twitter
2019 [288]

Data
Source
(Daily)
Google
Trends

Author

Results

Granger causality testing ap- For both Ethereum and Bitcoin: when price returns high,
plied to linear regression and higher Google search volume before higher price returns;
quantile regression.
when price returns low, higher Google search volume before
lower price returns.
VADER sentiment; perfor- Bitcoin: using just Twitter data led to lowest accuracy for
mance of FNN, SVM and RF FNN, SVM and RF that was worse than random. Including
compared in predicting direc- Twitter data deteriorated SVM and RF performance and imtion of price movement
proved FNN slightly. Ethereum: no model performed significantly better than random using Twitter and/or market data.
Kernel Regularized Least In forecasting the price with HMM, using trading volume
Squares (KRLS); HMM
and historic price results in higher accuracy and Area Under Curve than using Google search and/or Twitter sentiment
data. KRLS finds no significant association between price
and either Google search or Twitter sentiment metrics.
Permutation tests applied to Examining 1,944 cryptoassets, sentiment causes price and
KT correlation and transfer price causes sentiment across cryptoassets. The bitcoin
entropy; PsychSignal mea- price was significantly associated with 894 other cryptoassured sentiment.
set prices; ether with 902. For bitcoin and ether, there was
a significant, positive correlation between positive sentiment
and price but transfer entropy was not significant.
VADER sentiment; PMCC PMCC tests: Google search volume and bitcoin price cortesting;
comparison of relation positive in first two weeks of December 2017 but
LSTMs in predicting direc- strongly negative by June 2018; 2018 inversion also obtion of price change
served for Ethereum; combined Telegram message sentiment
weak, positive PMCC with bitcoin price, unstable association for Ethereum. Comparing LSTMs: Telegram data resulted in highest accuracy for bitcoin and Google Trends had
marginal impact; Google Trends most accurate for ether and
Telegram had marginal impact.

Analytic
Tools

Table 2.15: Internet Activity Literature Review 2019-20 part 2 (datasets ending in 2018 and before August).
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Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No
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Google
Trends;
Wikipedia
Views

Twitter
and
StockTwits
(hourly)

Google Trends
(hourly/ daily/
weekly)

Google Trends

Panagiotidis
et
al
2019 [221]

Keskin
and
Aste
2019 [161]

Bleher and
Dimpfl
2019 [25]

FigáTalamanca
and Patacca
2019 [103]
Bai et al 2019
[11]

Reddit

Data
Source
(Daily)

Author

Bitcoin:
14/09/13–
30/9/18;
Ethereum:
8/8/15–
30/9/18
January
2012–
December
2018
1/7/18–
31/12/18

August
2016
–
August
2018

18/7/10–
30/9/16 &
18/7/10–
31/8/18

Timescale

225,869
submissions
and
1,624,674
comments
from
101,564
authors

Number of
Data Points
(where
stated)

Linear
(Granger-causality)
and Transfer Entropy with
results found over 24-month
windows with 2-week stride;
PsychSignal measured sentiment.
Ordinary Least Squares Linear Regression; Clark-West
Test if RMSE reduced by
Google data; Wald Test for fit;
and Granger-Causality Tests
for Google predictiveness
VAR and EGARCH model
with dummy variables included to reflect ‘important’
events.
Google Cloud Natural Language API and LIWC for sentiment analysis; Student’s ttest to check Collective Cryptocurrency Price Prediction
(C2P2) significant improvement in predicting 21 cryptoasset price series.

Linear VAR model and
Factor-Augmented
VAR
model

Analytic
Tools

Wald and Granger-causality tests support Google data as No
predictive of volatility but not returns. Google reduces
RMSE by statistically significant but economically insignificant amount. Examining rolling windows finds no extended
period where Google search Granger-causes returns. Google
search predictive with weekly data but RMSE ‘huge’.
Google search volume intensity does not affect mean bitcoin No
returns. The effect of Google search on price volatility was
not found in one of four sub-samples and ‘almost vanish[ed]’
when dummy variables for important events included.
C2P2 outperforms ensemble of neural networks by 16% and Yes
an LSTM RNN by 5.1%-44.1%. These improvements are
statistically significant.

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Sentiment Cycle
Analysis Analysis

VAR and Factor-augmented VAR suggest higher Google No
searches impact higher bitcoin prices but this occurs when
Google searches above 7-day moving average in smaller
dataset and below the moving average in the extended
dataset. Shocks to Wikipedia do not seem to affect bitcoin.
Simulation data supports transfer entropy as capturing non- Yes
linear relationships not detected by linear Granger-causality
tests. Bitcoin: strong causative signal from sentiment to
price and from price to sentiment. Ethereum: causative signal weak in windows ending around January 2018.

Results

Table 2.16: Internet Activity Literature Review 2019-20 part 3 (datasets ending in or after August 2018 and before 2019).
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Pavlyshenko
2019 [222]

Unstated

Google
Unstated
Trends;
Wikipedia
Views

Aggarwal et al Twitter
2019 [3]

Google
July
Trends
2010–
(monthly) May 2019

Bouri
and
Gupta
2019 [32]

1/4/19–
15/4/19

Twitter

Powell
2019 [231]

2/2/17–
1/2/19

107 observations

740 observations

Google
Trends

Chen et
2020 [57]

al

Number of
Data Points
(where stated)

Data
Timescale
Source
(Daily)
ElBahrawy et Wikipedia 1/7/15–
al 2019 [93]
edit his- 23/1/19
tory and
page
views

Author

Results

SR correlation, Granger- Positive correlation with price, share of exchange volumes
causality test and trading and market share found for Wikipedia views and share of edstrategy comparison
its; Granger-causality supports predictive association in only
5 of 17 cryptoassets. Trading strategy based on page views
outperforms price-based and random baselines (July 2015 to
January 2018) but buy and hold only up to January 2017.
Boruta combined with for- Feature selection approaches suggest Google search volumes
wards and backwards step- predictive of sign change in bitcoin price. With daily data
wise selection to select fea- statistical outperforms machine learning but opposite true
tures.
Prediction perfor- with 5-minute interval data. Daily data: LR highest accumance compared statistical racy of 66% compared with XGT 48.3%. 5-minute interval
(LR, LDA) with machine data (which excludes Google search volumes): LSTM highlearning (RF, XGT, QDA, est accuracy of 67.2% compared with lowest LDA (51.5%).
SVM and LSTM) approaches.
Linear regression; sentiment Twitter sentiment has significant positive association with
calculated using ‘syuzhet’ changes in cryptocurrency market capitalisation at 1% level
package
while Twitter volume insignificant (p-value of 29.3%).
EGARCH
Google search volumes related to economic uncertainty in
US positively and strongly significantly associated with bitcoin returns; this was more important statistically and economically than a newspaper-based measure
CNN, LSTM and GRU per- LSTM lowest RMSE. LSTM suggests that positive sentiformance compared using ment tweet precedes price hike and negative sentiment preRMSE; VADER sentiment
cedes price fall
LASSO linear regression; LASSO regression selects both Google search volumes for
Bayesian regression
‘Bitcoin’ and views of Wikipedia page ‘cryptocurrency’ but
coefficient for Google Trends exceeds that for Wikipedia.
These results are robust to including an ‘expert correction
term’ and to switching to Bayesian regression.

Analytic
Tools

Table 2.17: Internet Activity Literature Review 2019-20 part 4 (datasets ending in 2019 or dates unstated).
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No

No

No
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Methodologies

This section reviews the literature behind the analytic strategy that will be applied
to understand the associations between Reddit data and price. This starts with a
consideration of forecast models and characterises the limitations of such models in
understanding the interrelationships in the dataset. This motivates a review of the
causal inference methodologies that guides the analytic approach underpinning the
quantitative analyses in this thesis (specified in Section 2.4.3).

2.4.1

Forecasting the Cryptoasset Price

The literature is dominated by comparisons of the accuracy of different forecasting models that leaves unclear the practical value of any ‘optimal’ model determined [123, 127, 143, 151, 158, 162, 200, 201, 212, 229, 283, 298]. Where practical
use was considered, this was in the context of maximising the profitability of a
trading strategy [5, 6, 8, 93, 132, 165, 189, 259, 262].
Twenty-one of the papers examining the predictiveness of internet activity metrics (Section 2.3) developed a forecast model [2, 3, 11, 25, 57, 83, 93, 104, 112, 164–
166, 179, 192, 226, 242, 265, 268, 269, 288, 297]. Tables 2.18 to 2.21 (see end of
Section 2.4) summarise 16 further studies that determined how to optimally create a
forecast model to predict the cryptoasset price. This literature focussed on predicting the bitcoin price but some studies did examine cryptoassets other than Bitcoin,
such Alessandretti et al [5], who analysed 1,681 such cryptoassets. Alessandretti
et al [5] found that the most profitable investment portfolio was based on training
separate Long Short-Term Memory neural networks for each cryptoasset and that
this was profitable even with transaction fees of 1%.
Price was usually measured on a daily basis but data were examined with increased granularity at hourly [127], 15-minute [212], 10-minute and 10-second intervals [189,259]. This may in part reflect the source of the data available rather than
any consensus on the appropriate time interval. Hourly data were collected directly
from OKCoin [127] but an automated real time web scraper had to be developed
for obtaining the 10 minute and 10 sec data from OKCoin and Coinbase [189].
Price was normally priced in US Dollars although the Chinese Yuan has also been
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used [8]. When past price data were used to forecast future prices, this past price
data was stated as either price per se or subdivided into opening, maximum and
minimum prices [143].
The literature disagreed on what variables should be considered in forecasting
the cryptoasset price. Different data preparation techniques were also considered
such as Principal Component Analysis [298] and Exponential Weighted Moving
Averages [127]. Studies typically used data on historic price but varied regarding
what other predictors should also be considered. Predictors used included:
• Trading volume [6, 104, 112, 127, 151, 262, 265, 283, 298]
• Bitcoin network metrics (such as miner revenue and block size) [123, 151,
262]
• Measures of internet search – particularly Google search volumes [25,57,104,
112, 164, 192, 242, 265, 283]. Dickerson [83] based a trading strategy exclusively on Google search volumes and Wikipedia views whilst ElBahrawy et
al [93] analysed solely Wikipedia page views.
• Social media metrics covering cohesion [297], sentiment [11, 112, 164, 192,
265,288,297] and volume of activity [112,226,265]. Sometimes social media
data were exclusively used to predict price [165, 179, 226, 268, 269]. Social
media data were also supplemented by Google search volumes [2, 164], and
Google search and Wikipedia page views [166].
• Data on other assets such as stock markets, commodities and other cryptoassets [151, 283].
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Having identified the predictors to be used, the literature varied in the choice of
methodology to be applied in converting these predictors into a cryptoasset price
prediction. Methodologies can be subdivided into those based on:
• Linear Models [2, 8, 25, 57, 123, 127, 151, 189, 192, 259, 268, 288, 298] that
included Auto-Regressive Moving Average (ARIMA) and Generalized AutoRegressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity (GARCH) [8, 104, 127, 158, 162,
200, 201, 283]
• Neural Networks that included Feedforward Neural Networks [6, 123, 166,
212, 229, 262, 288, 298] and Recurrent Neural Networks [3, 5, 11, 57, 151, 162,
179, 200, 201, 242, 265, 283].
• Recurrent Reinforcement Learning [132]
• Decision Trees and Random Forests [8, 57, 127, 189, 288]
• Gradient Boosting Machines [5, 57, 127, 132]
• Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [164, 226]
• Applying a threshold to changes in sentiment [269] or search volumes of a
keyword [83]
• Averaged One-Dependence Estimators [165]
• Quadratic Discriminant Analysis [57]
• Learning the empirical conditional probability distribution [8]
• Collective Cryptocurrency Price Prediction [11]
Hence, in finding a forecasting approach that performed optimally in predicting
price, the literature disagreed on how the price data should be handled, what predictors should be used and what methodology should be applied.
The problem with analysing a historical dataset to find an ‘optimal’ forecast model is that the data encountered in practice may substantially differ from
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the dataset used to train the model. This meant that a model trained to have a
low error on the dataset could be highly inaccurate upon deployment. For example, a forecasting model might be trained to predict price with data prior to June
2017 [6,8,123,127,132,143,189,200,201,259,262]. However, in the extreme market conditions after June 2017, the variables driving price and/or the nature of causal
relationships may have changed. This could lead the ‘optimal’ model to underperform in practice, meaning that any trading strategy based on this model would be
unprofitable.
This suggests a need for a better understanding of what features have a robust
association with price and the nature of such associations. For Bengio et al [20], this
meant finding what are the true cause-effect relationships. This could potentially
guide the creation of forecasting models that are more accurate when presented with
new data or, at least, provide information as to the limitations forecasting models
face when applied to cryptoassets.
The accuracy or profitability of a model provides limited information on what
is associated with or causes changes in price. This is particularly true when predicting the future price with exclusively historic price data [8, 132, 143, 158, 162,
189, 212, 229, 259], which leaves open whether other predictors could be included
to enhance model performance further. Even when using a range of predictors (such
as [151, 283]), there is the issue of which of these predictors improved, were irrelevant or even reduced model performance.
In summary, there is not one optimal forecasting approach in the literature that
can be applied to the data with the results interpreted. The problem with finding
the optimal forecasting approach is that this may vary according to the time period
examined. Understanding what variables cause price fluctuations facilitates developing a more robust forecasting model [20] but simply examining the results of a
comparison of forecast models provides limited insight into such causal relationships. Hence, this thesis moves the debate from how best to forecast the price to
what variables are best supported as causing movements in price.
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Causal Inference

In the absence of experimental data, quantitative analyses have to rely on observational data to find plausible causes of changes in the cryptoasset price series. This
dataset consists of a cryptoasset price series and time-stamped social media posts
from forums dedicated to that cryptoasset. Such observational data are analysed
to support a candidate event as causing a change in price. This is analogous to
healthcare epidemiologists relying on observational data to understand what causes
a disease when the available experimental data are limited. Observational data were
instrumental in determining the link between smoking and lung cancer [74, 251].
Observational data cannot, however, prove what caused price to change. An
observed association between an event and price can be the result of ‘confounding
bias’ [223] rather than a causal connection. Changes in a third variable may have
caused the event to occur and the price series to alter, resulting in the observed
association [223]. Alternatively, the impact of the event may depend on a catalyst
that was unique to the dataset [252].
The following reviews previous methodologies that have been proposed relevant to understanding what variables are supported as causing a time series to
change. This literature is divided into three types: Directed Graphical Causal
Models that represent causal relationships as a graph (Section 2.4.2.1); Functional
Causal Models that instead use mathematical functions (Section 2.4.2.2); and those
that avoid the use of models (Section 2.4.2.3). The identified limitations of these
methodologies inform the overall analytic approach discussed in Section 2.4.3 (answering research question 4), which guides the quantitative analyses conducted in
Chapters 5 to 7.
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Directed Graphical Causal Models

The Directed Graphical Causal Model (DGCM) represents causal relationships with
directed graphs. The directed graph consists of nodes, each representing a variable,
and arrows (termed ‘directed edges’) linking pairs of variables [117, 223]. If the
variable at the tail of an arrow is changed, holding all other variables fixed, then the
variable the arrow points to should be affected [117].
Algorithms that use data to search for the DGCM either start with an entirely
unconnected graph and iteratively add edges [58] or with an entirely connected
graph and iteratively remove edges (PC algorithm [267]), with some approaches capable of accounting for unobserved confounding bias (Fast Causal Inference [303]).
DGCM search algorithms assume both the Markov condition and Faithfulness
assumption [254] and depend on reliable conditional independence testing, which
may require large datasets [117] particularly when allowing for non-linear relationships [253]. Applying DGCM to time series data further requires that the causal
relationships between variables do not vary across time [253]. The Markov condition stipulates that for each variable X in the graph, X is independent of all variables
not affected by X, conditional on the direct causes of X [117, 254]. The faithfulness
assumption requires that all conditional independence relations between variables
are a consequence of this Markov condition [253].
DGCMs typically represent causal links as occurring between only pairs of
variables. In practice, multiple events may have to occur for the overall effect to
be sufficient in changing another variable [252]. For example, the measles virus
is insufficient in causing measles; the individual must also lack immunity to the
virus [252]. Similarly, the discussion of bans on social media may decrease price
only in the context of concern regarding government regulation. Ban discussion
may even increase price if this is in the context of repealing bans and deregulation.
Applications of DGCMs typically do not account for such synergistic effects [150].
Hence, when synergistic effects are present, the faithfulness assumption does not
hold [253]. Remedying this issue through more complicated graphical descriptions
[150] leads to the issue of DGCM search algorithms becoming computationally
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unfeasible [253].

2.4.2.2

Functional Causal Models

A subgroup of DGCMs is the Functional Causal Model (FCM). Under an FCM,
mathematical functions are additionally assumed that link the values of variables
being affected to the values of exogenous variables, whose causes are left unspecified, and noise terms representing variables that cannot be measured [117, 223].
Data can then be used to both tune the parameters in these functions and to test if
the proposed FCM is consistent with the data. Linear regression is the typical approach applied in cryptoassets (Tables 2.3 to 2.17). This is despite the methodology
being unreliable in the presence of extreme outliers [271], which was an observed
feature of cryptoasset price series. The median change in bitcoin prices over 2 years
(1 January 2017 to 3 December 2018) was only 0.3247%, but the largest rise was
27.97% on 20 July 2017 and greatest fall was 20.21% on 16 January 2018. Although the strict assumptions specific to linear regression can be relaxed within an
FCM framework, because the FCM depends on functions being specified, there remains a need to make quantitative assumptions regarding the relationships between
variables [117, 223, 254].

2.4.2.3

Model-Free Approaches

The difficulty in justifying which functions should be used to describe a causal
relationship has motivated research into a variety of ‘model-free’ [195] approaches
that the authors advocate particularly compared with linear regression [12, 85].
In cryptoasset research, wavelet analysis, causality-in-quantiles tests, KT correlation and transfer entropy have been proposed. Wavelet analysis has been applied
in cryptoasset research to provide insight into short-term, medium-term and longterm associations between variables [174,227]. This, however, assumes that the different time series compared are normally distributed [126], an assumption not found
to hold in cryptoasset price series [55, 219]. The causality-in-quantiles test [12] replaces examination of what drives the conditional mean of the variable affected with
examination of the different quantiles. Applying to bitcoin returns [12] found an association between trading volume and bitcoin returns but only when bitcoin returns
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were near the median value. A linear regression found no association [12]. Aste [9]
applied KT correlation and found associations across 1944 cryptoassets between
sentiment and price.
Transfer entropy has been advocated for its flexibility [253], being capable of
detecting all orders of correlation [131]. Of particular interest has been the ability
of transfer entropy to capture non-linear relationships between variables [84, 161].
Transfer entropy has been applied to evaluate the non-linear interdependence between: the prices of different cryptoassets [84]; the prices and sentiment of different
cryptoassets [9]; and the price and sentiment for a given cryptoasset [161].
In transfer entropy [256], Kullback-Leibler divergence is applied to determine
if the entropy rate for the true joint distribution is the same as that assuming independence between the variables. In theory, a non-zero transfer entropy should indicate
that the variables are associated. In practice, transfer entropy typically relies on
probabilities estimated based on limited sample data, which can lead to non-zero
values even between independent variables. Hence, transfer entropy estimates are
often compared against a control. This control can be transfer entropy calculated
using the shuffled values of the hypothesised cause [195] or calculated based on assuming the hypothesised cause and effect are unrelated and simulating values of the
effect [85]. A further issue is that transfer entropy assumes that the values compared
are discrete, taking only a few different possible values [256] and so there is a need
to determine how best to discretise the data [85]. Although transfer entropy can
specify that variables are related, it does not provide detail on how they are related;
for instance, whether there exists an increasing or decreasing association.
Random forests have been used in equity market research as an alternative
to transfer entropy in evaluating feature predictiveness non-parametrically. Random forests are ensembles of decision trees [36], which do not assume a linear
predictor-price relationship [208]. Booth et al [27, 28] demonstrated that random
forests were more accurate in predicting future price than linear regression, support
vector regression and neural networks. Random forests can also be used to compare the predictiveness of different features [36]. Booth et al advocated combining
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evaluations of feature importance with backwards elimination to reduce the features
considered to a predictive subset before training a prediction model [27, 28]. More
sophisticated feature selection algorithms are also available such as ‘Boruta’ [176],
which has been applied in selecting a subset of features predictive of the direction of
bitcoin price movement [57]. Boruta incorporates statistical comparisons with introduced shuffled noise variables [176]. Similar to transfer entropy, random forests
provide limited information on whether variables have an increasing or decreasing
association.

2.4.2.4

Limitations

A common theme among causal inference methodologies (be it DGCM, FCM or
a ‘model-free’ approach) is that judgement is required regarding what the likely
causes of price variation are before testing these features against the data. This
could mean potentially critical causes of price variation may be missed if they are
not considered before testing. In such cases, if the cause drives variation in both
the price and a feature being tested, spurious correlations could result, leading to
misinterpretations regarding which features caused price variations [223].
Current adaptations of causal inference techniques to time series analysis [253, 254] assess whether a variable at each unit of time examined (such as
daily, weekly or monthly price) depends on other features. Examining the dayto-day, week-to-week, month-to-month or some other unit of price series variation
ignores the phasic nature of price series movement. Visualising the price series
(Figure 1.1), reveals distinct phases of movement whereby prices display rising or
falling patterns over periods lasting a few months. From 1 January to 12 June 2017,
ether prices rose 4,748%, whilst, from 13 January to 6 April 2018, prices fell 73%.
The issue is that an association found when prices are in a rising pattern may not
persist when prices revert to falling – a problem that was identified with Google
search data (Section 2.3.1.5). This thesis thus takes a different approach, examining what is associated with and potentially causes the movement between different
price phases.
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Selection of Analytic Approach

This thesis examines phases in price movement rather than day-to-day variation, and
applies a non-parametric approach to minimise assumptions made in analysing the
data. Words and topics are directly extracted from social media text using criteria
that imply an association with price. The criteria applied varies across the different
studies (Chapters 5 to 7) but a common theme is that judgement is not required in
deciding which features might be associated with price before analysing the data.
The exact methodology evolves from discovering words associated with a single
phase of volatile but overall falling bitcoin prices (Chapter 5) to extracting topics
associated with shifts in the phase of price movement (Chapter 6) to delineating
potential causes of phasic shifts in price (Chapter 7).
Two approaches are developed to reduce the risk that the discovered associations between an event discussed and price are due to some third, unknown variable.
The ‘mono-phase’ analysis finds events supported as having a major effect in causing a single phasic shift in price. The ‘multi-phase’ analysis finds events supported
as having a recurring influence on rising or falling prices. These analyses are detailed further in Chapter 7. The ideas behind these analyses have been derived from
studies in healthcare epidemiology where again only observational data were available [35, 146, 251].

Hegazy
and
Mumford
2016 [132]

and

Five
left Unstated Accuracy
derivatives of
Profit
price

McNally
2016,
2018
[200, 201]

Neural network only slightly
better than regression at predicting bitcoin price change.
Best performing network has
30 hidden neurons and 6 input delays and is slightly better than the Trend Follower.
Volume improves result.

RMSE of LSTM, RNN and
ARIMA models were 6.87%,
5.45% and 53.74% respectively.
Weighted Linear and GBT most accurate but RRL
logistic
regression, most profitable.
GBT, GDA, RRL

RNN, ARIMA, LSTM

Linear
regression,
SVM, FFN 2 hidden
layers
FFN using MATLAB

RRL had accuracy similar to
logistic regression. GBT accrued low profit.

RNN best at bitcoin forecasting. No data on return on investment.

Error in code dramatically
changed results. Best returns
when bitcoin price rose in last
quarter 2013.

No data on return on investment.

Time
Measure of suc- Models
Result
Comments
scale
cess
6/5/14– Accumulated
Bayesian regression, 89% return in 50 days with Retrospective model, bitcoin
profit
Latent source model
Sharpe ratio of 4.1.
price relatively stable during
24/6/14
time period. Doubling investment in around 60 days.
Unstated The ability to Linear (GLM), SVM, Excellent daily price results Ten-minute data for GLM and
predict price
RF (16 features daily for GLM, poor results for RF had 50-55% accuracy at
or 10 sec/10 min inter- SVM and high accuracy but predicting price.
vals).
lower precision for RF.

1/2/12– Improved perfor1/4/13 mance of neural
network model
1/7/13– Accumulated
1/5/15 profit
versus
Trend Follower
(price
change
day before dictates sell or
invest next day)
Price,
diffi- 19/8/13– Improved perforculty and hash
mance of neural
rate
19/7/16 network model

Price daily, 10
min, 10 sec.
Daily Bitcoin
network and
market data
Greaves and Price
and
Au 2015 [123] transaction
data
Almeida et al Price and Vol2015 [6]
ume

Price 10 sec

Shah
and
Zhang
2014 [259]

Madan et al
2014 [189]

Input Features

Author

Table 2.18: Forecast Models Literature Review 2014 – 2016.
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2014,
2015
and 2016

12/3/12–
11/3/17

Train: 2/5/15–
30/4/17;
Test: 1/5/17–
20/6/17
1/2/12– 1/8/17

1/1/17–
11/10/17

Amjad
Price in Chiand Shah nese Yuan
2017 [8]

Indera et Opening, low,
al 2017 high and clos[143]
ing price

Bitcoin
features,
Price
and Volume

Price and Volume

Sin and
Wang
2017
[262]
Pichl and
Kaizoji
2017
[229]
Xu and
Medarametla 2017
[298]

Price

Time scale
1/12/10–
1/12/14

Author
Input Features
Katsiampa Volatility
2017
[158]

Model captured the No data on return on investlogarithmic
return ment.
density distribution.

GASEN accuracy of $10,000 produced $13,800.64
64% over 50 days of (baseline) and $18,484.43
predictions.
(GASEN).

Fit seemed strong.

High return bitcoin investment (e.g. 6-7x, 4-6x and
3-6x return on investments
for tests in 2014, 2015 and
2016), while maintaining prediction accuracy (> 60-70%)
and Sharpe Ratio (> 2.0).
No data on return on investment.

Comments
No data on return on investment.

The ability to predict WLR, PCA, FFN, All three models had No financial data on return on
gains
Baseline:
buy and gains better than base- investment.
hold
line with FFN highest.

The ability to predict Non-Linear
Auprice
toregressive
with
Exogenous
Inputs
based on FFN
Accuracy and Profit
GASEN with 5 FFNs,
Baseline: price change
day before dictates sell
or invest next day
The ability to predict FFN (10 day moving
price
window for daily log
return sampling)

Measure of success
Models
Result
Model parameters for GARCH Model and Measure
volatilGARCH
variants
ity.
Demonstrated
AR-CGARCH modification best.
Model comparison in EC, LR, LDA, RF, All models outperformed the baseline
terms profit, return, Baseline: ARIMA
ARIMA.
Sharpe ratio and
accuracy.
Variable
training,
validation
and testing periods

Table 2.19: Forecast Models Literature Review 2017.
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Torres
and Qiu
2018
[283]

Price and related
from
Cryptoassets
(108),
Currencies
(30), Stocks (138)
and
Commodities
(13). Includes Google
Trends data.

1/5/13–
30/9/17;
Test:
September
2017

BNN better RMSE (for
log price and log volatility
(0.0069, 0.2325) and MAPE
(0.0180, 0.5222) than linear
regression (0.0935, 0.4823,
0.0712, 0.6263) and SVR
(0.2742, 0.0404, 0.5297,
0.8629) (16 feature test data).
Model
comparison RNN Models (GRU Best RMSE LSTM 272.96
based on prediction and LSTM), ARIMA, BTC/USD, GRU 274.02
accuracy.
ARIMA without dy- BTC/USD, ARIMA 255.9
namic regression
BTC/USD deteriorating to
1196.19 BTC/USD without
dynamic regression.

Result
Ensemble method XGT and
regularized regression ENET
outperform other methods in
most cases.

Jang and Blockchain
infor- 13/9/11–
Lee 2018 mation (e.g. trading 21/7/17
[151]
volume and miner
revenue),
macroeconomic (e.g. stock
indices, gold, crude
oil), currency ratios

Models
EWMA,
GARCH,
BEGARCH,
STR,
ARIMA, ARIMAX,
STRX, GBT, RF,
XGT, ENET, GP
(70% training, 10%
validation,
20%
testing)
Model
comparison SVR, Linear regresbased on RMSE and sion, BNN (16 feaMAPE
tures lowest VIF, 200
days training), BNN
applied with rollover
framework

Measure of success
Model
comparison
based on RMSE and
MAE

Author
Input Features
Time scale
Guo and Hourly price and order 1/9/15–
Antulov- book data
30/4/17
Fantulin
2018
[127]

Table 2.20: Forecast Models Literature Review 2018 (datasets ending in 2017).

Compared models.
No financial data
on return on investment.

Emphasised importance of selecting features and
applying a rollover
framework with
BNN.

Comments
Compared models.
No financial data
on return on investment.
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Model
comparison LSTM, GBT,
based on return on Simple Movinvestment
from ing Average
portfolio based on
model

Alessandretti Daily price; market 11/11/15–
et
al capitalisation value, 24/4/18
2018 [5]
normalised and rank;
trading volume and
age

Nakano
Price every 15 min- 1/8/17–
et
al utes. Training data 24/1/18
2018 [212] 38,000 observations.

Measure of success
Models
The ability to predict AR-GARCH,
price
ELMAN
(an
RNN),
EEMDELMAN
Model (70%
training, 15%
validation,
15% testing)
The ability to predict FNN 7 layers,
price return.
Baseline: buy
and hold

Time scale
18/7/10–
17/1/18

Author
Input Features
Khaldi et al Closing price
2018 [162]

FNN better than buy and hold.
Three different FNN strategies demonstrate: as number
of classes less, the FNN performs better.
LSTM highest returns; moving average lowest. LSTM
profitable supposing transaction fees of up to 1%.

Result
EEMD-ELMAN
(RMSE:
0.03; MAE: 0.02) outperformed ELMAN (RMSE:
0.19; MAE: 0.12) and ARGARCH (RMSE: 0.04 and
MAE: 0.03)

Table 2.21: Forecast Models Literature Review 2018 (datasets ending in 2018).

Examines how
to design a profitable portfolio
based on 1,681
cryptoassets
excluding Bitcoin thus model
accuracy
not
compared.

Compares models. No financial
data on return on
investment.

Comments
Compared models. No data on
return on investment.
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Chapter 3

Cryptoasset Price Co-movement
3.1

Introduction

Cryptoasset prices could be analysed as individual entities with the results found for
different cryptoassets compared. Alternatively, all cryptoassets could be combined
into a single entity, with analyses examining the causes of fluctuations in the combined price across time. This chapter applies a quantitative perspective to whether
cryptoassets are sufficiently different to merit analysing cryptoassets individually
rather than as a group (research question 1).
Whilst the literature has tested the statistical significance of associations between different cryptoasset price series [9, 85], the aim of this chapter is to assess
and compare the strength of the associations between different price series.
If two cryptoasset price series were very strongly correlated, this would be consistent with very similar factors influencing the values of both cryptoassets. Hence,
this would provide evidence supporting analysing both cryptoassets together as a
single entity. Otherwise, the correlation value would suggest that the factors influencing the price differed across the cryptoassets. Here, treating the two cryptoassets
as a single entity might obfuscate causes of price variation that were unique to one
or other cryptoasset.
The prices of different cryptoassets are compared through measuring the correlations between the prices of different cryptoassets. Particularly popular correlation
metrics are: Pearson’s Product Moment Correlation Coefficient (PMCC); Spear-
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man’s Rho (SR); and Kendall’s Tau (KT) [194]. Applying the PMCC assumes that
cryptoasset returns follow normal distributions [299], which previous research has
suggested to be an unreasonable assumption [55, 219]. The PMCC is further restricted in measuring linear relationships [299]. Hence, this chapter examines two
non-parametric correlation measures: SR and KT. This paper primarily uses the SR
methodology, with KT also being applied as a check on the robustness of the results.
A cut-off of SR being more than 0.9 is used to indicate a very strong correlation and
a cut-off of less than 0.1 a negligible correlation [255].
These results include the correlations between the bitcoin and ether price,
which will be used to assess the extent there is a weak or strong correlation between these two cryptoassets’ prices. The less correlated two different cryptoasset
prices are, the stronger the case for examining the two cryptoassets separately and
comparing results to better understand the causes of price variation unique to each
cryptoasset. This chapter is based on research presented at the Cryptocurrency Research Conference 2018 [39].

3.2

Data Preparation

3.2.1

Choice of Cryptoasset

The focus is on the top ten cryptoassets by market capitalisation or liquidity. Reasons for focussing on larger cryptoassets were given in Section 2.2.1.

3.2.2

Choice of Dataset

All data were sourced from coingecko.com on 6 March 2018. This source covered
thousands of cryptoassets and enabled downloading data in a CSV format.
As different cryptoassets were launched in different years, data availability varied. Two datasets were thus created. In the first dataset, all the cryptoassets were
considered, which required beginning the time series from 9 November 2017. In the
second dataset, a subset of cryptoassets where there was more data was considered.
This enabled beginning the time series from 9 September 2016. Considering different time periods ensured greater robustness to the instability in correlation values
over time [111, 219].
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Preparing the Price Data

The daily US Dollar price of each cryptoasset selected was gathered from
coingecko.com on 6 March 2018. This source had missing data for: 22 February
2018 (11 cryptoassets) and 8-10 August 2017 (NEO). Dates where a cryptoasset
lacked data were removed from the dataset.
Rather than comparing the raw price series, the daily percentage change in
price for each cryptoasset was calculated. This provided a closer proxy to the returns
an investor would have received if they had held a particular cryptoasset on a certain
day. As this calculation involved first differencing, it was also more robust should
there be nonstationarity problems in the dataset [271].

3.3

Methodology

The approach was to measure the correlations between each pair of cryptoassets’
daily percentage change in price and then to depict these results through a correlation network diagram. Section 3.3.1 provides the formulae for the SR and KT
measures of correlation whilst Section 3.3.2 explains how the correlation network
diagram was constructed.

3.3.1

SR and KT Formulae

Equation 3.1 is the formula [302] for the SR between a series x and y, where Ra
is the variable a ranked by magnitude and R¯a is the arithmetic mean value for the
variable Ra .

∑(Rxi − R¯x )(Ryi − R¯y )
SR(x, y) = p
∑(Rxi − R¯x )2 ∑(Ryi − R¯y )2

(3.1)

In interpreting SR, a cut-off of more than 0.9 is used to indicate a very strong
correlation and a cut-off of less than 0.1 a negligible correlation, which are popular
thresholds in the literature [255].
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KT was used to check for robustness. Equation 3.2 is the formula [159] for the
KT between a series x and y, where:
• nc is a count of the number of pairs of values where the ordering in series x
matches that in y
• nd is a count of the number of pairs where the ordering does not match
• pairs of tied values are ignored in the above counts
• na is the total number of pairs of datapoints that are not tied in series a

nc − nd
KT (x, y) = √
√
nx × ny

3.3.2

(3.2)

Correlation Networks

The top ten correlation values were depicted in a correlation network. A network
consists of circular nodes connected by lines called edges. Here, the nodes represent
the daily returns for different cryptoassets whilst each edge has a weight that is the
correlation between the linked cryptoassets’ returns. Diagrammatically, the stronger
the association between two cryptoassets’ returns, the wider the line connecting
their nodes [96]. The networks were initially created using SR. The networks were
then redrawn to evaluate the impact of switching the correlation measure to KT.
To aid interpretability, the nodes were arranged such that more correlated cryptoassets were placed closer together. This cannot always be perfectly achieved in a
two-dimensional space [96], so instead an approximate force-embedded algorithm
approach was applied [110].

3.3.3

Software

Correlation networks were applied using the programming language R. The correlation matrices were implemented using base R function ‘cor’, which did not require
the installation of additional packages. The correlation network was implemented
using the package qgraph [96], which was specifically designed for this process.
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Results

3.4.1

Cryptoassets Selected

The cryptoassets selected were: Bitcoin, Litecoin, Ethereum, Ethereum Classic,
Monero, NEO, Bitcoin Cash, Tron, Cardano, Qtum, Ripple, EOS, Stellar and USD
Tether.
Of these, the following had data available from 9 September 2016: Bitcoin,
Ethereum, Ethereum Classic, Litecoin, Monero, NEO, Ripple, Stellar and USD
Tether. Table 3.1 lists the abbreviations used for the different cryptoassets.
Table 3.1: Cryptoassets, abbreviations and data availability

Cryptoasset
Bitcoin
Ethereum
Ethereum Classic
Litecoin
Monero
NEO
Ripple
Stellar
USD Tether
Bitcoin Cash
Cardano
EOS
Tron
Qtum

Abbreviation
btc
eth
etc
ltc
xmr
neo
xrp
xlm
usdt
bch
ada
eos
trx
qtm

Data Start
9 September 2016
9 September 2016
9 September 2016
9 September 2016
9 September 2016
9 September 2016
9 September 2016
9 September 2016
9 September 2016
9 November 2017
9 November 2017
9 November 2017
9 November 2017
9 November 2017
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Correlation Values

3.4.2.1

Spearman’s Rho

Figure 3.1 shows the top ten correlations for each time period considered, and displays these results as correlation network diagrams. Table 3.2 then provides all the
SR values for all cryptoassets in the smaller dataset (from 9 November 2017 to 6
March 2018) whilst Table 3.3 provides the SR values for the subset of cryptoassets
where data were available for the longer dataset (from 9 September 2016 to 6 March
2018).

3.4.2.2

Kendall’s Tau

Using KT led to results similar to SR. There were the following exceptions in the
smaller dataset (from 9 November 2017 to 6 March 2018):
• The KT correlation between Qtum and Ethereum and between Qtum and Cardano are in the top ten
• The link between Ethereum and Monero is lost
Examining KT in the larger dataset (from 9 September 2016 to 6 March 2018),
Bitcoin’s correlation with Monero is in top ten rather than Ethereum Classic’s association with Monero.
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Figure 3.1: Correlation network diagrams depicting the Spearman’s rho correlations between different cryptoasset returns. Each node represents a cryptoasset and
each edge represents a correlation between returns. Links in the top 10 of
correlation values are displayed to improve interpretability. The first diagram
relates to data from 9 November 2017 to 6 March 2018, whilst the second relates to data from 9 September 2016 to 6 March 2018 (which constrained the
list of cryptoassets considered). This was presented at the Anglia Ruskin Cryptocurrency Research Conference 2018 [39]
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Table 3.2: Spearman’s Rho (SR) correlations between the daily percentage change in prices
from 9 November 2017 to 6 March 2018. This considers all cryptoassets listed
in Table 3.1; see Table 3.1 for meaning of abbreviations.
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Table 3.3: Spearman’s Rho (SR) correlations between the daily percentage change in prices
from 9 September 2016 to 6 March 2018. This considers the subset of cryptoassets with data from 9 September 2016 as specified in Table 3.1; see Table 3.1 for
meaning of abbreviations.
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Discussion

The absence of very strong correlations reflected that the prices of different cryptoassets did not move in perfect synchrony. In both datasets examined, the SR
values were all below the popular 0.9 cut-off for a very strong correlation [255].
All SR values in the longer dataset (9 September 2016 to 6 March 2018) were
found to be less than 0.6, which some conventions would consider only a ‘moderate’ correlation [255]. This supports analysing each cryptoasset individually and
then comparing the results.
The results further reveal the distinctiveness of USD Tether as a cryptoasset.
This reflects the distinct functionality of USD Tether tokens, with its status as a
‘crypto-voucher’ token discussed further in Chapter 4. Whilst the correlation values
between most cryptoasset returns were positive, USD Tether was negatively (albeit
weakly [255]) correlated with the other cryptoassets.
The lack of association was as expected because, unlike the other cryptoassets,
one USD Tether is exchangeable for one US Dollar and so price volatility is minimal across time [187]. If the USD Tether price were less than one US Dollar, there
is an incentive to buy USD Tether and exchange for US Dollars to make a profit.
This higher demand would likely raise the price of USD Tether until the profit opportunity is no more. If the USD Tether price exceeded one US Dollar, there is
instead an incentive to swap US Dollars for USD Tether and sell the USD Tether
for a profit. This higher supply would likely diminish the USD Tether price until the
profit opportunity is removed. Hence, whilst the values of most cryptoassets fluctuate across time, the price of USD Tether is unlikely to move far from one US Dollar,
consistent with the weak, negative correlation observed between USD Tether and
other cryptoassets.
Why this correlation was consistently negative required further investigation.
Examining trading exchange data from coingecko.com provides a possible explanation. Cryptoassets are often bought using USD Tether, and so USD Tether is often
sold whilst a cryptoasset is being bought. This suggests that sudden increases in
the demand for cryptoassets (raising their prices) is likely to coincide with sudden
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increases in the supply of USD Tether (decreasing the USD Tether price), which
could explain the observed negative correlation.
In terms of which crypto-fuel and crypto-transaction systems should be analysed, the results support the validity of comparing Bitcoin with Ethereum. The
correlation between these prices was not in the top ten in either dataset. Examining the longer dataset (Table 3.3), the SR value was only 0.3849 compared with a
correlation value of 0.5356 between Bitcoin and Litecoin. This is consistent with
distinct variables existing that affect either Bitcoin or Ethereum but not both. This
motivates comparing Bitcoin and Ethereum to understand these distinctive factors.

Chapter 4

Cryptoasset Classification and
Analysis of Non-Conventional
Fundamentals
4.1

Introduction

This chapter first develops a cryptoasset classification (results in Section 4.3.2) to
analyse, from a qualitative perspective, research question 1 on whether cryptoassets
vary sufficiently to merit analysing each cryptoasset individually. Then, fundamentals are derived from the classification that, in theory, may underpin the valuations
of different cryptoassets. Hence, these fundamentals are used to inform the elucidation of theoretical causes of price variation for each type of cryptoasset (see
Section 4.4), in response to research question 5.
Following on from limitations found in existing cryptoasset classifications (detailed in Section 2.1.2), criteria are developed and applied that consider the characteristics of the tokens. This results in a new cryptoasset classification (see Section 4.3.2) that defines different types of cryptoasset according to certain facets of
the functionality of the token that are shared among constituent cryptoassets.
These facets could potentially provide reasons why a participant might buy
or sell a token other than to profit from an increase in price. Over time, these
reasons for buying or selling a token may become more or less valid, which might
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cause the popularity of that cryptoasset to vary, causing fluctuations in price. For
instance, a major retailer may decide to accept a cryptoasset as a form of money
which would make that cryptoasset more popular, raising the price. This suggests
that the cryptoasset classification might help to explain cryptoasset price variation.
A analysis of the fundamentals is performed on each type of cryptoasset identified in the cryptoasset classification. These analyses are displayed as an assessment
framework (see Section 4.4). The framework translates the characteristics of the
different token types into the risks and benefits relevant to an owner holding each
category of token. This goes beyond the profit that may be received from buying the
cryptoasset at a low price and selling at a higher price. This provides considerations,
other than speculation, a potential buyer of a cryptoasset within a certain category
might evaluate before making a purchase decision or a holder of a token might
consider before deciding whether to sell. Such considerations provide insights into
the theoretical fundamentals underpinning price. These will be supplemented by
the quantitative analyses of social media in Chapters 5 to 7, as part of the overall
‘quantamental’ analytic approach of this thesis.
This chapter is based on research published in the journal Ledger [40]. The
cryptoasset classification developed was also included with written evidence provided by Eversheds Sutherland (International) LLP and published by the UK Parliament Digital Currencies Inquiry (reference: DGC0020) [100].
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Methodology

4.2.1

Scope

The cryptoassets considered are those where the token is:

1. an entirely digital store of value

2. publicly available

3. supported by a blockchain

Publicly available cryptoassets are likely to have the most available data, whilst
the support of the blockchain has been seen as a differentiating characteristic of
cryptoassets [137, 235]. Using this scope, the most financially significant cryptoassets are selected for the dataset.

4.2.2

Determining Financial Significance

The most financially significant cryptoassets are found using market capitalisation
or liquidity, as justified in Section 2.2.1. For robustness, two metrics from three
websites are examined at multiple timepoints [63, 64, 67–69, 105, 106]. Lists of the
top ten cryptoassets by market capitalisation and liquidity were collected from coinmarketcap.com at 14:27 on 4 October 2017, 15:48 on 30 October 2017, and 10:27
on 18 December 2017. Examining coincap.io at 15:58 on 30 October 2017 and
10:28 on 18 December 2017 corroborated with coinmarketcap.com, whilst examining onchainfx.com led to similar results, except that this website did not include
Tether in its rankings. Where two lists disagree, cryptoassets from both rankings
are included.
The top five ICOs by amount raised as of 18 December 2017 are also included [264]. To mitigate against the risk of cryptoassets failing to launch, coinmarketcap.com was used to restrict the list to where either the tokens or futures
exchangeable for the tokens could be bought.
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Criteria Applied to Each Cryptoasset

1. What is the purpose, the functionality, and the rights associated with the token?
2. How is the supply of tokens determined over time?
3. How is the cryptoasset related to other cryptoassets?
These questions characterise the fundamentals of each cryptoasset, the characteristics that bring value to owning a token other than anticipation of a price increase. These criteria were applied using information on each cryptoasset sourced
from whitepapers, official websites, and third-party commentary.

4.3

Results

4.3.1

Dataset

The financially most significant cryptoassets were found to be: Bitcoin, Ethereum,
Ripple, Bitcoin Cash, Litecoin, Dash, NEM, NEO, Monero, Ethereum Classic,
Tether, Qtum, Zcash, Cardano, Bitcoin Gold, EOS, AirSwap, Filecoin, the Bancor Protocol, Qash, and Kin. Financial information associated with these cryptoassets is provided in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. The veracity of the information released by
BitConnect has been questioned [105, 279] and, similarly, Tezos was involved in
accusations of dishonesty [147, 148]. Both are excluded.
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Table 4.1: Market capitalisation and liquidity (transaction volume over last 24 hours) measured in USD for the cryptoassets selected based on these metrics, as of 10:27
on 18 December 2017.

Cryptoasset Market Capitalisation
Liquidity
Bitcoin
318,567,613,388 13,070,000,000
Bitcoin Cash
31,514,053,090
877,377,000
Bitcoin Gold
5,190,273,036
199,003,000
Cardano
12,661,355,262
349,895,000
8,456,546,893
250,788,000
Dash
EOS
4,593,527,046
387,014,000
69,594,352,659 2,062,100,000
Ethereum
Ethereum Classic
3,528,696,852
493,391,000
Litecoin
17,294,853,905 1,198,410,000
5,411,241,508
182,633,000
Monero
Ripple
28,770,594,399 1,072,940,000
7,150,157,999
93,046,400
NEM
4,820,946,000
532,062,000
NEO
Qtum
3,163,793,147 1,147,910,000
1,128,439,474 2,070,980,000
Tether
Zcash
1,531,318,793
331,762,000

Table 4.2: Amount raised in US Dollars at ICO for the top five cryptoassets selected on this
basis, with data sourced from smithandcrown.com/icos at 14:46 on 18
December 2017 [264].

Cryptoasset Amount Raised
AirSwap
365,000,000
Filecoin
262,000,000
Bancor Protocol
153,000,000
Qash
108,170,000
97,500,000
Kin
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Classification

The analysis identifies three groups (‘crypto-transaction’, ‘crypto-fuel’ and ‘cryptovoucher’) as well as ‘hybrids’ and the potential overlap between categories. How
cryptocurrencies were allocated to the different groups is shown in Table 4.3 after
the description of the different categories.

4.3.2.1

Crypto-transaction

A crypto-transaction cryptoasset is defined as a cryptoasset that is designed primarily for transacting value and therefore to be a form of ‘electronic cash’ [211].
Crypto-transaction tokens are usually designed to be easily transferrable, with
minimal barriers to acquisition. Value is not derived from some underlying asset,
but rather it is determined by a network of users (see Section 4.4). Among the
cryptoassets examined (except Monero), this value was further supported by fixing
the total amount of tokens that will ever be created. Examining the websites of
crypto-transaction systems suggests that the availability of exchanges and/or merchants who will accept the tokens is an important consideration. Electronic cash is
only useful if it can be exchanged directly for goods or services, or if exchange can
occur easily through some other currency.
Crypto-transaction tokens were the first form of cryptoasset, beginning with
Bitcoin in 2009. Despite this, new systems are still being created, such as Bitcoin
Cash, Bitcoin Gold, Qash, and Kin in 2017. The development of a new codebase
usually focuses on resolving perceived limitations in a previous attempt to create
electronic cash (typically Bitcoin). The underlying code is often an amended copy
of that of an older token, except for Qash and Kin. Even Bitcoin was developed
to remove a perceived limitation, specifically the dependence of previous electronic
cash systems on a central governing entity [211].
Improvements focus on speeding transactions [65, 91, 207, 249]; changing the
mining algorithm to prevent centralisation [34, 65, 119, 207]; improving scalability [53, 207]; and enhancing liquidity [186]. There is a distinct subgroup that is
concerned with privacy (Dash [91], Monero [207] and Zcash [19,34]), a finding corroborated by other researchers [76,214,296]. There is a second subgroup where the
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crypto-transaction token was developed to support a specific platform that can provide a suite of financial (Ripple [248] and Qash [186]) or social media (Kin [144])
services. Dash is unusual in seeking to change the governance structure through
enabling network participants to vote on governance and budgeting proposals [91].
How improvements are prioritised and the strategies pursued to implement a given
enhancement is system-specific.

4.3.2.2

Crypto-fuel

A crypto-fuel cryptoasset is defined as a cryptoasset intended to enable developers to create blockchain-supported applications. They are typically launched with
a blockchain platform that is designed to enable the token to be used as a fuel for
the created applications to operate. It is a term sourced from the Ethereum whitepaper [97].
The blockchain platform often has smart contract functionality, which enables
the creation of accounts that behave in a pre-programmed, rule-based way in response to changes in the network, and so forms the basis of decentralised applications [62, 78, 95, 97, 140, 236].
The blockchain platform can be used to facilitate ICOs, explaining the popularity of basing ICOs on crypto-fuel systems, such as with Etherparty, the Bancor Protocol, and CoinDash all based on Ethereum, and Ecobit on NEM. The blockchain
platform can, however, also be more broadly applied to create a new crypto-voucher
system (examples include the Bancor Protocol discussed in the next section), or
some other type of network that runs independently of a central authority.
Crypto-fuel development usually starts as a fresh project (as with Ethereum
and NEM) or as a fork from some other crypto-fuel’s codebase (as with Ethereum
Classic). They rarely evolve just from a crypto-transaction system. The new codebase typically focuses on improving the process for creating blockchain applications over a prior cryptoasset. This can mean simplifying the creation of applications [78, 87, 95, 97, 108, 140, 236]; raising flexibility [87, 140]; improving scalability [78, 95, 140]; easing regulatory compliance [140]; preventing subsequent
changes to the code [62]; or reducing the costs of usage [95].
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The underlying architecture behind crypto-fuels varies significantly both from
the perspective of the experience of the developer in creating an application to how
the cryptoasset is created and distributed. Developers may have to learn a new
programming language [62, 78, 97, 140], or be able to use a preferred language [87,
95, 236], whilst cryptoasset supply might be fixed [87], increase indefinitely [97],
or increase up to a fixed cap [62].

4.3.2.3

Crypto-voucher

A crypto-voucher cryptoasset is defined to be a cryptoasset whose tokens carry the
right to a predefined asset.
The asset to which the token-holder has rights varies. For example, USD Tether
is exchangeable one-to-one with the US Dollar (or equivalent spot value in Bitcoin) [187]; tokens on the Bancor Protocol are exchangeable at fixed ratios with
other cryptoassets [135]; and Filecoin tokens will be transferrable for data storage
space [178]. In AirSwap, the token is temporarily locked up to register signals to
peers of an intention to buy or sell Ethereum-based tokens [276].
As well as depending on the demand for an underlying asset, crypto-voucher
tokens are also often dependent on one or more external blockchains. In the case of
Filecoin, this dependence means the existence of bridges that enable participants to
exploit the functionality of multiple other blockchains [178]. In contrast, the Bancor
Protocol and AirSwap are run on top of the Ethereum blockchain [135, 277], whilst
Tether uses the Omni Layer protocol, which runs on the Bitcoin blockchain [187].
Crypto-voucher systems are usually not the most dominant cryptoassets from
the perspective of liquidity or market capitalisation (except for Tether), but are more
prevalent among recent ICOs (AirSwap, Filecoin, and the Bancor Protocol).
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Hybridisation

The distinction between crypto-fuel and crypto-transaction cryptoassets can be
complicated by market forces turning crypto-fuel tokens into a store of value, in
this respect taking on the properties of a crypto-transaction token; conversely, in
some cases, the creation of new protocols is used to give additional crypto-fuel
functionality to a crypto-transaction cryptoasset.
The extent to which such ‘hybridised’ cryptoassets fulfil an alternative role determines the extent to which the considerations associated with that other role are
relevant (Figure 4.1). For example, Bitcoin was designed for transacting value and
thus put in the crypto-transaction group [211]. Subsequently, the Omni Layer was
developed so that Bitcoin could acquire crypto-fuel functionality [278]. However,
the primary function for the Bitcoin token continues to be in transacting value and
so it remains in the crypto-transaction group. Ethereum is in the crypto-fuel group
but market forces have sometimes used it to purchase goods and services from merchants, although, in practice, this is very difficult [152]. The Ethereum whitepaper
continues to describe ether as a ‘crypto-fuel’ [97].

4.3.2.5

Overlap

Linked to hybridisation is the issue of overlap, in particular between crypto-fuel
and crypto-transaction tokens. Determining which cryptoasset falls within each of
these categories will therefore require a determination of the primary function of
the relevant cryptoasset. The starting point for forming this judgement was how the
functionality of the token was explained within its whitepaper, as this is the best
evidence of the original design over the token. As tokens evolve, a value judgement
may be required to determine the primary function of the cryptoasset in question.
This involves a consideration of how market participants are actually using the cryptoasset, and the effect of changes to the design, for example as a result of votes on
its use, or changes shown by later whitepapers. This capacity for evolution may be
part of the original code used for a cryptoasset, for example operation codes (opcodes) were baked into the original Bitcoin design which, although not part of the
original function, were later reactivated in Bitcoin Cash, making it both spendable
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and compatible with smart contracts [244]. Activation events such as these may alter the classification of the cryptoasset and reinforces the fact that different market
participants may legitimately come to different conclusions of how a cryptoasset is
to be categorised, based on a different judgement of the primary function of a given
cryptoasset. These differences in view point will reflect the fact that, for some cryptoassets, the primary function changes depending on the scenario in which it is used
and, therefore, a cryptoasset may have multiple concurrent uses. However, in this
case the distinction between crypto-fuel and crypto-transaction cryptoassets is still
important to analysing a particular use.
Table 4.3: Allocation of cryptoassets across the different groups. The development of
crypto-fuel functionality for Qash is discussed in the associated whitepaper [186].

Crypto-Transaction
Crypto-Fuel
Bitcoin
Ethereum
Bitcoin Cash
Ethereum Classic
Dash
NEM
Litecoin
NEO
Monero
Qtum
Ripple
Cardano
Zcash
EOS
Qash (currently)
Qash (planned)
Bitcoin Gold
Kin

Crypto-Voucher
AirSwap
Bancor Protocol
Filecoin
Tether
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Implications for the Analysis of Fundamentals

Figure 4.1 provides a framework for questions which might be relevant for buyers
and sellers assessing a given cryptoasset. This is not intended to cover all the potential risks and opportunities that may be associated with a cryptoasset. Instead, this
framework translates the characteristic that defined each type of cryptoasset into
implications of that characteristic for buyers and sellers of cryptoassets. The focus
is on the cryptoasset token as this is the entity being bought or sold and so the part
of the cryptoasset system that is likely to be relevant for the buyers or sellers.
The implied theoretical fundamentals that underpin cryptoasset value are to be
compared with the results of the subsequent quantitative analyses (in Chapter 8).
Any discrepancies between the quantitative analyses results and these identified
fundamentals would be suggestive of the price-relevance of factors outside the characteristics of the tokens – of which the importance of speculation is discussed below
(Section 4.5).
The application of questions highlighted in Figure 4.1 in assessing a cryptoasset is mostly self-evident. However, some of the questions raised require further
elucidation. These issues are discussed below.
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Determining a ‘better’ form of money

Two-thirds of cryptoasset payment companies’ transactions were found to be between national currency and cryptoasset [138], underlining the importance of national currencies as a competing form of money. Hence, following Hileman and
Bank of England Governor Mark Carney [52,137], cryptoasset and national currencies are compared regarding each of the economic functions of money, to determine
whether a given cryptoasset has the potential to truly represent ‘The Best Money in
the World’ [53].
1. As a long-term store of value:
• The paper notes underpinning the value of bank accounts deteriorate and
must be replaced. The Federal Reserve spent USD 726.6 billion on new
paper notes in 2017 [216], about 85% of which replaced deteriorated paper notes [215] which typically last about 6-7 years [217]. Cryptoassets’
digital form does not deteriorate over time.
• Investors cannot be sure to recover the value invested in highly volatile
cryptoassets; the continuous creation of new systems of cryptoasset
means there is a risk of previous systems becoming obsolete and so losing value; flaws in the underlying code may suddenly render the cryptoasset valueless. For some cryptoasset systems, such as Bitcoin, the
process for verifying and recording transactions (mining) could in theory become dominated by a single entity, who could then spend the same
token many times and/or block all transaction validation (though the risk
of such a so-called ‘51% Attack’ is demonstrably smaller in established
proof-of-work-based cryptoassets due to their increased size [292]).
Hence, crypto-transaction systems often seek to prevent miner centralisation.
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2. As a unit of account:
• A paper currency cannot measure value in fractions of a coin, whereas a
digital currency is infinitely divisible, suggesting cryptoassets could be
particularly valuable for micropayments.
• The high volatility of cryptoassets undermines its use in the consistent
measurement of the value of goods or services [137].
3. As a medium of exchange:
• Cryptoassets facilitate global transactions without an intermediary, potentially offering faster and more private transactions.
• Paper currencies are more valuable as a medium of exchange because
they have a much larger userbase than cryptoassets. This could explain
why scalability is an issue for some crypto-transaction systems: lack
of scalability constrains the potential userbase. This also suggests the
importance of liquidity: the easier it is to enter and exit a cryptoasset,
the more useful it is as a medium of exchange [296].

4.4.2

Forks

When the codebase of a cryptoasset forks, it effectively splits into two versions:
the original and a new version that implements perceived improvements. Unless
all users and miners then switch to one version, the result is two distinct cryptoassets [54]. If the original transaction data is copied across, the owners of the original
cryptoasset may receive free tokens of the new cryptoasset. This occurred when
Ethereum Classic forked from Ethereum, and when Bitcoin Cash forked from Bitcoin. A tendency for investors to purchase cryptoassets intending to benefit from
such events has been observed [246].
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Token Supply

There is likely to be an inverse relationship between the price and the expected supply of tokens in circulation. Potential participants should therefore consider how
new tokens will be created over time and their distribution mechanism. For many
cryptoassets [62, 65, 91, 97, 207, 211] the supply over time is determined formulaically by the codebase.

4.4.4

Entity Dependence

Entity-dependent cryptoassets are characterised as when the system becomes dependent on a small number of operators (see Section 2.2.2 and Burnie et al [41]).
This can be by design, such as with Tether controlling the creation and destruction
of tokens [187], or by evolution. For example, a few market participants could potentially hoard a significant proportion of a cryptoasset in circulation, giving them
power over its price. The importance of who controls the verification and recording of transactions has been particularly emphasised [41]. A widely held concern
with Bitcoin is whether a miner could have sufficient computing power to instigate
a 51% attack [292], enabling them to block all transactions and to spend the same
tokens repeatedly [34, 65, 207]. Participants should thus consider the implications
of entity-dependence.

4.5

Limitations to the Analysis of Fundamentals

The problem with using the identified fundamentals (Section 4.4) to price cryptoassets is that speculation can act as an important factor that obscures the effect of these
fundamentals [31, 173, 260]. Speculation can mean that fluctuations in price may
occur even if the fundamentals suggested by this article remain unchanged.
A similar issue was observed with Internet companies during the ‘Dotcom
Bubble’ where valuations were often based on speculation rather than profitability. However, Demers and Lev found that when these valuations fell during the
‘Dotcom Bubble’, those Internet companies with the strongest fundamentals were
the most resilient [81]. This suggests that the fundamentals highlighted by this article may be particularly important for investors in identifying cryptoassets with mid-
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to long-term value.
Another issue is the nascent nature of the trading infrastructure, with exchanges facing difficulties in handling surges in demand, denial-of-service attacks,
and theft [75]. The threat of losing access to cryptoasset holdings may trigger investors to sell even if the cryptoasset’s fundamentals are strong, contributing to the
high price variation. Infrastructure difficulties may explain why prices can differ
across exchanges, for example, with Bitcoin prices varying by USD 4000 between
different exchanges on 8 December 2017 [75].

4.6

Discussion

4.6.1

Classification

A classification is established based on the intended functionality of the different
tokens of the most financially significant cryptoassets. This basis distinguishes the
classification from previous systems that considered a regulatory [73, 92, 102, 107,
136, 257], technology [275] and ontological [133] perspective.
This supports there being substantial, qualitative variation in the characteristics
of the tokens being bought and sold across different cryptoasset systems. Hence,
cryptoassets are to be analysed individually rather than treating all cryptoassets,
regardless of token type, as a single entity. Specifically, Bitcoin is found to be of
a distinct type (crypto-transaction) compared with Ethereum (crypto-fuel), which
supports analysing Bitcoin and Ethereum separately and comparing the results.
Burniske and Tatar also created a tripartite classification, but Burniske and
Tatar examined the digital resource provisioned [48] not the token functionality.
Burniske and Tatar restricted the term ‘cryptocurrencies’ exclusively to cryptotransaction systems as only these systems intend to provide a new form of currency.
Their ‘crypto-commodity’ category was similar to this chapter’s ‘crypto-fuel’ type
in that both refer to systems where the intention is to support other applications.
Burniske and Tatar also corroborate in distinguishing Bitcoin (a crypto-transaction
or true ‘cryptocurrency’) from Ethereum (a crypto-fuel or ‘cryptocommodity’) [48].
The Burniske and Tatar system differs from this chapter’s classification in how
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the third group is specified. Burniske and Tatar referred to ‘cryptotokens’ where
finished goods and services are provided [48], whilst here the third group is centred
on ‘crypto-voucher’ systems where the token carries a right to a predefined asset.
A cryptoasset being of the ‘crypto-voucher’ type is relevant to the price dynamics of the cryptoasset, and so, by excluding this category, the Burniske and Tatar
system is less suitable in understanding the heterogeneity across cryptoassets. This
can be seen by analysing the example of USD Tether. Under Burniske and Tatar,
USD Tether is a true cryptocurrency [48] because it is intended to provide a form
of currency [187]. However, holders of USD Tether also have a right to exchange
one-to-one with US Dollars and so, under this chapter’s classification, USD Tether
is primarily a crypto-voucher system (Figure 4.1). In terms of understanding future
price dynamics, knowing that USD Tether is a crypto-voucher is more informative
than knowing it is being used as a currency. This is because USD Tether’s status as
a crypto-voucher system means that the price of USD Tether is unlikely to move far
from one US Dollar, assuming participants believe in the exchangeability between
USD Tether and US Dollars. This is consistent with the finding, in the previous
Chapter 3, that USD Tether had a negative (albeit weak [255]) correlation with the
other cryptoasset prices.
How to divide between different cryptoasset types is also more ambiguous in
the Burniske and Tatar taxonomy. For instance, the token Kin could be seen as a
true cryptocurrency as it is a currency intended for ‘payments’ [144], but Kin also
supports Kik, a messaging platform, and so it supports provision of a finished product, making it a cryptotoken. By comparison, the classification in this chapter sees
Kin as a crypto-transaction token because of its primary intended use in payments.
CryptoCompare created an alternative tripartite classification [196] that considered ‘natural grouping[s]’, combining perspectives from: regulation, industry
classification, rationales for holding tokens and the ‘economic value drivers.’ ‘Economic value drivers’ related to whether price was driven mainly by changes to demand or supply from a network or by changes in the value of an underlying asset.
CryptoCompare identified that most cryptoassets were fungible, that is to say
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each token is interchangeable with any other token. Fungible tokens were then classified, with terminology adopted from terms used by regulators (see Section 2.1.2),
into: ‘payment’, ‘utility’ and ‘asset-security’ tokens. The CryptoCompare classification corroborates with Burniske and Tatar [48] and this chapter in dividing Bitcoin
from Ethereum: bitcoin is a ‘payment’ token and ether is a ‘utility’ token [196].
‘Payment’ tokens are similar to crypto-transaction tokens in that both are intended for transacting value, but payment tokens must also be used across ‘all networks’ [196]. In this chapter the need for use across ‘all networks’ was removed.
Regardless of whether a crypto-transaction token is intended for global use or to
support a specific platform, the token still provides a form of money and so the
functions of money are still fundamentally applicable in assessing its value. The
term ‘all networks’ is also ambiguous as, technically, bitcoin tokens (specified as
‘payment’ tokens) can only be used on the one network – Bitcoin.
The classification in this chapter does not contain ‘utility’ tokens that ‘offer
digital access to an application or to some service’ [196] as this could capture a
variety of different types of access and a plurality of services. Kin provides access
to the Kik messaging platform (rather than being used across ‘all networks’ [196])
and so could be seen as a utility rather than payment token. However, it is intended
as a form of money [144] and so, in its fundamentals, it is more similar to other
crypto-transaction tokens such as bitcoin than other ‘utility’ tokens such as ether.
Ether, unlike Kin, is intended to support application development.
The classification in this chapter advances on comparable alternatives because
it analyses the characteristics of the token being bought or sold. This means that
the issues considered are more pertinent to cryptoasset buyers and sellers and so are
likely to be more relevant to the price dynamics.
Following this classification, analysis will examine crypto-transaction and
crypto-fuel systems, and not crypto-voucher systems. In crypto-voucher systems,
the value of the token is likely to be dominated by changes in the value of the underlying asset, and so modelling the token price may best be met through modelling the
underlying asset. This means that insights on what drives the valuation of a specific
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crypto-voucher token are least likely to be generalisable to cryptoassets in general.
The focus will be on Bitcoin and Ethereum, as the largest crypto-transaction and
crypto-fuel systems respectively (see Table 2.2).

4.6.2

Analysis of the Fundamentals for Bitcoin and Ether

Bitcoin and Ethereum are selected for analysis because of their distinct functionality and for the reasons detailed in Section 2.2. The fundamentals for Bitcoin and
Ethereum are next determined by applying the questions detailed in Figure 4.1.
Bitcoin is a crypto-transaction system. This suggests that changes in the actual
and expected benefit Bitcoin provides as a form of money over time may influence
the bitcoin price. This utility can be evaluated by considering bitcoin as a long-term
store of value, unit of account and medium of exchange (from Section 4.4.1).
The other considerations specific to crypto-transaction systems are less relevant. Bitcoin is not related to a specific platform and buyers interested in privacy
are likely to be drawn more to cryptoassets that advertise this as a major feature
(such as Dash [91], Monero [207] and Zcash [19, 34]).
Ethereum is a crypto-fuel system.

This suggests that the suitability of

Ethereum in developing blockchain-based applications and in launching ICOs may
affect the ether price, along with the overall popularity of developing blockchainbased applications and launching ICOs.
There may be cross-over in the fundamentals affecting the bitcoin and ether
price. Forks could occur in either cryptoassets’ code-base, which may increase
the price (see Section 4.4.2). Following from Section 4.3.2.4, the fundamentals
described for bitcoin may have some relevance to the ether price, as ether can be
used as a form of money; whilst the fundamentals described for Ethereum may also
be relevant to bitcoin, as the Omni Layer provides Bitcoin with limited crypto-fuel
functionality [278]. The extent such hybridisation is supported by the data as having
an influence on price dynamics is revisited in the comparison of fundamentals with
quantitative analysis results in Chapter 8.
The other shared fundamentals identified in the assessment framework are of
less relevance to the price. For both Bitcoin and Ethereum, the supply of new tokens
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follows a fixed, predictable schedule across time, reducing the potential influence
on price from unexpected shocks to tokens supply [97,211]. The size of Bitcoin and
Ethereum (see Table 2.2) also reduces the ability of a few operators to seize control
of these cryptoassets, rendering them entity-dependent.
For both bitcoin and ether, the price may vary because of a change in the current fundamentals for that cryptoasset or because of a change in the anticipated
future fundamentals for that cryptoasset. For instance, demand for bitcoin may rise
because a major retailer decides to accept bitcoin for goods and services, improving
the current value of bitcoin as a medium of exchange. Alternatively, the expected
future userbase for Bitcoin may expand because of current changes in the Bitcoin
codebase that improve scalability and so increase the potential number of users that
Bitcoin could handle at a future date. This improvement in the potential of Bitcoin may induce speculators to buy bitcoin now in anticipation of a larger future
demand for bitcoin. Hence, changes in actual, present fundamentals and expected
future fundamentals should both be considered in understanding why the price of a
cryptoasset has changed.

Chapter 5

Words Associated with Bitcoin Price
Phases
5.1

Introduction

Figure 5.1 illustrates how the bitcoin price followed three distinct phases of movement across 2017-18:
• Stage 1 (from 1 January to before 16 December 2017): Prices rose to
1954.30% of the initial value, from 997.73 to a peak, all time high price of
19498.68 US Dollars.
• Stage 2 (from 16 December 2017 to before 29 June 2018): Prices fell overall, in a cyclical pattern, to 5908.70 US Dollars (30.30% of the December
peak).
• Stage 3 (from 29 June 2018 to before 15 November 2018): Prices traded
within a band of 30.30% - 42.32% of the highest value in the series (19498.68
US Dollars). The median price, across stage 3, was 6499.06 US Dollars
(9.99% above 29 June 2018). Throughout prices remained above the 29 June
2018 value, and so the prices did not fall overall.
After 15 November 2018, the price fell below the 29 June 2018 value and, by the
end of the dataset, the price was 3967.52 US Dollars.
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Figure 5.1: The daily bitcoin price in US Dollars from 1 January 2017 to 3 December
2018. The horizontal axis is formatted such that each tick corresponds to the
first day of the labelled month. Data sourced from the Charts API of Blockchain
Luxembourg S.A. [26].
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This thesis examines how word use on Reddit varied across these three different bitcoin price phases, comparing the middle phase of falling prices with the
rising phase before and a relatively stable phase after. A similar, three-phase pattern
was not evident in the ether price series where the rising prices across 2017 was
interrupted by a five-month period of volatility where prices only rose 3% overall
(see Figure 1.1).
As published in Royal Society Open Science [45], word use is analysed from
two perspectives. Firstly, the most frequent words are compared across phases.
Secondly, the three-phase pattern is exploited, with words associated with the stage
2 identified through comparison of word frequencies with the stages before (stage
1) and after (stage 3). This involves developing a new Data-Driven Phasic Word
Identification (DDPWI) approach that identifies which words have daily frequencies
that are statistically significantly higher or lower in stage 2 compared with both the
time period before and after. The resulting ‘price dynamic words’ are interpreted
using approaches developed to elucidate the context in which these words are used
across the different phases.

5.2
5.2.1

Data Preparation
Data Sources

The dataset extended from 1 January 2017 to 3 December 2018.

US Dol-

lar Bitcoin Price was sourced from Blockchain Luxembourg S.A. through their
‘Charts API’ [26], and the text for each submission to the ‘Bitcoin’ subreddit was extracted using the Pushshift API [15].

Submissions data were se-

lected over comments because the latter were prone to deviate onto arguments on
bitcoin-irrelevant topics, such as religion, non-specific insults and different date
formats (https://www.reddit.com/r/Bitcoin/comments/9svjcp/
10_years_ago_today_2008_oct_31/). The Reddit submissions were processed as follows.
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Engineering Word Frequency Data from Reddit Submissions Text

The submissions were filtered and the text processed and tokenised to produce word
lists.

Submission Filtering
The following submissions were filtered out: those authored by ‘rBitcoinMod’, as
these consisted primarily of automated text stating forum guidelines for the ‘Daily
Discussion’ and ‘Mentor Monday’; those authored by ‘crypto bot’, as these consisted mainly of automated, daily data updates on the bitcoin network; submissions
with identical text to another submission; blank submissions; and submissions that
had been entirely removed, thus whose text consisted of only ‘[deleted]’ or ‘[removed]’ [300].

Text Pre-Processing
1. All text was put into the lower case.
2. The accepted currency codes [172] ‘btc’ and ‘xbt’ were converted into the
synonymous ‘bitcoin’.
3. The following were removed respectively: strings of 50 or more consecutive word characters (as this is too long to represent a word); URLs; HTML
tags (e.g. ‘&amp’); the new line character (‘\n’); Twitter (e.g. ‘@john’)
and Reddit handles (e.g. ‘/u/john’ and ‘/r/john’); references to deleted text
(‘[removed]’ and ‘[deleted]’); and non-ASCII text (e.g. Cyrillic alphabet or
emoticons).
4. The US Dollar was referred to in 11.30% submissions as: ‘$’, ‘usd’, ‘dollar(s)’ and ‘us dollar(s)’. These were treated as synonymous and were all
replaced by ‘dollar marker symbol’.
5. Punctuation and apostrophes were removed unless these were inside words to
indicate abbreviations (e.g. ‘o’clock’).
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6. ‘tx’ was used to abbreviate the word transaction [301] and thus was replaced
by the word ‘transaction’. Both ‘ln’ and ‘lightning network’ were replaced
with ‘ln’. The terms ‘telephone number’ and ‘phone number’ were replaced
with ‘phone number’.

Daily Word Frequencies
Text was converted into word lists using Python package NLTK version 3.3 and
its associated download ‘punkt’. NLTK removed ‘stopwords’ which were high frequency words unrelated to a particular topic (such as ‘me’, ‘we’, ‘a’ or ‘the’). The
term “n’t” was included as an abbreviation for the stopword ‘not’.
Words with the same meaning but different grammatical case were combined.
Each word was lemmatised using NLTK’s ‘WordNetLemmatizer’. The context of a
word was determined by looking it up in a dictionary and mapping different cases
of the same word to a base form. This failed for unusual words (e.g. ‘bitcoins’ and
‘bitcoin’, and ‘ICO’ and ‘ICOs’) that were not in the dictionary. Hence, stemming
was subsequently applied using ‘SnowballStemmer’. This applied to all words a set
of rules that ignore the context of the word, and so was extendable to rare words.
The ‘snowball’ stemmer was chosen as it is the least likely to treat words of the same
concept differently or words of a different concept the same [154]. For cryptoasset
mining, two abbreviations ‘miner’ and ‘mine’ were merged into ‘mine’.
To prevent skewing by a few longer submissions, each word was counted once
if present in a given submission. Words in 100 or less submissions were removed.
There were 326,945 submissions with 131,656 words of which 3,900 were found in
more than 100 submissions. A ‘day’ was specified to be from 00:00 on a given day
to before 00:00 on the next date (GMT).
Daily counts of the 3,900 words were normalised by dividing the count by
the daily total number of submissions to ensure that word frequency measured the
proportion of submissions containing a term. The number of submissions per day
were the number that remained after text processing.
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Methodology

5.3.1

Identifying Words by Absolute Frequency

The words that were in at least 5% submissions in any one of the identified stages
of the bitcoin price series were identified. This was to determine the extent certain
words dominated discussions across time.

5.3.2

Identifying Words by Relative Frequency

Comparing Word Frequencies Across Stages
A methodology was required to statistically evaluate for which words the daily frequencies were typically higher or lower in one stage of the price series compared
with the previous stage.
Extreme outliers were present, even for a popular word such as ‘bitcoin’, which
never fell below 35% submissions on a given day. Across three days, the popularity
of ‘bitcoin’ fell from 46.75% submissions (19 July 2017) to 38.58% (20 July 2017)
to recover to 48.71% the next day (21 July 2017). This precluded using the t-test in
comparing daily word frequencies across price phases, as this is sensitive to extreme
outliers [37, 293].
Instead, the non-parametric equivalent, the two-sided Wilcoxon Rank-Sum
Test, was used to delineate which words had daily frequencies that had changed
significantly across different phases in the price series. An additional Bonferroni
correction, such that the p-value cut-off (1%) was divided by the number of tests
(3,900), ensured that the identification of significant words was robust [199].

Applying DDPWI to Identify Price Dynamic Words
The DDPWI approach identifies those words where the change in frequency from
phase 1 to 2 (rising prices shifting to falling) and from phase 2 to 3 (falling prices
ceasing to fall further) are opposite and both statistically significant. The words
that changed statistically significantly were identified using the two-sided Wilcoxon
Rank-Sum Test and restricted to those with above 1% frequency in phase 2. We
define the words resulting from applying DDPWI as the ‘price dynamic’ words.
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Context of Price Dynamic Words

Identifying the Context
An iterative procedure for generating the theme of a typical sentence that contained
one of the price dynamic words was developed:
1. Let W represent a chain of words. Initially, W = [w1 ], where w1 was the
specific word of interest.
2. Extract only submissions that contain all words in W .
3. Find the most frequent word in these submissions and append to W .
4. Repeat (ii) - (iii) until W is of length 5, excluding the word of interest, or there
exists at least two words of the same highest frequency in step (ii).
5. The result was a chain of related words, W = [w1 , w2 , ...].
Every iteration reduced the number of submissions considered. Generic words (e.g.
‘bitcoin’ and ‘would’) that provided little thematic content and synonyms were censored.

Sentiment of the Context
Sentiment was measured, using the VADER [142] algorithm, for submissions that
contained the price dynamic words, using ‘bitcoin’ as a control. VADER was designed for social media text and so is able to handle both emoticons and slang
[142,165]. Text processing was thus minimised to converting ‘tx’ (a bitcoin-specific
abbreviation [301]) into ‘transaction’ and removing tokens that should not have a
sentiment (e.g. URLs, HTML tags and ‘[deleted]’). Individual submissions with a
compound sentiment score of less than -0.2 were labelled as ‘negative’ and those
with a score of at least 0.2 as ‘positive’ [165]. The number of positive sentiment
submissions was divided by the number of positive and negative sentiment submissions to derive the positive sentiment metric. The negative sentiment metric was
similarly normalised. The sentiment metrics were calculated for submissions across
the past 90 days to prevent noise in the metric from obscuring the identification of
underlying trends in the sentiment over time.
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Results

5.4.1

Reddit Submissions Descriptive Statistics

Table 5.1 presents descriptive statistics on Reddit submissions, showing a decline in
Reddit activity as prices stabilised. On average, over 500 submissions were posted
per day when prices were most volatile in stages 1 and 2; this fell 46% with stage 3.
Table 5.1: Descriptive statistics for Reddit Submissions (1 January 2017 to 3 December
2018).

5.4.2

Stage

Days

Submissions

All Data
1
2
3

702
349
195
139

326945
181327
101110
38706

Submissions
per Day
465.73
519.56
518.51
278.46

Most Frequent Words by Absolute Frequency

Figure 5.2 lists those words in at least 5% (one in twenty) submissions in all stages.
The term ‘bitcoin’ was the commonest, in about half of submissions. The other
terms conveyed the persistent popularity of discussion around the bitcoin price
(‘dollar marker symbol’ and ‘price’), acquiring bitcoin (‘get’, ‘buy’, ‘make’), opinions (‘like’), innovation (‘new’) and exchanges (‘exchang’). All these terms had a
statistically significant fall from stages 1 to 2 except ‘exchang’ (p-value 1.95e-01).
The ‘dollar marker symbol’ term rose significantly in popularity from stages 2 to 3
(p-value 4.94e-12).
Figure 5.3 lists those words that were in at least 5% submissions in an incomplete number of stages. Twenty fell significantly from stage 1 to 2 with 14 falling
to below the 5% threshold. ‘Blockchain’ became popular in stage 3 (46.12% rise
on stage 2, p-value of 3.39e-10) and so did ‘market’ (48.14% rise on stage 2, pvalue of 1.72e-17). Cryptocurrency discussions more than doubled in frequency
from phase 1 to 2, an upward trend that continued to phase 3. The term ‘coinbas[e]’ (frequency of 5.83% in stage 1) referred to the cryptoasset exchange Coinbase (https://www.coinbase.com/).
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Figure 5.2: Words in at least 5% submissions in all stages, and the percentage of submissions they were in for each stage. Bitcoin is graphed separately because it was
more than twice as frequent as the next word. The dashed, vertical grey line
represents the 5% cut-off. The top bar represents the percentage of submissions containing the term in stage 1; the middle bar is the percentage in stage
2; and the bottom bar is the percentage in stage 3. Each ‘word’ is a lemmatised
and then stemmed version of the original word. For example, ‘exchang’ represents exchange, exchanges, exchanged and exchanging, and ‘use’ represents
‘use’, ‘uses’, ‘used’ and ‘using’. The term ‘dollar marker symbol’ represents
different synonyms for the US Dollar (see Section 5.2.2).
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Figure 5.3: Words in at least 5% submissions in at least one stage but not all, and the
percentage of submissions they were in for each stage. These words consisted
of four groups demarcated by the black, horizontal lines: those words in at least
5% submissions in stage 1 alone (bottom words); in stages 1 and 2 (penultimate
from bottom); in stages 2 and 3 (penultimate from top); and in stage 3 alone
(top). The dashed, vertical grey line represents the 5% cut-off. The top bar
represents the percentage of submissions containing the term in stage 1; the
middle bar is the percentage in stage 2; and the bottom bar is the percentage in
stage 3. Each ‘word’ is a lemmatised and then stemmed version of the original
word. For example, ‘exchang’ represents exchange, exchanges, exchanged and
exchanging, and ‘use’ represents ‘use’, ‘uses’, ‘used’ and ‘using’.
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Comparing Word Frequencies Across Stages and Identifying Price Dynamic Words

Eleven words demonstrated a statistically significant change in frequency when
moving from both phase 1 to 2 and phase 2 to 3.
Six words rose across both phasic shifts: ‘investor’, ‘market’, ‘million’,
‘crypto’, ‘launch’ and ‘platform’. Two words fell across both phasic shifts: ‘segwit’
and ‘fee’.
Three words fulfilled the definition of a price dynamic word (Section 5.3.2) in
that the change in frequency was opposite and statistically significant from phase
1 to 2 and from phase 2 to 3: ‘tax’ and ‘ban’ rose from stage 1 to 2 and fell from
stage 2 to 3; whilst ‘dollar marker symbol’ fell from stage 1 to 2 and rose from
stage 2 to 3.
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Context of Price Dynamic Words

Identifying the Context
The word ‘ban’ occurred most with ‘china’ and ‘exchang[es]’ in stage 1 (see Table 5.2) but these associated words did not continue into stages 2 or 3. In stage 2,
bans were mentioned in the context of ‘central’ ‘bank’ ‘cryptocurr[ency]’ regulation. A subanalysis of the ten most frequent words associated with ‘ban’ demonstrated ‘trade’ (11.98%) and ‘ad’ (11.20%) were specific to stage 2, and ‘googl[e]’
(12.75%) was specific to stage 3. When ‘ban’ and ‘trade’ were run together (stage
2), ‘korea’ was the most frequent word (42.21%). When ‘ban’ and ‘ad’ were run
together, the chain of associations were: ‘facebook’ (42.36%), ‘googl[e]’ (22.95%)
and then ‘twitter’ (78.57%). In stage 3, ‘ban[s]’ by the ‘india[n]’ ‘reserv[e]’ ‘bank’
became a topic. When ‘ban’ was paired with ‘googl’, ‘ad’ had the highest frequency (46.15%). In submissions with these three words, ‘end’ (50.00%) was the
most frequent.
US Dollars were discussed the most with the word ‘buy’ in stages 1 and 2. This
pair was mentioned more with ‘price’ in stage 1 and ‘sell’ in phase 2. Phase 3 was
distinct - ‘price’ (20.63%) was mentioned more than ‘buy’ (13.70%) and dollars
and price were mentioned most frequently with the word ‘market’ (26.02%).
The word ‘tax’ occurred most frequently in association with the word ‘pay’
throughout all three stages.

Associated with ‘pay[ing]’ ‘tax’, was ‘capit[al]’

‘gain[s]’ (stage 1 and 2) and ‘buy[ing]’ (stage 1) and/or ‘sell[ing]’ (stage 1 and
2) bitcoin.
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Table 5.2: Chain of most frequent words associated with price dynamic words: ‘tax’, ‘ban’
and ‘dollar marker symbol’. At each step, submissions were reduced to those
containing all previous words in the chain and then the most frequent word in
these submissions was found and expressed as a percentage of submissions. For
example, starting with stage 1 submissions containing the word ‘tax’, the most
frequent word was ‘pay’ (34.17% of those submissions). The word that was most
frequent in submissions with the words ‘tax’ and ‘pay’ was ‘buy’, in 35.12% of
these submissions. In submissions that contained ‘tax’, ‘pay’ and ‘buy’, 48.73%
contained the word ‘sell’.
Stage
1

2

Chain
‘ban’
‘china’ (38.50%) - ‘exchang[e]’ (30.20%) - ‘price’ (31.69%) ‘peopl[e]’/‘would’/‘time’/‘trade’ (55.17%)
‘cryptocurr[ency]’ (29.63%) - ‘bank’ (23.10%) - ‘central’ (37.50%) - ‘govern’ (36.36%) ‘time’/‘technolog[y]’ (75.00%)
Starting with ‘ban’ and ‘trade’, censoring ‘cryptocurr[ency]’ and ‘crypto’
‘korea’ (42.21%) - ‘south’ (83.08%) - ‘say’/‘plan’ (20.37%)
Starting with ‘ban’ and ‘ad’, censoring ‘cryptocurr[ency]’ and ‘crypto’
‘facebook’ (42.36%) - ‘googl[e]’ (22.95%) - ‘twitter’ (78.57%) - ‘plan’ (36.36%)

3

‘cryptocurr[ency]’ (27.12%) - ‘india’ (31.33%) - ‘bank’ (34.62%) ‘reserv[e]’/‘court’ (44.44%)
Starting with ‘ban’ and ‘googl[e]’, censoring ‘cryptocurr[ency]’ and ‘crypto’
‘ad’ (46.15%) - ‘end’ (50.00%) ‘month’ (44.44%) - ‘next’/‘news’ (75.00%)

1

‘dollar marker symbol’
‘buy’ (24.05%) - ‘price’ (27.75%) - ‘time’ (39.43%) - ‘one’ (47.38%) ‘peopl[e]’ (63.57%)

2

‘buy’ (18.66%) - ‘sell’ (30.66%) - ‘price’ (47.22%) - ‘peopl[e]’/‘time’ (49.80%)

3

‘price’ (20.63%) - ‘market’ (26.02%) - ‘time’ (50.00%) - ‘exchang[e]’/‘trade’ (54.78%)

1

‘tax’
‘pay’ (34.17%) - ‘buy’ (35.12%) - ‘sell’ (48.73%) - ‘gain’ (55.21%) - ‘capit[al]’ (75.47%)

2

‘pay’ (28.95%) - ‘gain’ (36.13%) - ‘capit[al]’ (61.29%) - ‘year’/‘sell’ (45.26%)

3

‘pay’ (25.57%) - ‘one’/‘would’ (40.30%)
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Sentiment of the Context
Examining bitcoin mentions (see Figure 5.4) demonstrated that positive sentiments
were more than twice as frequent than negative across all three stages. Sentiment
initially became more negative during the phase of falling prices, but from March
2018 this trend reversed. Overall bitcoin mentions fell during phase 2, from over
58% to below half of submissions, but from April 2018 onwards this reversed.
Figure 5.5 shows that twice as many ‘ban’ submissions were negative than
positive, and there was a drift towards more negative sentiment over time. There
were periods of particularly high interest where frequency was above 1.6%: the 90
days up to October-November 2017 (phase 1), and in April 2018 and June 2018
(both phase 2).
Similar to bitcoin, the frequency of US Dollar mentions fell at the start of phase
2 with this trend reversing from April 2018 (Figure 5.6). Sentiment was twice as
positive than negative across the three phases. Sentiment became more negative
during phase 2 and, unlike with bitcoin, this trend reversed only with the shift from
phase 2 to 3.
Interest in ‘tax’ (Figure 5.7) began to rise just before phase 2, more than doubling in frequency from less than 0.8% (90 days to November 2017) to fluctuating
around 1.6% submissions (March-May 2018, phase 2). Frequency subsequently fell
to about 0.6% by August 2018 (phase 3). There were more than 2.5 times as many
positive than negative submissions mentioning ‘tax’ across the dataset.
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Figure 5.4: For ‘bitcoin’, over the past 90 days, from the top figure down: (A) the percentage of submissions containing the term; (B) the percentage of negative and
positive submissions that were of positive sentiment (solid, black line) or negative sentiment (dashed, grey line); (C) the percentage that were of positive
sentiment.
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Figure 5.5: For ‘ban’, over the past 90 days, from the top figure down: (A) the percentage
of submissions containing the term; (B) the percentage of negative and positive
submissions that were of positive sentiment (solid, black line) or negative sentiment (dashed, grey line); (C) the percentage that were of positive sentiment.
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Figure 5.6: For ‘dollar marker symbol’, over the past 90 days, from the top figure down:
(A) the percentage of submissions containing the term; (B) the percentage of
negative and positive submissions that were of positive sentiment (solid, black
line) or negative sentiment (dashed, grey line); (C) the percentage that were of
positive sentiment.
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Figure 5.7: For ‘tax’, over the past 90 days, from the top figure down: (A) the percentage
of submissions containing the term; (B) the percentage of negative and positive
submissions that were of positive sentiment (solid, black line) or negative sentiment (dashed, grey line); (C) the percentage that were of positive sentiment.
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Discussion

Examining the most frequent words established the evolving nature of Reddit discussions across the three phases (Figures 5.2 and 5.3). During stage 1, discussions
were more orientated towards people considering entering the bitcoin network, thus
the particularly high popularity of ‘get’, ‘buy’, ‘want’, ‘wallet’ and ‘mine’, and
the exchange Coinbase was more frequently considered than in subsequent periods. These words became less popular during stages 2 and 3. During stages 2 and
3, the frequency of submissions discussing crypto and cryptocurrencies more than
doubled that in stage 1; likewise, there was an uplift in discussion of blockchain.
This would be consistent with interest broadening from bitcoin to other forms of
cryptoasset and their associated blockchain technology. Evolving Reddit discussions were further reflected in certain words changing statistically significantly in
frequency between one phase and the next (Section 5.4.3). For example, there was
a decline in the debate concerning the ‘segwit’ bitcoin fork, whereas there was rising popularity in trading (‘investor’, ‘market’) and cryptoasset innovation (‘crypto’,
‘launch’).
Applying DDPWI identified three ‘price dynamic’ words whose frequencies
were associated with the volatile, falling prices of phase 2. The words ban and tax
were statistically significantly higher and US Dollars lower during phase 2 compared with both before (phase 1) and after (phase 3).
The word ‘ban’ occurred in a shifting context (Table 5.2) of consistently negative sentiment. This context changed from regulation in China (phase 1) to South
Korea (phase 2) to India (phase 3), whilst discussions about internet company bans
on adverts became evident only in phases 2 and 3. Discussions of ‘bans’ became
particularly frequent from September - November 2017 (just before phase 2) and
rose in frequency from January 2018 to a peak in April 2018 (in phase 2) (Figure
5.5). Higher concern over bans coincided with speculation of or actual bans being
implemented. For example, the phase 1 activity occurred with China announcing
a ban on exchanges in September 2017 with the last exchange closing in November [239]. In previous studies covering earlier time periods, the effect of ‘China’
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on the bitcoin price has been suggested [31, 174] and, using topic modelling, the
concept ‘China’ was predictive towards the bitcoin price [166].
During phase 2, there was speculation as to the extent to which cryptoasset
activities would be banned in South Korea [238]. Facebook banned cryptoasset
adverts from January - June 2018 [88], followed by announcements of bans by
Twitter [250] and Google [89] in March 2018. The chain of word frequencies in
Table 5.2, stage 3, could be explained by a court decision, in India, to uphold the
cryptoasset ban, made in July 2018 [285], and Google’s ban on cryptoasset adverts
being partially ended in October 2018 [89].
The identified significance of US Dollar discussions was consistent with the
importance of speculation in the 2017-18 pricing cycle, an issue raised by the House
of Commons Treasury Committee [141]. In stages 1 and 2, US Dollars were most
mentioned in the context of buying bitcoin (Table 5.2), with a fall in US Dollar
mentions in phase 2 consistent with declining buying enthusiasm (Figure 5.6). In
the period of relative price stability (phase 3), ‘buy’ no longer most commonly
occurred with US Dollars, nor was it in the chain of popular words (Table 5.2).
With more stable prices, there was thus less evidence for speculation.
The price dynamic word ‘tax’ showed a statistically significant increase in frequency from phase 1 to phase 2 and fall from phase 2 to phase 3. ‘Tax’ most
frequently occurred with ‘pay’ across all phases. The words ‘capit[al]’ and ‘gains’
were other close associates in stages 1 and 2. Gains on bitcoin trading have been
deemed liable to Capital Gains Tax in the US, UK, Japan and Australia [180]. The
price gains in phase 1 would have generated a tax liability for traders who sold bitcoin. In order to meet this, they might have sold further bitcoin in stage 2 when tax
was due at the end of the financial year, thus driving a downwards trend in prices.
The positive sentiment (Figure 5.7) across all stages may reflect that the need to pay
tax is associated with making a financial gain.

Chapter 6

Topics associated with Phasic Shifts
in Price
6.1

Introduction

This chapter applies machine learning to delineate topics associated with phasic
shifts in the price series. Pairs of contiguous phases are compared, identifying words
that rose or fell in frequency across phases. This removes the inherent constraint
of DDPWI where, after the second phase, the word must revert in frequency. The
resulting increase in words extracted is addressed by a neural network methodology
(word2vec) which consolidates the resulting words into fewer topics. Grouping
similar words together may help to identify events or concerns where discussion is
better indicated through the use of a group of words rather than one specific word,
such as with market sentiment (‘bear’, ‘bearish’ and ‘bull’).
This chapter aims to optimise the word2vec-based topic modelling approach
using Bitcoin data. The optimal model is applied to analyse the shift in bitcoin
prices from rising in Stage 1 to falling in Stage 2 (see Section 5.1). The material
in this chapter was presented at ACM SIGIR [43]. The methodology used for text
preparation and the identification of words that changed statistically significantly in
frequency is identical to that described in Chapter 5. The bitcoin price phases are
described in Section 5.1, with the addition of a Stage 4 to the price series from 15
November 2018 to 22 January 2019 where prices fell to 55% of the previous low
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(29 June 2018) and then recovered to 60%.

6.2

Framework

Word2vec models were trained (‘gensim’ Version 3.5.0 [289]) using text from all
submissions from 00:00 1 January 2017 to before 00:00 23 January 2019 (GMT).
This used the default hyperparameter values suggested by gensim [289], except that
the number of noise words drawn (in the case of negative sampling) and iterations
were increased to 20 to reflect the limited dataset size [204,205]. Words with a total
frequency below 100 were excluded.
Two-sided Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Tests were applied to delineate words that
changed statistically significantly in frequency across stages in the price series.
The trained word2vec models assigned to each word a vector of 100 continuousscaled numbers. The risers and fallers were placed on separate undirected graphs
(‘NetworkX’ Version 2.2 [213]) where each edge had a weight corresponding to
the cosine similarity between the words’ vectors [157]. The weight thus measured
how similar the context was in which the two words were used [204]. A threshold
was applied to remove the edges with the lowest cosine similarities. Topics were
identified as groups of more than one word that were connected with each other and
not connected with words outside the group.
Compared with applying k-means [163, 166], this graphical approach to clustering word2vec-represented words obviated the need to select the number of topics
and allowed for polysemy.

6.3
6.3.1

Experiments in Topic Modelling Optimisation
Datasets

Table 6.1 shows a decline in the number of words that statistically significantly rose
and fell over time as successive stages had fewer associated days and submissions,
and so less data were available. This was exacerbated by a decline in Reddit activity.
Over 500 submissions per day were being posted on average in Stages 1 and 2, the
periods when prices were most volatile. This fell 46% as prices stabilised (Stage 3)
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and by a further 10% in Stage 4.
Table 6.1: Descriptive statistics for Reddit Submissions (1 January 2017 to 22 January
2019).

6.3.2

Stage

Days

Submissions

All
1
2
3
4

752
349
195
139
69

338415
181327
101110
38706
17272

Submissions Risers Fallers
per Day
450.02
N/A
N/A
519.56
N/A
N/A
518.51
129
586
278.46
83
40
250.32
63
8

Model Variants

Experiments compared four different word2vec architectures in deploying this
framework. Using a neural network trained to predict the current word using its
context, the Continuous Bag-of-Words model (CBOW), was evaluated against training to predict the context using the current word, the continuous Skip-gram (SG)
model [204]. Computational complexity being mitigated through the original approach of Hierarchical Softmax (HS) [204] was assessed against the alternative
Negative Sampling (NEG) [205]. The following percentile thresholds applied to
the graph were compared: 90, 95, 99, 99.90, 99.95 and 99.99. A pre-trained model
was not used in comparison as these were developed for words without stemming
and lemmatisation [120].

6.3.3

Evaluation Metrics

A ‘group’ here refers to two or more words that are connected by edges. The words
within each group generated should be similar to each other and dissimilar with
words outside the group. The median cosine similarity between words within the
same group (‘INTRA’) and between words in a group and words outside (‘INTER’)
were calculated. These are of the same scale and so INTER was deducted from
INTRA to provide a measure of the quality of the groups generated. Using just this
quality metric resulted in only one or two groups being generated with the exception
of the words that fell from Stages 1 to 2.
The more groups, the more potential, distinct topics that can be interpreted
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from them, and so the quality metric was multiplied by the number of groups generated (Equation 6.1), resulting in an evaluation score (‘EVAL’). Models with a
negative INTRA or INTER score were excluded. This meant that the same percentage increase in either quality or number of groups had the same impact on the
evaluation metric.

EVAL = (INT RA − INT ER) × Number of Groups

6.3.4

(6.1)

Evaluating Model Variants

Tables 6.2 to 6.6 compare the results of applying different word2vec architectures to
each dataset of rising or falling words. For each word2vec architecture (‘Model’),
a threshold was selected (‘Threshold’) that maximised the value of the evaluation
score with each table showing the resulting optimal number of groups (‘Groups’)
and evaluation score (‘EVAL’).
Examining Stages 1 to 2 (see Tables 6.2 and 6.3), the evaluation score was
similar across different word2vec architectures applied to the same dataset. The
exception was that, for the risers from Stages 1 to 2 (Table 6.3), the evaluation
score for SG with HS was 41% higher (11.45) compared with the second highest
value (8.12). The architecture SG with HS had the highest evaluation score for
words falling from Stages 2 to 3 (Table 6.4) and rising from Stages 3 to 4 (Table
6.6). There was, however, no consistent tendency for one word2vec architecture to
outperform all others: the architecture SG with HS had the third highest evaluation
score in Table 6.5 and second highest in Table 6.2. The results for the words falling
from Stages 3 to 4 are not shown as there were only eight words and only one group
was generated across the models compared.
A further result was that the more words available for extracting topics, the
more groups were generated and the higher the optimal threshold.
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Table 6.2: Grouping 586 Words Falling from Stages 1 to 2

Model
Threshold INTRA
SG, NEG
99.90 0.6863
SG, HS
99.90 0.5946
CBOW, NEG
99.90 0.6626
CBOW, HS
99.90 0.5742

INTER
0.1939
0.0360
0.0206
0.002178

Groups
73
67
62
62

EVAL
35.95
37.43
39.81
35.46

Table 6.3: Grouping 129 Words Rising from Stages 1 to 2

Model
SG, NEG
SG, HS
CBOW, NEG
CBOW, HS

Threshold
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00

INTRA
0.6139
0.6815
0.5068
0.4806

INTER
0.1865
0.0790
0.0573
0.0297

Groups
19
19
15
17

EVAL
8.12
11.45
6.74
7.67

Table 6.4: Grouping 40 Words Falling from Stages 2 to 3

Model
SG, NEG
SG, HS
CBOW, NEG
CBOW, HS

Threshold
95.00
95.00
95.00
95.00

INTRA
0.5893
0.6013
0.5879
0.5476

INTER
0.1696
0.0530
0.0351
0.0120

Groups
7
8
6
7

EVAL
2.94
4.39
3.32
3.75

Table 6.5: Grouping 83 Words Rising from Stages 2 to 3

Model
SG, NEG
SG, HS
CBOW, NEG
CBOW, HS

Threshold
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00

INTRA
0.5514
0.5881
0.5517
0.4932

INTER
0.2154
0.0895
0.0509
0.0286

Groups
8
10
12
12

EVAL
2.69
4.99
6.01
5.58

Table 6.6: Grouping 63 Words Rising from Stages 3 to 4

Model
SG, NEG
SG, HS
CBOW, NEG
CBOW, HS

Threshold
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00

INTRA
0.6918
0.7712
0.8036
0.7005

INTER
0.2246
0.0607
0.0317
0.0060

Groups
8
9
8
8

EVAL
3.74
6.39
6.18
5.56
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Topic Modelling

The shift from Stage 1 (rising) to Stage 2 (falling) prices had the most associated
data (Table 6.1). The optimal model for falling words was CBOW with NEG (Table
6.2) and for rising was SG with HS (Table 6.3). The largest groups (with more than
three words) are displayed in Figures 6.2 and 6.1 using a force-embedded algorithm
(following Fruchterman and Reingold [110]) to display the graph for each group.
The topics generated by the different approaches were similar. The optimal
model identified eight topics in the fallers which when the other three model variants
were examined were constant. For risers, the results were again constant for the SG
with NEG and with HS, but no ‘ICO’ topic could be found for CBOW with NEG
and no ‘Startup’ topic could be found for CBOW with HS.
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Figure 6.1: Groups Rising in Frequency from Stages 1 to 2.

Figure 6.2: Groups Falling in Frequency from Stages 1 to 2.
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Smaller Groups Identified

Smaller groups (with three or fewer words) identified for words rising in frequency
from Stages 1 to 2:
• Regulation: (‘cftc’, ‘chairman’), (‘regul’, ‘g20’)
• Sentiment: (‘bull’, ‘bear’), (‘rebound’, ‘slump’), (‘bullish’, ‘bearish’, ‘sentiment’)
• Manipulation: (‘whale’, ‘manipul’)
• Influencers: (‘mcafe’, ‘john’), (‘buffett’, ‘warren’, ‘buffet’)
• Social Media: (‘discord’, ‘telegram’)
Smaller groups identified for words falling in frequency from Stages 1 to 2:
• Price: (‘cad’, ‘dollar marker symbol’, ‘worth’)
• Acquiring: (‘sell’, ‘purchas’, ‘buy’), (‘ach’, ‘wire’)
• Understanding: (‘best’, ‘safest’, ‘safe’), (‘explain’, ‘eli5’)
• Hash Rate: (‘difficulti’, ‘hashpow’, ‘hashrat’)
• Related to ‘Fork’: (‘btu’, ‘bch’, ‘bcc’), (‘agreement’, ‘nya’), (‘btc1’, ‘core’)
• Influencers: (‘silbert’, ‘barri’), (‘garzik’, ‘jeff’)
• Firms: (‘okcoin’, ‘cni’, ‘btcc’)
• Mining pools: (‘antpool’, ‘pool’)
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Interpretation

The largest groups of rising words clustered around five topics (Figure 6.1) centred
on ‘East Asia’, ‘Competition’, ‘Startup’, ‘ICO’ and the ‘Lightning Network’. Regarding East Asia, Japanese Coincheck and South Korean Bithumb were both subject to investigations and hacks [218], whilst ‘giant’ could refer to large Japanese
firms entering partnerships with exchanges to accept bitcoin [273]. Bitcoin competitors that became more discussed included Tron (‘trx’), Stellar, EOS (‘eo’), Cardano, Ripple (‘rippl’, ‘xrp’) and Verge (‘verg’). The ‘Startup’ topic focussed on
incubators (‘incub’), the Silicon Valley (‘silicon’, ‘valley’ and ‘bay’), investment
(‘angel’) and founders. There was also growing interest in ICOs (‘ico’) and the
Lightning Network. Examining the smaller groups revealed interest in regulation
that reflected reported fears of global regulation from the G20 [51] and actions from
the US CFTC [203]. There was further rising interest in sentiment and market manipulation, a possible response to falling prices, as well as in social media websites
Telegram and Discord.
The largest groups of falling words clustered around eight topics (Figure 6.2)
which reflected a notable fall in discussion around how Bitcoin works. This involved topics covering ‘Wallet’, ‘Transfer’, ‘Exchanges’, ‘Password’ and ‘Posts’.
In response to escalating confirmation times (topic ‘Confirmation’), a split (topic
‘Fork’) emerged between Bitcoin Unlimited (‘bu’ and ‘unlimit’), for a larger blocksize limit (topic ‘Blocksize’), and Segregated Witness (SegWit), for moving information off network [71]. This involved protests such as the User-Activated Soft
Fork (‘uasf’) Bitcoin Improvement Proposal 148 (‘bip148’) [134] and the abortive
compromise SegWit2x [18]. Results show how interest in this debate declined after
SegWit was implemented and Bitcoin Cash was forked, both on 1 August 2017 [71].
The smaller groups corroborated with the themes identified by the larger groups and
further showed a declining interest in the price of bitcoin and in acquiring bitcoin.
The importance of the views of specific influencers was suggested by the inclusion of their names among rising and falling words (see Section 6.3.4.2). With rising
prices (Stage 1) becoming falling (Stage 2), Barry Silbert and Jeff Garzik became
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less mentioned, whilst John McAfee and Warren Buffett became more popular.

6.5

Discussion

Removing the requirement of DDPWI (Chapter 5) that the word frequency change
must revert in the next phase resulted in more words being delineated (see Table 6.1). This study optimised word2vec-based topic modelling to determine topics
among the words that changed in frequency. Comparing different word2vec architectures showed that no single architecture consistently provided optimal results
showing the need to compare all the architectures when applying this approach.
The optimal models were applied to the most significant shift in bitcoin prices from
across 2017 to 2018 and this led to the emergence of intuitive groups.
Topics that rose in frequency from phase 1 to 2 could be linked with events or
concerns occurring within phase 2 (see Section 6.4). These results suggest a higher
interest in regulation (as previously observed in Chapter 5), developments in East
Asian markets and the views of influencers such as John McAfee and Warren Buffett. These topics provide only possible, not proven, explanations for why bitcoin
prices shifted from rising (phase 1) to overall falling and volatile (phase 2).
Topics that fell in frequency from phase 1 to 2 could be intuitively linked with
subjects that had been of interest in phase 1 but were no longer as relevant by phase
2 (see Section 6.4). These topics could be split between those capturing an interest
in Bitcoin forks and those suggestive of an overall enthusiasm for Bitcoin, such
as discussing how to acquire bitcoin, its price and how it works. As discussed in
Section 6.4, the discussion of forks in phase 1 coincided with a debate over forks in
the Bitcoin codebase. The higher apparent enthusiasm for Bitcoin in phase 1 was
probably symptomatic of the rising prices in phase 1 that may have encouraged a
desire to hold Bitcoin.
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A Comparison of DDPWI with Word2vec-based
Topic Modelling

Whilst DDPWI resulted in three price dynamic words (‘ban’, ‘tax’ and US Dollars)
associated with phase 2, the word2vec-based approach identified 129 words which
rose in frequency and 586 words which fell in frequency as bitcoin prices shifted
from phase 1 to phase 2 (see Table 6.1).
The word2vec-based topic modelling approach consolidated these words into
topics. This involved black-box neural networks that meant the DDPWI methodology was more transparent. The word2vec-based topic modelling approach also had
greater computational requirements. There was a need to train the word2vec model
on cryptoasset-related text. As no one word2vec architecture was consistently optimal, further computation was also required in comparing all architectures before
applying the optimal approach.
Word2vec-based topic modelling can be deployed to compare any two datasets
of word frequencies. Whereas, DDPWI requires specifically a consecutive, triphasic
dataset where the word frequencies in a single phase in the price series can be
compared with the phases chronologically before and after.
The next chapter extracts plausible causes of phasic shifts in price from social media text using the word2vec-based topic modelling approach. Both the
‘mono-phase’ and ‘multi-phase’ analyses require a tool that can extract concepts
that changed in frequency across two datasets. Unlike DDPWI, word2vec-based
topic modelling is sufficiently flexible to provide such a tool and so was used as
part of the methodology (see Section 7.4).

Chapter 7

Cryptoasset Phasic Shifts and
Causality
7.1

Introduction

Previous chapters examined the association between word use and a particular phase
or topic use and phasic shifts in the bitcoin price (Chapters 5 and 6). The current
chapter evolves the debate from what events and concerns are associated with different phases in price to what are the plausible causes of these phasic shifts in price.
A standardised pipeline is developed and applied to both the bitcoin and ether price
series that applies a common approach to preparing the text and finding phases in
the cryptoasset price series. Examining both Bitcoin and Ethereum enables a comparison of the results which is used to determine if the discovered causes are specific
to a cryptoasset or shared between them.
In considering causality, if an event occurs as price changes, that event could be
driving the change in price, but a reasonable alternative explanation is that the event
is in response to the change in price. To exclude the latter possibility, cause must
come before effect as the future cannot affect the past [35, 122, 146]. Hence, the
event must precede the price change, and such events, therefore, may be predictive.
Previous literature has focussed on models that assess if certain features are
predictive of the cryptoasset price (see Sections 2.3 and 2.4.1). However, establishing a predictive relationship does not prove a causal link because of ‘confounding
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bias’ [223]. That is to say if one event occurs before another, both may be the symptoms of a third factor changing [223] or there may have been a catalyst unique to
that dataset without which the causal link ceases [252].
Ideally, experiments would be carried out to reduce the risk of confounding
bias [223, 251], but for cryptoassets we have only observational data. Although
observational data cannot prove that a candidate caused a change it can provide
evidence that favours this explanation over confounding bias [223, 251]. It is in this
context that healthcare epidemiologists often operate to find the underlying causes
of disease, as, for instance, with the link between smoking and lung cancer [74,251].

7.2

The Causality Framework

The approach (see Figure 7.1) is to filter words from social media text, group words
of similar meaning to identify the underlying concepts, and then to apply quantitative causality criteria. There is then an examination of the context of the delineated
concepts and evaluation of the coherence of suggested causal links with known
facts [35]. Healthcare epidemiology literature suggests two distinct approaches to
constructing the quantitative causality criteria.
The first approach uses the strength of the association to support a causal
link [35, 251]. The larger the increase in the candidate cause and the greater the
effect, the more any third, unconsidered, ‘confounding’ variable would have to affect both for the association to be spurious and not indicative of a causal relationship [74, 125, 251]. This is applicable to identifying rare, unpredictable black swan
events that have a one-off influence on a single, major phasic shift in the price series. The ‘mono-phase’ analysis (see Figure 7.1) focuses on the major change in the
price series which is the shift in movement from the phase of rising prices before
to the phase of falling prices after the all time high price. This analysis filters for
words that were statistically significantly higher in frequency in the latter phase of
falling values. The causality criteria used are: frequency is more than three-fold
higher [125] in the phase of falling prices than the phase of rising prices, and frequency is higher within the 24 hours before the maximum price. A cut-off is used
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that the concept must be more than three-fold higher in frequency to reduce the risk
that the detected association is spurious. This is consistent with recommendations
in the epidemiology literature regarding the definition of what constitutes ‘strong
support for causation’ [125].
The alternative approach places value in relationships that consistently recur
despite a changing context [35, 146]. The more an observed association recurs
across different contexts, the more likely any unobserved variables would have
changed in value and impact, and so the less likely that the observed association
is due to some unobserved variable driving both candidate cause and effect. This
approach can detect potential causes with a recurring effect on the price series. In
the ‘multi-phase’ analysis (see Figure 7.1), words are filtered for where daily frequency was statistically significantly different comparing all phases of rising values
with all phases of falling values. A concept captured a potential recurring cause
of rising values if its frequency was higher in every phase of rising values compared with the previous phase and higher within the 24 hours before each phase of
rising values. Concepts reflecting potential causes of falling values have a higher
frequency in every phase of falling values compared with the previous phase and a
higher frequency within the 24 hours before each phase of falling values.
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Figure 7.1: The causality framework. This evaluates evidence for or against an event
and/or concern on social media having an impact on price. The framework
begins in the box labelled ‘Data Preparation’. The mono-phase analysis follows the route on the left and the multi-phase analysis follows the route on
the right; differences in approach are indicated by coloured text. The process
terminates in the box labelled ‘Coherence with Known Facts’.
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Data preparation

7.3.1

Dataset

The dataset extended from 1 January 2017 to 14 May 2019 and included: Reddit submissions text sourced using the Pushshift API [15], the US Dollar bitcoin
price from the Charts API of [26] and the US Dollar ether price from [99]. Text
from subreddit ‘r/Bitcoin’ was used for Bitcoin analyses and combined text from
‘r/ethereum’, ‘r/ethtrader’ and ‘r/EtherMining’ was used for Ethereum analyses (see
Section 2.3.6 in Chapter 2).

7.3.2

Dividing the price series into phases

The price data were divided into phases using local maxima and minima to define
the boundaries (see Figure 7.2). A date represented a local maximum if the price
was higher than on any other date 28 days (4 weeks) before and after. That date was
a local minimum if the price was instead lower than on any other date 28 days before
and after. Phases terminating just before a local maximum were rising price phases,
those ending just before a local minimum were falling price phases. Sometimes
there were several consecutive minima with the last value being the lowest; all such
minima except the last, lowest value were ignored.
The length of the window was specified at 28 days before and after because
a longer window risked merging rising and falling price phases. For example, examining bitcoin, the 28-day window delineated a phase where bitcoin prices fell
65% from the all time high price on 16 December 2017 to 5 February 2018 (see
Figures 1.1 and 7.2). Doubling the length of this window to 56 days would have
enlarged this phase of price movement to include the subsequent 70% increase in
prices from 5 February 2018 to 5 March 2018. Using shorter time windows would
have reduced the size of the price phases, limiting the amount of data available
when applying Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Tests to filter words in the mono-phase analysis (described in Section 7.4.1.1). This would have reduced the power of such
tests [37].
As bitcoin prices rose across 2017, there were brief phases where bitcoin prices
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reversed upon reaching round values. This occurred at 1000 US Dollars (1285.14 to
941.92 from 3-24 March 2017); 3000 US Dollars (2961.83 to 1931.21 from 11 June
to 16 July 2017); and 5000 US Dollars (4911.74 to 3319.63 from 1-14 September
2017). Traders sell at round values that represent a large return on their investment to prevent losing this return to subsequent volatility, even if their view of the
cryptoasset is unchanged [56]. Therefore, these phases were incorporated into the
overall rising price phase.
When technical traders believe that a certain price level is a support or resistance level, they will buy (pushing prices up) as prices fall to that support level and
sell (pushing prices down) as prices rise to that resistance level [209]. When prices
approach a round-valued price this can drive reversals in trend even if opinion of
the cryptoasset is otherwise unchanged [4, 90, 261, 291]. These phases where the
connect between price and non-price events and concerns is weak were excluded.
In 2017, the ether price rose to 394.66 US Dollars (12 June), fell to near 150
US Dollars (155.42 US Dollars, 16 July 2017), then rose again to 391.42 US Dollars
(1 September 2017) (Figure 1.1). This supports a 400 US Dollar price resistance
level identified by the media at the time [14, 295]. Hence, the phase from 12 June
(where the barrier was first neared) to before 23 November 2017 (when the barrier
was exceeded) is removed from analysis.
In 2018, the bitcoin price fell to 5908.70 US Dollars (29 June 2018), recovered
and tested the barrier again at 6050.94 (14 August 2018). Hence the 6000 US Dollar
support level has been described as a ‘crucial test’ [77]. The phase from 29 June
2018 to before 15 November 2018 (when prices finally fell below the barrier) is
removed from analysis.
After attaining a local minimum in mid-December 2018, neither the bitcoin nor
ether price fell further. This point thus marks the end of the 2017-18 price cycle this
thesis focusses on, and so the last phase of data analysed ends mid-December 2018
for both cryptoassets (14 December for Ethereum and 15 December for Bitcoin).
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Figure 7.2: Comparison of ether and bitcoin US Dollar Price Local Extrema (1 January
2017 to 14 May 2019). Local minima indicated by blue ‘.’ and local maxima
by red ‘/’. Smallest, lightest-coloured symbols indicate most extreme (highest
or lowest) price for 28 days (4 weeks or about 1 month) before and after; next
size 56 days (8 weeks or about 2 months); and largest, darkest-coloured 84
days (12 weeks or about 3 months) before and after. Dates of minima on left
and maxima on right.
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Text preparation

Reddit submission processing involved: removing blank, duplicate and automated
submissions, standardising text of synonymous meaning and deleting text not relating to words. Each submission was converted from a string of text into a list of
distinct words.

7.3.3.1

Submissions filtered out

The following submissions were removed:
• Automated submissions authored by the following: ‘AutoModerator’, ‘CommunityPoints’, ‘rBitcoinMod’ and ‘crypto bot’;
• Those consisting of duplicate text;
• Those containing just ‘[deleted]’ or ‘[removed]’; and
• Blank submissions.

7.3.3.2

Text processing

All text was placed into lower case and strings of 50 or more word characters (too
long to represent a word) were removed. The following details the approach to
standardising synonymous words ( e.g. ‘BTC’ and ‘bitcoin’) and replacing terms
of multiple words (‘smart contract’) with single words (‘smartcontract’). This accounted for words being separated by whitespace characters (‘smart contract’) and
hyphens (‘smart-contract’); and for spelling variants (decentralised and decentralized).
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Currency codes – Cryptoasset codes were replaced by the name of the associated cryptoasset (see Table 7.1). References to ‘1BTC’ or ‘1 XBT’ became ‘1
bitcoin’; ‘ETH’ and ‘ether(s)’ became ‘ethereum’. This was applied to the top 10
cryptoassets by market capitalisation and/or liquidity (13:41 GMT; 21 May 2019):
Bitcoin, Ethereum, Ripple, Bitcoin Cash, Litecoin, Binance Coin, Tether, Stellar,
Cardano and Tron. The cryptoassets EOS, Matic Network and NEO did not have a
distinct currency code. The abbreviation SAT was further replaced with satoshi [22].
Other cryptoassets were added to this list where highlighted by previous runs of the
methodology: Golem, Verge, Ethereum Classic, Bitcoin Unlimited, Iconomi, Distributed Credit Chain, UChain, Bancor, Maker DAO, DIGIX and Auctus. Before
this, references to US dollars were standardised.
Table 7.1: Replacing currency code with associated name. Conversion of ETC into
‘ethereumclassic’ was conducted prior to lower-case conversion to prevent confusion with et cetera (‘etc.’).

Replacing Term
dollarmarkersymbol
ethereum
ethereumclassic
bitcoincash
bitcoin
satoshi
tron
ripple
stellar
cardano
litecoin
golem
tether
binancecoin
verge
bitcoinunlimited
iconomi
distributedcreditchain
uchain
bancor
makerdao
digix
auctus

Terms Replaced
‘(us/u.s.) dollar(s)’; ‘usd’; ‘$’
‘eth’; ‘ether(s)’
‘ETC’; ‘ethereum classic’
‘bch’; ‘bitcoin cash’; ‘bcash’
‘btc’; ‘xbt’; ‘bitcoins’
‘sat(s)’; ‘satoshis’
‘trx’
‘xrp’
‘xlm’
‘ada’
‘ltc’, ‘litecoins’
‘gnt’
‘usdt’
‘bnb’; ‘binance coin(s)’
‘xvg’; ‘verge currency’
‘bu’; ‘btu’; ‘bitcoin unlimited’
‘icn’
‘distributed credit chain’; ‘dcc’
‘ucn’
“bancor(’)(s) network token”; ‘bnt’
‘maker dao’; ‘dai’
‘dgx’; ‘dgd’; ‘digix dao’; ‘digix gold token(s)’
‘auc’
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Improvement proposals – The following improvement proposal references
were standardised: ‘bitcoin improvement proposal(s)’ and ‘bips’ were converted
to ‘bip’; ‘ethereum improvement proposal(s)’ and ‘eips’ were converted to ‘eip’;
and ‘ethereum request(s) for comment(s)’ was changed to ‘erc’. References to the
same numbered proposal were standardised through removing the gap between the
proposal type (‘erc’) and number of proposal (‘20’). Hence, ‘erc-20’, ‘erc 20’ and
‘erc20’ all became ‘erc20’.
Cryptoasset, financial, regulator and nationality words – Ethereum-related
(Table 7.2); bitcoin-related (Table 7.3); cryptoasset-related (Table 7.4); and financerelated (Table 7.5) terminology were standardised.
Table 7.2: Ethereum concepts standardised.

New Term
smartcontract
evm
dapp
dao
dac
ico
eea

Words Replaced
‘smart contract(s)’
‘ethereum virtual machine’
‘decentralized application(s)’; ‘dapp(s)’; ‘dap(s)’
‘decentralized autonomous organization(s)’; ‘dao(s)’
‘decentralized autonomous corporation(s)’; ‘dac(s)’
‘initial coin/token offering(s)’; ‘token generation event(s)’;
‘ico(s)’; ‘ito(s)’; ‘tge(s)’
‘enterprise ethereum alliance’

Table 7.3: Bitcoin concepts standardised. The term ‘lightening’ is a common mistake in
spelling ‘lightning’ [281].

New Term
ln
segwit
segwit2x
nya

Words Replaced
‘light(e)ning network(s)’
‘segregated witness’; ‘sw’
‘b2x’; ‘s(w)2x’; ‘s(w)2mb’; ‘segwit 2mb’; ‘segwit2mb’;
‘segwit 2x’
‘bitcoin scaling agreement at consensus 2017’; ‘new york
agreement’
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Table 7.4: Cryptoasset concepts standardised.

New Term
cryptoasset
delegatedproofofstake
proofofstake
proofofwork
proofofauthority
byzantinefaulttolerance
directedacyclicgraph
storeofvalue
mediumofexchange
unitofaccount
cpu
gpu
asic
asicboost
uasf
hashrate
twofactorauthentication
ddos
ipfs
pki
publickey
privatekey
nonce
hardfork
softfork
hd
explain
fud
ai
transaction
txid
tpsec

Words Replaced
‘crypto currency/ies’; ‘crypto asset(s)’; ‘cryptocurrency/ies’
‘delegated proof of stake’; ‘dpos’
‘proof of stake’; ‘pos’
‘proof of work’; ‘pow’
‘proof of authority’; ‘poa’
‘byzantine fault tolerance’; ‘bft’
‘directed acyclic graph(s)’; ‘dag’
‘store of value’; ‘sov’
‘medium of exchange’; ‘moe’
‘unit of account’; ‘uoa’
‘central processing unit(s)’; ‘cpus’
‘graphics processing unit(s)’; ‘gpus’
‘application specific integrated circuit(s)’; ‘asics’
‘asic boost’
‘user activated soft fork(s)’
‘hash power’; ‘hash rate’
‘two/2/multi factor authentication’; ‘2fa’
‘distributed denial of service’
‘interplanetary file(s) system’
‘public key infrastructure’
‘public key(s)’
‘private key(s)’
‘number used only once’
‘hard fork’; ‘hf’
‘soft fork’
‘hierarchical deterministic’
‘eli5’
‘fear(,) uncertainty(,) (and) doubt’
‘artificial intelligence’
‘tx’
‘transaction id(entification)’
‘transaction(s) per second’; ‘tps’
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New Term
etf
etp
otc
dex
cex
pumpanddump
marketcap
larger
technicalanalysis
fundamentalanalysis
kyc
sec
ftc
cftc
fdic
doj
g20
pboc
cboe
ice
p2p
korea
france
china

Words Replaced
‘exchange traded fund(s)’
‘exchange traded product(s)’
‘over the counter’
‘decentralised exchange(s)’
‘centralised exchange(s)’
‘pump(s/ed/ing) and dump(s/ed/ing)’
‘market cap(italisation)(s)’
‘bigger’; ‘larger’
‘ta’; ‘technical analysis’
‘fa’; ‘fundamental analysis’
‘know your customer/client’
‘securities and exchange commission’
‘federal trade commission’
‘commodity futures trading commission’
‘federal deposit insurance corporation’
‘department of justice’
‘group of twenty/20’
“people’s bank of china”; ‘pbc’
‘chicago board options exchange’
‘intercontinental exchange’
‘peer to/2 peer’
‘(south) korea(n)’
‘french’
‘chinese’
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Text removed

The following were removed respectively: URLs; HTML tags (e.g. ‘&amp’); the
new line character (‘\n’); references to deleted text (‘[removed]’ and ‘[deleted]’);
greetings (‘hey’, ‘hi’ and ‘hello’) and non-ASCII text (e.g. Cyrillic alphabet or
emoticons). Punctuation and apostrophes were removed unless these were inside
words to indicate abbreviations (e.g. ‘o’clock’).

7.3.3.4

Creating lists of words from strings of text

The processed text was tokenised into word lists using Python package NLTK version 3.3 and its associated download ‘punkt’. ‘Stopwords’ were then removed using
the list provided by NLTK, supplemented by abbreviations for ‘not’ (“n’t”); ‘I am’
(‘im’, “i’m”); ‘you are’ (“you’re”, ‘youre’); ‘(s)he is’ (‘(s)hes’, “(s)he’s”); ‘they
are’ (‘theyr’, “they’r”, “they’re”, ‘theyre’); and ‘we are’ (‘wer’, “we’r”, “we’re”).
Words were also removed that contained no letters, thus deleting any numbers,
along with references to thousands (‘5k’ or ‘14k’), millions (‘5m’, ‘1m’), multiples
(‘10x’), ranks (‘1st’, ‘2nd’ or ‘4th’) and images (‘img’). Words were lemmatised using NLTK’s ‘WordNetLemmatizer’, and stemmed using ‘SnowballStemmer’. The
‘snowball’ stemmer was selected in being least likely to treat words of the same
concept differently or words of a different concept the same [154]. Table 7.6 lists
lemmatised and stemmed words that were standardised as they referred to similar
concepts.
Table 7.6: Lemmatised and stemmed words standardised.

New Word
‘mine’
‘newbi’
‘buy’
‘ad’
‘mew’
‘verif’
‘repli’
‘might’
‘partner’

Word Replaced
‘miner’
‘noob’; ‘n00b’; ‘newb’
‘purchas’
‘advertis’; ‘advert’
‘myetherwallet’; ‘myetherwalletcom’; ‘wwwmyetherwalletcom’
‘verifi’; ‘verif’
‘respons’
‘mayb’
‘partnership’
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Measuring frequency

With each submission represented as a list of words, the number of submissions
across a defined time period that contained each word could be counted. This was
then divided by the total number of submissions such that the ‘frequency’ or ‘popularity’ of a word was the proportion of submissions across a defined time period that
contained that word at least once. Extending to groups containing multiple words,
frequency was the proportion of submissions containing at least one word from that
group. Daily frequency referred to the proportion of submissions containing a word
or a word from a group on each day. Following the sources on price data [26, 99],
a ‘day’ was specified to be from 00:00 on a given day to before 00:00 the next date
(GMT).

7.4

Methodology

An overview of the methodology is provided in Figure 7.1.

7.4.1
7.4.1.1

Mono-phase analysis
Filter words

One-tailed Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Tests (SciPy package version 1.1.0) and a
Bonferroni-corrected p-value threshold of 1% were applied to filter for those words
where the daily word frequency tended to be higher in the phase after the all time
high price compared with before. Prior to this, extremely rare words in 100 or less
submissions were removed.

7.4.1.2

Identify concepts

Word2vec-based topic modelling was applied following the methodology specified
in Chapter 6. This produced groups of connected words, which were merged into
single ‘concepts’ (such as ‘cardano’/‘eo’/‘iota’/‘rippl’/‘stellar’/‘tron’), and words
unconnected with any other word (‘korea’), which were treated as concepts consisting of only one word. Hence, the ‘concepts’ examined consisted of one or more
words that shared a similar meaning. This required the use of word2vec models [204, 205], which were trained on the processed text from all submissions, as
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well as Python packages ‘gensim’ [289] version 3.5.0 and ‘NetworkX’ [213] version 2.2.

7.4.1.3

Apply causality criteria: strength and cause before effect

Mono-phase concepts were more than three-fold higher in popularity [125] across
the phase after the all time high price compared with the phase before, and increased
in frequency before the shift in phase. Determining whether frequency rose before
the shift involved examining one hour, two hours, three hours, and so on, up to 24
hours before the shift and evaluating whether the proportion of submissions containing the concept within any of these windows was higher compared with all the
submissions in the same phase but before that window.

7.4.2
7.4.2.1

Multi-phase analysis
Filter words

Two-tailed Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Tests (SciPy package version 1.1.0) and a
Bonferroni-corrected p-value threshold of 1% were applied to extract those words
where the daily word frequency tended to be higher or lower comparing all phases
where prices rose with all phases where prices fell. Prior to this, extremely rare
words in 100 or less submissions were removed.

7.4.2.2

Identify concepts

Words more frequent as prices rose were split from those more popular as prices
fell. Word2vec topic modelling was applied, as in Section 7.4.1.2, to convert each
set of words into a set of concepts: ‘rising-price concepts’ consisted of words higher
in frequency as prices rose and ‘falling-price concepts’ consisted of words more
frequent as prices fell.

7.4.2.3

Apply causality criteria: consistency and cause before effect

Rising-price, multi-phase concepts were rising-price concepts that rose in frequency
with every shift to rising prices and within the 24 hours before every shift to rising
prices. Falling-price, multi-phase concepts were falling-price concepts that rose in
frequency with every shift to falling prices and within the 24 hours before every shift
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to falling prices. Removed from the analysis was any concept that consistently rose
in popularity across every shift in price, independent of whether prices were rising
or falling, as any rise in popularity could have been an artefact of the long-term
trend.

7.4.3

Context of concepts

Establishing the context of a concept involved finding the top five most common
words occurring in submissions containing at least one word from that concept. The
context was established for each mono-phase and multi-phase concept. The following words from the text were removed before running the analysis as these did not
aid in the interpretation of the concept: the name of the cryptoasset being analysed,
‘account’, ‘actual’, ‘add’, ‘address’, ‘ago’, ‘alreadi’, ‘also’, ‘amount’, ‘anyon’,
‘appli’, ‘back’, ‘blockchain’, ‘come’, ‘communiti’, ‘could’, ‘crypto’, ‘cryptoasset’, ‘current’, ‘day’, ‘differ’, ‘drive’, ‘end’, ‘even’, ‘everi’, ‘exchang’, ‘extra’,
‘feel’, ‘find’, ‘first’, ‘get’, ‘give’, ‘go’, ‘group’, ‘happen’, ‘howev’, ‘includ’, ‘keep’,
‘know’, ‘let’, ‘like’, ‘look’, ‘lot’, ‘make’, ‘mani’, ‘may’, ‘money’, ‘much’, ‘multipl’, ‘need’, ‘next’, ‘one’, ‘peopl’, ‘pleas’, ‘put’, ‘rememb’, ‘right’, ‘run’, ‘say’,
‘see’, ‘similar’, ‘someth’, ‘start’, ‘still’, ‘take’, ‘talk’, ‘thing’, ‘think’, ‘time’, ‘two’,
‘use’, ‘user’, ‘want’, ‘way’, ‘whole’, ‘work’, ‘would’, ‘year’ and ‘yet’. If two or
more words were in the same percentage of submissions (rounded to two decimal
places), such words were treated as being ranked equally.
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Results

7.5.1

Comparison of Bitcoin and Ethereum price phases

Both the bitcoin and the ether price rose to an all time high at the end of 2017
and beginning of 2018, to then oscillate with an overall decline in value until midDecember 2018 (see Figure 7.2). There was a disparity in the timing of the all time
high price for bitcoin (16 December 2017) and ether (13 January 2018).
It appears that different price levels acted as barriers at different times. Whilst
bitcoin prices rose across 2017, ether prices reverted upon nearing 400 US Dollars [14, 295] (12 June and 1 September 2017), only increasing above this level
after five months. Whilst ether prices fell from 5 May to mid-December 2018, bitcoin prices recovered upon falling to 6000 US Dollars [77] (29 June and 14 August
2018) and only fell below this level after four months.
Based on local extrema (see Figure 7.2) and price barriers, six phases of price
movement with ether and eight with bitcoin were demarcated (see Table 7.7). Table 7.7 further shows which of these phases were used in order to compare daily
word frequencies so as to filter words (see Sections 7.4.1.1 and 7.4.2.1). Word2vec
topic modelling was then applied to create concepts from these words, with the
specifications of the word2vec topic modelling approach provided in Table 7.8. Descriptive statistics for the different phases are provided in Table 7.9.
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Table 7.7: For each phase in the cryptocurrency price series: the date range, price movement, overall percentage increase and in which Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Test that
phase was used.
(A) Bitcoin
Phase Dates
1
1 January to before
2
16 December 2017 to before
3
5 February 2018 to before
4
5 March to before
5
6 April to before
6
5 May to before
7
29 June 2018 to before
8
15 November 2018 to before

16 December 2017
5 February 2018
5 March 2018
6 April 2018
5 May 2018
29 June 2018
15 November 2018
15 December 2018

Price Movement Increase
Rise
1,854%
Fall
-65%
Rise
70%
Fall
-43%
Rise
48%
Fall
-40%
Sideways
-5%
Fall
-43%

1
2
3
4
5
6

(B) Ether
12 June 2017
23 November 2017
13 January 2018
6 April 2018
5 May 2018
14 December 2018

Rise
Sideways
Rise
Fall
Rise
Fall

1 January to before
12 June to before
23 November 2017 to before
13 January to before
6 April to before
5 May to before

4,748%
3%
241%
-73%
120%
-90%

(C) Phases compared in the Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Tests
Cryptocurrency Analysis Type Rising Price Dataset Falling Price Dataset
Bitcoin
mono-phase
1
2
Bitcoin
multi-phase
1,3,5
2,4,6,8
Ethereum
mono-phase
3
4
Ethereum
multi-phase
1,3,5
4,6
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Table 7.8: Word2vec-based topic modelling specifications. In the multi-phase analysis,
words more frequent as prices rose were split from those more popular as prices
fell before finding topics (see Section 7.4.2.2); the ‘Higher Word Frequency
Dataset’ indicates in which dataset word frequency was higher. As in Chapter 6, in applying word2vec, the Continuous Bag-of-Words model (CBOW) was
compared against the continuous Skip-gram (SG) model, and Hierarchical Softmax (HS) was assessed against Negative Sampling (NEG). The optimal model
(‘Model’) and threshold (‘Threshold’) is provided.

MONO-PHASE ANALYSIS
Cryptoasset Model
Threshold
Bitcoin
SG, HS
99.0
Ethereum
CBOW, HS
99.0

Cryptoasset
Bitcoin
Bitcoin
Ethereum
Ethereum

MULTI-PHASE ANALYSIS
Higher Word Frequency Dataset Model
Falling Price
SG, HS
Rising Price
CBOW, NEG
Falling Price
CBOW, NEG
Rising Price
CBOW, HS

Threshold
99.0
99.9
99.0
99.9

Table 7.9: Descriptive statistics for phases in the bitcoin and ether price series: the number
of days and submissions.

Phase
Rise
Fall
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Bitcoin
Days Submissions
406
204344
168
86290
349
180898
51
48048
28
13290
32
12302
29
10156
55
17213
139
38700
30
8727

Phase
Rise
Fall
1
2
3
4
5
6

Ether
Days Submissions
242
61010
306
68034
162
30328
164
54372
51
24037
83
27552
29
6645
223
40482
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Mono-phase concepts and their context

Ether prices rose 241% (phase 3) to an all time high price on 13 January 2018 before
falling 73% (phase 4). Only ‘feb’ met the criteria for a mono-phase concept and was
excluded as it reflected the timing of phase 4.
Bitcoin prices rose 1854% to an all time high price on 16 December 2017
during phase 1 and then fell 65% (phase 2). Ten mono-phase concepts rose
more than three-fold with this shift to falling prices and increased within the 24
hour period before entering the falling price phase (see Figure 7.3). The words
occurring with these concepts (see Table 7.10) suggested three themes: regulatory bans (‘korea’ and ‘minist’/‘ministri’); concerns over whether to sell bitcoin or switch to an altcoin (‘cardano’/‘eo’/‘iota’/‘rippl’/‘stellar’/‘tron’; ‘airdrop’;
‘binanc’/‘hitbtc’; ‘hashflar’; and ‘discord’); and discussion of the practicalities
of transacting bitcoin (‘batch’, ‘bech32’ and ‘changelli’). Two further concepts
(‘merri’ and ‘christma’/‘holiday’/‘xmas’) also met the mono-phase criteria but were
excluded because these were most likely due to the timing of phase 2, which began
on 16 December 2017.
The context of the altcoin group (‘cardano’/‘eo’/‘iota’/‘rippl’/‘stellar’/‘tron’)
reflected the contexts of each cryptoasset named. Three of these six cryptoassets increased more than three-fold in the proportion of submissions from phase
1 to 2: Cardano rose 721.44%; Tron 562.63%; and Ripple (represented by ‘rippl’)
309.36%. Examining the top five words occurring with each of Cardano, Tron and
Ripple and the altcoin group (‘cardano’/‘eo’/‘iota’/‘rippl’/‘stellar’/‘tron’) revealed,
in each case, that they were discussed with: ‘ethereum’, ‘buy’, price (‘price’ or US
Dollars) and another cryptoasset (‘bitcoincash’ or ‘rippl’ and ‘verg’ in the case of
Tron). Further details in Table 7.11.
The concept ‘binanc’/‘hitbtc’ combines two different cryptoasset exchanges:
Binance and HitBTC. Interest in Binance rose 1327.89% in frequency compared
with only 163.55% for HitBTC. The context in which ‘binanc’ was used was similar to the concept ‘binanc’/‘hitbtc’, with the top ten words being shared and the
top three words having the same ranking (‘coinbas’, US Dollar mentions and send).
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Further details in Table 7.12.

['cardano', 'eo', 'iota', 'rippl', 'stellar', 'tron']
['binanc', 'hitbtc']
['korea']
['discord']
['batch']
['minist', 'ministri']
['airdrop']
['hashflar']
['changelli']
['bech32']
0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
Percentage of Submissions

0.9

1.0

1.1

Figure 7.3: Frequency data for mono-phase concepts in the case of Bitcoin. This shows the
percentage of all submissions containing the concept in phase 1 (light green)
and phase 2 (blue).
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Table 7.10: Top five words occurring with each Bitcoin mono-phase concept in phase 2.
‘Frequency’ is the percentage of submissions containing each word, providing
the context of that concept. Concepts given in bold and grouped into themes (in
capitals). ‘DMS’ is an abbreviation for ‘dollarmarkersymbol’, used to represent
mentions of US Dollars.
REGULATORY BAN
‘korea’
‘minist’/‘ministri’
Word
Frequency Word Frequency
ban
26.07 financ
60.00
trade
23.22 ban
32.73
regul
14.26 korea
29.09
market
13.85 trade
27.27
govern
12.83 india
23.64
SELL OR SWITCH TO ALTCOIN
‘cardano’/‘eo’/‘iota’/‘rippl’/‘stellar’/‘tron’
‘airdrop’
Word
Frequency Word Frequency
ethereum
15.65 free
30.11
buy
14.21 token
20.43
DMS
13.13 coin
16.13
coin
11.69 new
13.98
bitcoincash
8.63 fork
11.83

‘hashflar’
Word
Frequency
mine
55.70
cloud
29.11
DMS
27.85
profit
11.39
buy / sell
10.13

‘binanc’/‘hitbtc’
Word
Frequency
coinbas
17.00
DMS
15.73
send
15.37
transact
14.83
fee / transfer
14.47

‘discord’
Word
Frequency
join
24.79
pump
20.66
server / member
14.88
pumpanddump
14.05
new
11.57

TRANSACTION PRACTICALITIES
‘batch’
‘bech32’
‘changelli’
Word
Frequency Word
Frequency Word
Frequency
transact
65.00 segwit
69.23 transact
42.19
segwit
55.83 wallet
65.38 send
32.81
coinbas
44.17 support
48.08 DMS
28.12
fee
40.00 send/transact
40.38 help
20.31
implement
27.50 electrum
36.54 support
18.75
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Top five words occurring with each of Cardano, Tron and Ripple (‘rippl’) compared with the Bitcoin mono-phase concept ‘cardano’/‘eo’/‘iota’/‘rippl’/‘stellar’/‘tron’ in phase 2 of the bitcoin price series.
‘Frequency’ is the percentage of submissions containing each word, providing
the context of the specific altcoin or the group of altcoins. ‘DMS’ is an abbreviation for ‘dollarmarkersymbol’, used to represent mentions of US Dollars.

‘cardano’/‘eo’/‘iota’/‘rippl’/‘stellar’/‘tron’
Word
Frequency
ethereum
15.65
buy
14.21
DMS
13.13
coin
11.69
bitcoincash
8.63

‘cardano’
Word
rippl
price/bitcoincash/ethereum/litecoin
buy
analysi/nem
wallet

‘tron’
Word
coin
DMS/buy
ethereum
fee/binanc/help/rippl
bring/verg/bite/futur/invest/new/week

Frequency
25.00
13.64
11.36
9.09
6.82

Frequency
45.83
37.50
33.33
29.17
25.00

‘rippl’
Word
Frequency
ethereum
17.43
buy
14.22
DMS
12.39
bitcoincash
10.78
coin
10.32

Table 7.12: Top ten words occurring with Binance (‘binanc’) compared with the Bitcoin
mono-phase concept ‘binanc’/‘hitbtc’ in phase 2 of the bitcoin price series.
‘Frequency’ is the percentage of submissions containing each word, providing
the context of the word ‘binanc’ or concept ‘binanc’/‘hitbtc.’ ‘DMS’ is an abbreviation for ‘dollarmarkersymbol’, used to represent mentions of US Dollars.
‘binanc’/‘hitbtc’
Word
Frequency
coinbas
17.00
DMS
15.73
send
15.37
transact
14.83
fee/transfer
14.47
buy
14.29
new
13.56
trade
12.48
help
12.12
wallet
11.93

‘binanc’
Word
Frequency
coinbas
17.58
DMS
16.21
send
15.62
transfer
15.04
buy
14.65
transact
14.45
fee/new
13.67
trade
12.30
wallet
12.11
help
11.52
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Multi-phase concepts and their context

With Bitcoin, two multi-phase concepts were linked to falling prices: ‘market’ and
‘sale’. The top two words occurring with ‘market’ were ‘price’ and US Dollars
across each phase of falling prices. The concept ‘sale’ was discussed in a varying
context in different phases of falling prices: with ‘buy[ing]’ and ‘sell[ing]’ in phases
2 and 6, ‘token’ sales in phases 4 and 6 and ‘black’ ‘friday’ sales in phase 8 (see
Table 7.13).
With Ethereum, ten multi-phase concepts were identified. Three of these were
associated with rising prices: ‘tax’, US Dollars and ‘hit’. ‘Hit’ was discussed with
US Dollars (over 40% submissions in each phase of rising prices) and US Dollars
were frequently discussed with ‘bitcoin’(over 15%). The concept ‘tax’ was considered with ‘gain’ (over 30% submissions in each phase of rising prices); ‘pay’ (over
25%); US Dollars (over 24%) and ‘trade’ (over 23%). Further details in Table 7.14.
The remaining seven multi-phase concepts related to falling ether prices. With
the exception of ‘game’, all these could be split into two themes: price (‘market’ and
‘bear’/‘bearish’/‘bull’) and innovation (‘featur’; ‘ceo’/‘cofound’; ‘project’/‘team’;
and ‘makerdao’/‘stablecoin’). In each phase of falling prices, ‘bear’/‘bearish’/‘bull’
was discussed with ‘market’ (over 45% submissions) and ‘market’ was discussed
with US Dollars (over 20%) and ‘price’ (over 18%). Price was discussed in the
context of ‘bitcoin’, which was in over 16% ‘market’ submissions. The context
of discussions around innovation varied but referred to new ‘token[s]’ in over 10%
submissions across all concepts and across all phases of falling prices. The concept
‘game’ was discussed in the context of using gaming machines to mine ether in
phase 4 (24.39% submissions) and ‘play[ing]’ games in phase 6 (14.62% submissions). Further details in Table 7.15.
After the tables showing the context of the multi-phase concepts, Tables 7.16
and 7.17 provide further detail on the percentage change in popularity for Bitcoin
multi-phase concepts and Ethereum multi-phase concepts respectively.
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Table 7.13: Top five words occurring with each Bitcoin falling-price, multi-phase concept
in phases 2, 4, 6 and 8. Concepts given in bold. ‘Frequency’ is the percentage
of submissions containing each word, providing the context of that concept.
‘DMS’ is an abbreviation for ‘dollarmarkersymbol’, used to represent mentions
of US Dollars.

Phase 2
Word Frequency
price
23.71
DMS
21.51
buy
20.23
trade
16.58
new
16.33

‘market’
Phase 4
Phase 6
Word Frequency Word Frequency
price
21.67 DMS
23.48
DMS
16.48 price
21.29
buy
15.37 buy
17.15
sell
12.96 new
13.14
new
10.56 trade
12.90

Phase 8
Word Frequency
DMS
27.80
price
25.56
bear
20.48
buy
19.28
sell
13.30

‘sale’
Phase 2
Word Frequency
buy
26.30
sell
19.45
DMS
17.53
price
13.70
new
11.78

Phase 4
Word
token
sell
DMS/price/market
buy
mt / gox

Frequency
20.45
19.32
17.05
15.91
14.77

Phase 6
Word Frequency
buy
22.22
DMS
19.26
sell
17.78
token
17.04
busi
14.81

Phase 8
Word
Frequency
buy
30.77
price
28.21
DMS
25.64
friday
20.51
black / market
19.23
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Table 7.14: Top five words occurring with each Ethereum rising-price, multi-phase concept
in phases 1, 3 and 5. Concepts given in bold. ‘Frequency’ is the percentage
of submissions containing each word, providing the context of that concept.
‘DMS’ is an abbreviation for ‘dollarmarkersymbol’, used to represent mentions
of US Dollars.
‘hit’
Phase 1
Word
Frequency
DMS
46.82
price
27.95
buy
25.23
new
24.09
bitcoin
23.64

Phase 3
Word
Frequency
DMS
46.30
bitcoin
22.22
new
20.63
high
16.67
mine
16.14

Phase 1
Word
Frequency
buy
28.70
price
24.85
bitcoin
21.13
invest
15.48
sell
14.00

Phase 1
Word Frequency
buy
32.27
gain
31.47
pay
30.68
DMS
25.50
trade
23.90

Phase 5
Word
DMS
bitcoin/check/mean/price/wallet
buy/help/never/hold/activ/transact
new/best/list/move/bite/secur
mine/rate/worth/fund

US Dollar mentions
Phase 3
Word
Frequency
buy
22.47
price
19.72
bitcoin
16.18
new
14.34
mine
11.53
‘tax’
Phase 3
Word Frequency
gain
31.14
DMS
27.19
pay
26.75
buy
25.44
trade
24.56

Phase 5
Word
Frequency
price
17.97
bitcoin
15.67
token
12.67
market
12.44
buy
11.75

Phase 5
Word Frequency
gain
35.71
trade
31.43
pay
28.57
DMS
24.29
capit
22.86

Frequency
41.27
17.46
15.87
14.29
12.70
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Table 7.15: Top five words occurring with each Ethereum falling-price, multi-phase concept in phases 4 and 6. Concepts given in bold and grouped into themes (in
capitals). ‘Frequency’ is the percentage of submissions containing each word,
providing the context of that concept. ‘DMS’ is an abbreviation for ‘dollarmarkersymbol’, used to represent mentions of US Dollars.
PRICE
‘market’
Phase 4
Word
Frequency
DMS
22.22
price
21.53
buy
17.21
bitcoin
16.22
new
15.44

Phase 6
Word
Frequency
DMS
21.43
price
18.50
bitcoin
17.60
trade
16.81
new
16.36

‘bear’/‘bearish’/‘bull’
Phase 4
Phase 6
Word
Frequency Word
Frequency
market
45.57 market
49.69
bitcoin
32.07 DMS
24.64
DMS
23.63 price
22.59
price
23.21 bitcoin
21.97
buy
21.52 new
14.37

INNOVATION
‘project’/‘team’
‘featur’
Phase 4
Phase 6
Phase 4
Phase 6
Word
Frequency Word
Frequency Word
Frequency Word
Frequency
token
22.92 token
20.48 new
36.73 new
31.69
new
20.58 develop
19.16 help
26.12 platform
26.11
ico
17.96 new
17.79 token / develop
22.45 token
24.52
develop
17.68 ico
16.27 build
21.22 project
21.02
market
14.78 platform
16.00 check / price
20.82 develop
20.06

‘ceo’/‘cofound’
Phase 4
Phase 6
Word
Frequency Word
Frequency
interview
16.42 DMS
12.55
token
12.77 platform
12.29
project
11.31 token
11.37
ico
10.58 new
11.24
develop
10.22 project
11.11

‘makerdao’/‘stablecoin’
Phase 4
Phase 6
Word
Frequency Word Frequency
DMS / token
24.19 DMS
19.45
stabl
19.35 token
14.71
price
16.94 new
11.22
maker / project
12.90 price
10.97
decentr / market
12.10 coin
10.72

POLYSEMIC
‘game’
Phase 4
Phase 6
Word Frequency Word Frequency
mine
25.39 new
21.11
new
24.08 play
14.62
card
19.69 token
12.31
gpu
16.73 launch
12.22
buy
16.37 buy
11.62
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Table 7.16: For each Bitcoin multi-phase concept, the percentage change in frequency
with each shift to falling prices. Frequency was measured as proportion of
submissions containing that concept. Both concepts identified were associated
with falling prices.

Concept Phase 1 to 2
sale
42.55
market
12.09

Phase 3 to 4
25.09
22.81

Phase 5 to 6
15.44
10.73

Phase 7 to 8
32.02
30.29

Table 7.17: For each Ethereum multi-phase concept, the percentage change in frequency
with each shift to rising (upper section) or falling (lower section) prices. The
first three concepts were associated with rising prices, and the next seven concepts were associated with falling prices. Frequency was measured as proportion of submissions containing at least one word from that concept.

Concept Phase 2 to 3
tax
61.67
hit
37.91
dollarmarkersymbol
12.53
makerdao, stablecoin
bear, bearish, bull
ceo, cofound
market
project, team
game
featur

Phase 3 to 4

209.09
75.22
63.73
26.21
24.52
23.61
21.45

Phase 4 to 5
21.95
11.63
0.36

Phase 5 to 6

4.48
35.49
25.57
32.04
23.01
23.11
35.64
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Coherence with known facts

Of the Bitcoin mono-phase themes (see Table 7.10), regulatory bans are the closest
to capturing a specific external event. Discussion of ‘korea’ and ‘minist’/‘ministri’
occurred with the debate between the Ministry of Finance and Justice in South Korea as to whether a ban on cryptoasset trading activity should be implemented, with
one proposal being that cryptoassets are a scam that should be subject to criminal charges [149]. On 16 December 2017, when prices changed to falling, South
Korean news media reported how North Korea was using hacks of South Korean
exchanges to fund its regime, encouraging South Korean support for a ban [130].
This could have triggered South Koreans to sell bitcoin holdings before this became
illegal and possibly even criminal [149]. Since approximately a fifth of bitcoin
transactions were in South Korean Won at the time [149], it is coherent with known
events that this caused the shift from rising to falling prices. The presence of ‘india’ in 23.64% ‘minist’/‘ministri’ submissions may reflect concerns over bitcoin
regulation, including rumours of a possible ban in India during phase 2 [185].
The remaining Bitcoin mono-phase concepts could be reflections of a change
in mind-set among bitcoin-holders prior to selling. Before selling, holders of
bitcoin are likely to become concerned as to the future of bitcoin (theme ‘Sell
or Switch to Altcoin’ in Table 7.10) and to consider how to transact the bitcoin
held (theme ‘Transaction Practicalities’). Concerned holders of bitcoin may consider: rival cryptoassets (‘cardano’/‘eo’/‘iota’/‘rippl’/‘stellar’/‘tron’ and ‘airdrop’);
Binance, an exchange selling more than 150 cryptoassets [21]; and whether to
stop reinvesting mining ‘profit[s]’ from Hashflare (‘hashflar’) to generate more bitcoin [237]. Other bitcoin-holders may dismiss concerns raised on social media platforms (‘discord’) as price manipulation (‘pumpanddump’). Before selling bitcoin,
holders may consider the practicalities of: reducing ‘fee[s]’ through batching transactions (‘batch’) [129]; seeking ‘support’ on exchanges (‘changelli’); and determining whether transferring bitcoin from a ‘bech32’ address is ‘support[ed]’ [258].
All the concepts delineated for Ethereum were multi-phase, having a recurring
impact on price over time. Innovation (‘project’/‘team’, ‘featur’, ‘ceo’/‘cofound’
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and ‘makerdao’/‘stablecoin’) was associated with falling prices (Table 7.15). This
suggests that ether holders disposing of their ether to capitalise on new ‘token[s]’
from new cryptoassets was a cause of price falls. This included ‘project[s]’ or
‘team[s]’ ‘develop[ing]’ (≥ 17.68% submissions) ‘new’ (≥ 17.79%) ‘token[s]’
(≥ 20.48%) through ICOs (‘ico’; ≥ 16.27%). Mentioned in relation to this was
‘ceo’/‘cofound’ (‘project’ ≥ 11.11% submissions) and ‘featur’ (‘project’ ≥ 15.51%
submissions). A separate innovation theme related to interest in MakerDAO, which
was launched in December 2017 enabling holders to exchange their ether for Dai, a
decentralised ‘stablecoin’ designed to maintain its value in US Dollars [193].
For Ethereum, price discussed in the context of ‘hit’ was supported as causing
prices to rise whilst ‘market’ price and sentiment (‘bear’/‘bearish’/‘bull’) discourse
were associated with price falls (see Tables 7.14 and 7.15). These discussions happened in the context of ‘bitcoin’ which was a top five co-occurring word throughout.
This suggests a source of ether price volatility was traders analysing the ether price
and comparing it with bitcoin before buying or selling ether.
The multi-phase concept ‘market’ was identified as a consistent driver for both
falling bitcoin prices and falling ether prices. This was discussed in the context of
price as well as buying, trading and selling (see Tables 7.13 and 7.15). This supports
the widespread influence of technical traders who use just price information to make
trading decisions on cryptoasset price series and is consistent with evidence for price
barriers at 400 US Dollars for ether and 6000 US Dollars for bitcoin (see Figure 1.1).
Including contextual analysis in the framework has shown that some multiphase concepts were polysemic - being used in a different context in different price
phases. In some cases, this could be because the concept is an artefact of distinct
themes of discussion each happening to include the polysemic concept. For instance, in the case of Ethereum, ‘game’ was used in the context of using ‘gam[ing]’
machines to mine ether in phase 4 (‘mine’, ‘card’, ‘gpu’) and ‘play[ing]’ ‘game[s]’
in phase 6 (see Table 7.15). Both include the word ‘game’ but are otherwise distinct issues and so examining the context reveals that ‘game’ is probably a spurious
result.
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In contrast, with Bitcoin, the polysemic concept ‘sale’ became popular in all
four phases of falling prices making coincidence less plausible (see Table 7.13). The
concept ‘sale’ was mentioned in terms of ‘buy[ing]’ and ‘sell[ing]’ in phases 2 and
6, a ‘token’ sale in phases 4 and 6 and ‘black’ ‘friday’ sales in phase 8. For ‘sale’
to be irrelevant to price, distinct, irrelevant themes including ‘sale’ would have to
arise at the correct time across four different phases (falling price phases 2, 4, 6 and
8) and within 24 hours before each phase to meet the multi-phase concept criteria.
A tenable explanation is that ‘sale’ is a general term that captures concern regarding
bitcoin before decisions to sell. If holders are concerned about bitcoin, they could
be more sensitive to any ‘sale’ of bitcoin (phases 2 and 6); more interested in ‘token’
‘sale[s]’ to exchange bitcoin for other tokens (phases 4 and 6); and more tempted
by ‘black’ ‘friday’ ‘sale[s]’ where bitcoins are exchanged for discounted products
or sold to generate cash to buy such products (phase 8). This suggests the concept
‘sale’ may have value as a negative sentiment indicator that warns of future falls in
price.
The association of ‘tax’ with rising ether prices could be explained by the timing of phases 3 and 5, which coincided with the end of tax years when ‘pay[ment]’
of ‘capit[al]’ ‘gain[s]’ ‘tax’ becomes due (see Table 7.14). The end of the tax year
in some countries, such as the USA [155], is on 31 December (phase 3 is from 23
November 2017 to 13 January 2018) but in the UK on 5 April (phase 5 was from 6
April to 5 May 2018) [109]. Tax returns are also due in the US by April [155].

7.7

Discussion

The developed framework is designed to capture two distinct types of potential
cause of shifts in the cryptoasset price series: the ‘mono-phase’ with a one-off,
strong impact and the ‘multi-phase’ that repeatedly causes shifts. Application to
Bitcoin and Ethereum data supports both of these phenomena occurring.
The results suggest a one-off effect of regulatory bans on bitcoin, a repeated
effect of rival innovations on ether and the influence of technical traders, captured
through market price discourse, on both cryptoassets. Traders seem to be comparing
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the prices of different cryptoassets: the Ethereum multi-phase concepts discussed
with price commonly referred to ‘bitcoin’, and the Bitcoin mono-phase concept
covering altcoins (‘cardano’/‘eo’/‘iota’/‘rippl’/‘stellar’/‘tron’) was discussed with
US Dollars.
The difference in results between bitcoin and ether is consistent with the difference in the timing of the price phases (Table 7.7) and the all time high price (see
Figure 1.1 in Chapter 1). These cryptoassets were also of different token functionality (Chapter 4).
The concepts delineated by multi-phase analysis may have implications for
forecast models, since these concepts have a predictive association with price that
persists across time. Multi-phase concepts may provide an improvement on sentiment metrics such as VADER that have found social media posts to be positive
even during falling prices [2]. This extends to polysemic concepts, if their context
supports such concepts as acting as proxies for positive or, in the case of ‘sale’,
negative sentiment. The concept ‘market’ was supported as a consistent driver of
falling prices for both bitcoin and ether. The other multi-phase concepts differed,
suggesting that different predictors may be suitable for different cryptoassets.
The use of forecast models would have to account for the possible presence
of mono-phase concepts that have a one-off, major effect on price. A plausible
example of such an event would be the one-off effect of rumours of regulatory
bans in South Korea on the bitcoin price. These could be considered analogous to
‘black swan’ [274] events, being unexpected and having a major impact, but they
can be rationalised with the benefit of hindsight. The rarity of such events means
there are limited data available for understanding how they affect price and so for
informing how the forecast model could adapt to their presence. The magnitude
and unpredictability of these effects make them difficult to model and they may
invalidate results derived from predictions based on the multi-phase concepts.

7.7.1

Limitations of Causality Analysis

The quantitative analytic methodologies developed rely on observational rather than
experimental data. As presented here, observational data may support a causal link
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as plausible, particularly relative to alternative explanations [74, 251], but such data
cannot prove a causal relationship [223, 251]. Let us suppose that a statistical association between event X and event Y has been established, and that X is being tested
to see if it causes Y . Three reasons have been identified for why X might not be the
cause of Y : X is a response to Y, X and Y are symptoms and X causing Y requires
a catalyst.

7.7.2

X is a Response to Y

This was an issue when considering the DDPWI and word2vec-based topic modelling results. For instance, it is plausible that the declining discussion of US Dollars, mentioned with buying bitcoin, was a response to prices falling rather than a
cause (see Section 5.5). This is addressed by placing X before Y in time, which was
incorporated into the mono-phase and multi-phase analyses. These methodologies
required that the popularity of a concept rose before the phasic shift in price.

7.7.3

X and Y are Symptoms

Event X may have occurred before Y because of a third event that caused X and
then Y to occur [117, 223, 303].
Mono-phase analysis reduces this risk through examining the most significant
phasic shift, where prices moved from rising to the all time high value to falling,
and considering just concepts where frequency was more than three-fold higher after the shift in phase. This means that for a mono-phase result to be spurious the
unmeasured variable would have to have a strong association with both the concept
popularity and the price phase. The time of year could be such a variable. This
could explain why ‘christma’/‘holiday’/‘xmas’ were extracted in the Bitcoin analysis, where the latter phase’s time-span included Christmas, and why the Ethereum
analysis produced ‘feb’, because February was in the latter phase compared.
Multi-phase analysis reduces this risk through requiring that the association
between the use of a concept and a move to rising or falling prices persists across
different phasic shifts. Hence, a multi-phase result that a concept is associated with
rising prices is compromised if there exists an unmeasured variable that happened
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to occur with each phase of rising prices. For instance, the association between ‘tax’
and phases of rising prices may be because these phases coincided with key dates
in the tax calendar.
In both the mono-phase and multi-phase analysis, the use of concepts helped
to reduce this risk.

Cases where examining the word or words within the

concept contributed to determining such a risk as likely have been identified
(‘christma’/‘holiday’/‘xmas’, ‘feb’ and ‘tax’). Examining contextual words that
occurred in submissions that contained the word or words in a concept provided
further insight.

The Bitcoin mono-phase analysis extracted the concepts ‘bi-

nanc’/‘hitbtc’ and ‘changelli’. These were discussed with ‘send’, ‘transact’ and
US Dollar references (see Table 7.10). Hence, the discussion of exchanges may
have reflected a desire to dispose of bitcoin rather than caused this need. This suggests that exchange discussions may not have been the root cause of falling prices
but instead some other event drove the need to sell bitcoin and this was the true root
cause of bitcoin prices falling.

7.7.4

X Causing Y Requires a Catalyst

Another risk is that X causing Y may depend on the presence of a catalyst – there
needs to be other events that also occurred [252]. The detected causal relationship
between X and Y may then fail to persist if the catalyst becomes absent. Despite
being described as a common issue in epidemiology [252], this is not typically
accounted for in some causal inference approaches such as DGCMs [150].
This is a risk in the mono-phase analysis that compares just two phases in time.
Rumours of South Korean regulatory bans may have impacted the bitcoin price because of a context specific to the end of 2017 and beginning of 2018. Bitcoinholders may have been particularly sensitive to rumours of a ban at this time because cryptoasset exchanges had just been banned in China (September – November 2017) [239]. Rumours of a ban in South Korea may have fuelled speculation
that other countries would follow China’s lead. This may have caused panic selling
as holders sold their bitcoin before being unable to trade bitcoin, which could have
caused the period of falling prices.
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This is less of a risk with multi-phase analysis because this requires the association between proposed cause and effect to persist across multiple phases. Hence,
any catalyst required for the multi-phase concept to affect price would have to have
been present across the various phases analysed. Even if there were a catalyst meeting this criterion, this suggests that the catalyst persisted across time, reducing the
risk of the catalyst becoming absent with future data.

Chapter 8

Quantamental Analysis of Bitcoin
and Ethereum
This chapter performs a quantamental analysis of the bitcoin and ether price that
matches the results of the quantitative analyses with the fundamentals previously
identified for Bitcoin and Ethereum in Chapter 4. Section 8.1 compares the results for the different quantitative analyses to determine what events and concerns
these supported as being the causes of shifts in the bitcoin and ether price phases.
Section 8.2 then applies the quantamental analyses. This is to address research
question 9 in Section 1.3.5.

8.1

Comparison of Quantitative Analysis Results

This section compares the results of the quantitative analyses applied to Bitcoin,
and then examines the extent Ethereum results differed.

8.1.1

Bans

The quantitative analyses results suggest that concerns over regulation banning
cryptoasset trading in South Korea had a one-off effect which may have been responsible for bringing to a close the phase of rising prices across 2017.
DDPWI established that the word ‘ban’ was particularly frequent during the
stage of falling, volatile bitcoin prices and that ‘ban’ was discussed in the context
of South Korea and ‘trade’. A negative impact on price is also consistent with the
persistently negative sentiment associated with submissions containing ‘ban’ (see
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Section 5.4.4).
When considering causality, the mono-phase analysis corroborated DDPWI,
returning ‘korea’ and the Ministry of Finance (‘financ’ in 60% ‘minist’/‘ministri’
submissions in Table 7.10) as plausible causes of the shift to falling prices at the
end of 2017, concepts that were discussed with the word ‘ban’ (≥ 26.07 submissions) and ‘trade’ (≥ 23.22 submissions) (see Table 7.10). The multi-phase analyses
did not return any results related to regulation or South Korea, suggesting that this
influence of ban concerns on price was not a recurring effect.
In the DDPWI results, during the stage of falling bitcoin prices, ‘ban’ was
also discussed with adverts and internet companies (Facebook, Google and Twitter).
This may have captured discussion around internet companies banning cryptoasset
adverts (see Section 5.5). When examining causality, neither the mono-phase nor
multi-phase analyses supported such policies as influencing price. Internet company
bans on cryptoasset adverts were unlikely to have caused the shift to falling prices
because the bans were implemented after the shift took place. The first ban was
announced by Facebook in January 2018 [88].

8.1.2

US Dollars

DDPWI found that, as prices fell, there was less discussion of US Dollars. US
Dollars was discussed with ‘buy’ across stages when prices were rising or falling
but, when prices stabilised, ‘buy’ was no longer captured by contextual analysis
(see Section 5.4.4). Prices may have stabilised because fewer speculators were
‘buy[ing]’ bitcoin.
The multi-phase analysis, that considered causality, established that ‘market’
(discussed with ‘price’ and US Dollars) rose in the 24 hours before and with every shift to falling prices. This is consistent with holders of bitcoin discussing the
bitcoin ‘market’ and concluding that they should sell. These results convey the difficulty in interpreting US Dollars because, combined with other words such as ‘buy’
and ‘market’, this had different implications for the price.
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Tax

Although DDPWI found ‘tax’ to have been discussed more as prices were falling,
neither the mono-phase nor multi-phase analyses supported tax as causing phasic
shifts in price. Concerns over tax causing prices to fall is also inconsistent with
the persistently positive sentiment of submissions containing the word ‘tax’ (see
Section 5.4.4). DDPWI may have extracted ‘tax’ because the timing of the stage of
falling prices included April, when tax returns are due in the US [155] and this is
the end of the tax year in the UK [109]. This would explain why interest in ‘tax’
rose up to April 2018 and then declined (see Figure 5.7). Hence, concerns over tax
were likely to have reflected the time of year.

8.1.4

Is Ethereum Different?

None of the Ethereum results suggested that government regulation had a direct
influence on the ether price, whilst innovation was found to have a repeated effect
on the ether price but not on the bitcoin price.
Government regulation may, however, have had an indirect influence on the
ether price. There is evidence to suggest that the ether and bitcoin price were being
compared (see Tables 7.14 and 7.15). Also, the ether price peaked on 13 January
2018, one month after bitcoin (16 December 2017). It is plausible that the holders of
ether, having seen bitcoin prices fall across a month, started to question the valuation
of ether, triggering them to sell, reducing the ether price.
Both the Ethereum and Bitcoin results suggest the recurring influence of technical trading, with historic price information used to determine whether to buy or
sell the cryptoasset. Multi-phase analyses identified ‘market’ (discussed with US
Dollars and ‘price’) as a recurring cause of both falling ether and bitcoin prices.
Price levels could also be identified that acted as price barriers for both Bitcoin and
Ethereum (discussed in Section 7.5.1).
The multi-phase analyses identified further price-related concepts for
Ethereum. This included discussion of market sentiment (‘bear’/‘bearish’/‘bull’),
associated with falling ether prices, and price-related concepts associated with rising prices (US Dollars and ‘hit’). These concepts were used with the word ‘bitcoin’,
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and so they may capture observations regarding the bitcoin price influencing ether
buy or sell decisions.

8.2

Quantamental Analysis

8.2.1

Bitcoin as Money

Concerns over regulatory bans on bitcoin trading causing a shift to falling prices
is consistent with the fundamentals identified in Section 4.6.2 as underpinning the
bitcoin price.
Bitcoin, as a crypto-transaction system, is primarily designed for transacting
value. As Bitcoin provides a form of money, the functions of money should be
relevant to understanding why the price of bitcoin has changed. These functions are
to provide: a store of value, a unit of account and a medium of exchange. Price may
be affected by not just an alteration to the actual, present functionality of Bitcoin
as a form of money, but also by any changes in the expected future functionality of
Bitcoin as a form of money (as explained in Section 4.6.2).
In the extreme case, if a ban on the trading of bitcoin in a country were entirely
effective, the holders of bitcoin in that country would become unable to sell their
bitcoin. This would mean the value of the bitcoin they hold would be, in practice,
worthless, removing the functionality of Bitcoin as a store of value.
A complete ban on all bitcoin trading is unlikely to be achievable. Holders
may transport their bitcoin abroad and sell in foreign exchanges, a practice facilitated by the digital nature of bitcoin [211]. Alternatively, holders may find, perhaps
illegal, channels by which bitcoin could be sold to other buyers, such as transacting
bitcoin from wallet to wallet after meeting the other party in person. These provide
possible means of circumventing government regulation, but they are less practical
and involve greater risk than being able to sell bitcoin in a local exchange. Hence,
concerns over government bans on bitcoin trading are likely to lead to concerns over
whether bitcoin will remain a viable store of value.
Such concerns over the future viability of bitcoin as a store of value may impact
on the current value of bitcoin as a medium of exchange. A merchant would need
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to invest in new infrastructure to begin accepting bitcoin in exchange for goods and
services. If the bitcoin received can then not be exchanged for national currency,
and so is essentially valueless, this infrastructure investment would have generated a
loss. Concerns over bitcoin trading bans may thus cause merchants to hesitate over
adapting to accept bitcoin for goods and services, reducing the current viability of
bitcoin as a medium of exchange.
Bans on bitcoin trading in different jurisdictions may also damage the reputation of Bitcoin. A ban on bitcoin trading suggests that the government views the
trading of bitcoin as inappropriate for society. This could fuel a negative opinion
of bitcoin among potential participants, which may discourage the use of bitcoin.
With fewer users, bitcoin would be a less valuable medium of exchange.
Hence, concerns over government regulatory bans could have caused concerns
over the viability of Bitcoin as a store of value and medium of exchange, which
would have reduced the case for holding bitcoin. This may have reduced the demand
for bitcoin and caused more holders to sell, causing the shift to a phase of falling
prices. This suggests that this result from quantitative analysis of concerns over
regulatory bans causing a shift to falling prices is plausible from the perspective of
the fundamentals identified.

8.2.2

Ethereum for Application Development

As discussed in Section 4.6.2, Ethereum, a crypto-fuel system, was primarily designed to enable the development of blockchain-supported applications. Ether can
be acquired to benefit from the suitability of Ethereum in developing applications
and launching ICOs. Bitcoin, designed as a crypto-transaction system, does not
similarly support application development.
If a new innovation occurred that offered improvements in application development or in raising funds through an ICO, examining the fundamentals suggests that
developers are more likely to switch from ether to this new, rival technology than
from bitcoin. Hence, the price of ether is more likely to be influenced by concerns
over new innovations than bitcoin. This supports the plausibility of the quantitative
analysis results that suggest that innovation influenced the ether price.

8.3. Conclusion
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Conclusion

Overall, this chapter has demonstrated the value of a quantamental analysis. In the
case of Bitcoin, the fundamentals characterised it as a form of money and thus it was
vulnerable to regulatory bans. For Ethereum, the fundamentals characterised it as a
platform for developing blockchain applications and thus it was more vulnerable to
new, competitive technologies.

Chapter 9

Conclusion
9.1

Addressing the Research Questions

The recent trend has been to move from describing Bitcoin as a cryptocurrency to
making it part of a wider universe of ‘cryptoassets’ [48]. This reflects the fact that
tokens such as ether offer more than cryptocurrency [48] and tokens such as bitcoin are perceived as being too volatile to be a viable currency [52]. This raises the
question that if they are assets then there should be ‘fundamentals’ (see Section 1.1)
underlying their value. A quantamental analysis was performed that identified what
these fundamentals might be and then examined whether these were consistent with
with the results of quantitative analyses of social media data. This research was conducted by considering a series of questions (see Section 1.3), which are addressed
here.
1. Should cryptoasset price series be analysed individually or in aggregate?
It was found that cryptoassets are a heterogenous universe of assets that should be
analysed individually. This was shown by the lack of any very strong correlations
between the prices of different cryptoassets (see Chapter 3) and by three distinct
types of token functionality being identifiable (see Chapter 4). Hence, cryptoassets
were analysed individually.
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2. Which cryptoassets are to be analysed?
Four criteria were applied to decide which cryptoassets to analyse (specified in Section 2.2), namely: consistently in the top ten by market capitalisation and liquidity,
entity-independence, sufficiently large, publicly available, social media database
and tokens are of a different type. Hence, Bitcoin was selected as the largest cryptoasset with Ethereum chosen as a comparator, being the second largest cryptoasset
and having a functionally distinct token from Bitcoin (see Chapter 4). Also, the
prices of the bitcoin and ether tokens were only weakly correlated (see Chapter 3).
3. What social media data are to be used?
A critical review of the literature was conducted to guide what data would be analysed in performing the quantitative analyses (see Section 2.3). This supported selecting a dataset of discussion forum posts, with Reddit subreddits analysed due
to the existence of subreddits dedicated to Bitcoin and Ethereum with large userbases. Measures of the emotional content of posts or the occurrence of generic
topics (such as ‘China’ [166]) were replaced by an examination of the frequency
of the use of specific words (e.g. ‘ban’) and delimited groups of words (e.g. ‘cardano’/‘eo’/‘iota’/‘rippl’/‘stellar’/‘tron’). Examining a word or a group of words and
the context in which they were being used facilitated linking their use with specific
events or concerns captured by their discussion.
4. What analytic approach is to be applied?
The literature review also guided the analytic approach that underpinned the
methodologies used throughout the quantitative analyses (Section 2.4). Previous
literature decided on a generic measure of social media activity (such as the volume
or sentiment of posts) and then tested for an association with, typically, the daily
change in price. The current thesis instead used the phases observed in cryptoasset
price series to inform the extraction of events and concerns from social media text
in a non-parametric approach.
This removed the need to pre-select the possible cause of price variation before
testing whether the data were supportive, facilitating finding new, plausible causes
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of phasic shifts in price that may not have otherwise been considered. For example,
the data supported a higher concern over regulatory bans as causing a phasic shift to
falling prices, an issue that had not been previously discovered in empirical studies
(Kim et al [166] and Phillips and Gorse [228]).
Reviewing the literature from healthcare epidemiology facilitated evolving
the methodology from considering what events and concerns were associated with
changes in the bitcoin price movement (see Chapters 5 and 6) to what could have
caused observed phasic shifts in the bitcoin and ether price (see mono-phase and
multi-phase analyses in Chapter 7).
5. What benefit does a participant receive from holding a cryptoasset token
and how might this influence the value of the token?
Examining whitepapers, official websites, and third-party commentary showed
three distinct reasons, other than to profit from speculation, for why a token might
be held: to be used as money (‘crypto-transaction’ tokens); to use a platform for
developing blockchain-supported applications (‘crypto-fuel’); and to acquire rights
to a pre-defined asset (‘crypto-voucher’) (see Chapter 4). Crypto-vouchers were not
analysed further because price was likely to be dominated by changes in the value
of the underlying asset.
The benefits from holding different types of token suggested ‘fundamentals’
that might underpin cryptoasset valuations. More bitcoin may be bought (resulting in higher prices) if the current or expected functionality of Bitcoin as money
improves. More ether might be bought with improvements in the suitability of
Ethereum in developing blockchain-based applications and launching ICOs.
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6. What words were associated with the phase of volatile but overall falling
bitcoin prices 2017-18?
The first quantitative analyses involved developing a triphasic methodology
(DDPWI) that extracted three words that were more frequent (‘ban’ and ‘tax’)
or less frequent (US Dollars) in the stage of falling prices compared with the phases
both before and after (see Chapter 5).
7. How can we evolve the results from words associated with phases to topics associated with phasic shifts in the bitcoin price?
A word2vec-based topic modelling methodology was developed that extracted topics, rather than words, that rose or fell with phasic shifts in price (see Chapter 6).
The word2vec-based topic modelling methodology was more flexible than DDPWI
in being able to compare any two datasets of word frequencies.
8. How can we evolve the analysis to find potential causes of phasic shifts in
the bitcoin and ether price?
The word2vec-based topic modelling methodology informed the mono-phase and
multi-phase analyses that analysed causality (see Chapter 7). The mono-phase analysis used the strength of the association to support causes of a single phasic shift in
price. The multi-phase analysis looked for relationships that consistently recurred
despite a changing context across time.
9. How do the results for Bitcoin and Ethereum compare? Are the insights
for each cryptoasset shared or unique?
The quantamental analyses in this thesis characterised Bitcoin and Ethereum as
distinct entities with distinct events and concerns that influence price. Considering
the fundamentals, Bitcoin presents a form of money while Ethereum provides a
platform for developing applications. The quantitative analyses were consistent
with these fundamentals (see Chapter 8) and suggested that regulatory ban concerns
had a one-off, major negative effect on the bitcoin price while concerns over new
innovations had a recurring negative influence on the ether price.
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Where Bitcoin and Ethereum were found to be similar was in the evidence
found for speculation having an influence on price. Technical traders use observed
price data to decide whether to buy or sell, and their effect is suggested by the
apparent presence of price barriers at 400 US Dollars for ether and 6000 US Dollars
for bitcoin. This is further consistent with multi-phase analyses delineating price
discussions as influencing price. The contextual analyses in Chapter 7 suggest that
such traders may have been comparing the ether with the bitcoin price.

9.2

Future Work

In future work, the quantamental analytic strategy developed in this thesis could be
applied to Bitcoin and Ethereum in a future time period, to other cryptoassets and to
prices series in other asset classes to understand what events or concerns influence
price across time. The specific methodologies developed in the quantitative analyses
(DDPWI, word2vec-based topic modelling, mono-phase analysis and multi-phase
analysis) could be applied to other fields of research.
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